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ABSTRACT 
The suitability of persistent programming languages for writing database related 
software such as query languages, persistent programming support tools and data 
management support tools is currently gaining recognition. However, experience 
with PS-algol, a persistent programming language developed by the Persistent 
Programming Research Group of the Universities of Glasgow (formerly of the 
University of Edinburgh) and St. Andrews, has shown that a) the traditional 
mechanisms for describing data via constant and type specifications and b) the 
discipline of static data typing which requires the compiler to resolve all the type 
related requirements of a program prior to its execution are necessary but 
Insufficient In the context of persistent programming. It can indeed be argued 
that some of the mismatches of concepts and techniques that exist between the 
database and programming languages communities are directly attributable to the 
Inadequacies of latter to describe and manipulate data that outlive execution states 
of programs. 
This thesis Identifies these inadequacies and proposes solutions which 
complement the traditional (programming language) techniques. In particular. 
we present a notatio'n for constraint specification which allows data 
(either singly or as a collection) to be described in a succinct and 
precise manner. 
we propose notations which allow evolutions of the meta data to be 
specified 	as a 	programming activity 	and 	we 	describe the 
implementation technique 	called lazy 	evolution 	which 	makes it 
possible 	for the 	programming system 	to 	accommodate the 
consequential changes to data in a 	transparent and time efficient 
manner. 
we Introduce the discipline of dynamic data typing and show how it 
can be used (in conjunction with dynamic program access to meta 
data information) to write programs which can dynamically adapt to 
changes in the meta data - a class of programs whose services are 
indispOnSáble in a persistent programming environment. 
we describe an incremental program elaboration methodology which 
allows, constraint verification (and hence error detection) to be 
performed eagerly (i. e. at the earliest possible time). This program 
elaboration procedure ensures that gains made by the three points 
above do not translate into excessive run time overheads during 
program execution. 
The results obtained in this thesis are also applicable to conventional (i.e. non-
persistent) programming languages. 
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1. 1 The issue: Data Description & Data Manipulation 
Until recently, programming language and database research were 
pursued separately and interaction between the two disciplines was limited 
to finding methods for invoking database packages from within programs. 
In the past few years, however, research effort has been devoted to the 
task of integrating the two disciplines with a view to. facilitating the creation 
of programs that can create and manipulate transient data and persistent 
data In a uniform and consistent manner. The advantages of this 
integration exercise include: a) duplication of research efforts will be 
minimised - advances in programming languages will be automatically 
applicable to databases and vice versa; b) the search for common ground 
between the two disciplines may result in the identification of fundamental 
concepts which will revolutionalise the way we think about programming; c) 
the programmer will be saved the worry of having to think in terms of two 
data models and two programming methodologies when writing database 
oriented applications; and d) database Integrity checks which were hitherto 
performed exctuively at run time can be performed earlier because the 
database Is part of the "immediate' programming environment. 
This effort (at integration) has so far resulted in three main approaches. 
These are 
I By transient data, we mean data that can exist only within the context of program 
executions. 	 - 
25y persistent data, we mean data whose lifetime duration overlap the execution states of 
programs that manipulate them. That is, data that can exist Independent of execution states 
of programs. 
3 mese and other techniques of providing database functionality from within programming 
languages are surveyed in Chapter 4 
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• Integrated Languages - where a) the data structuring operations 
of a programming language and a database data model are 
integrated and b) the data manipulative operations of the 
programming language and a datasublanguage of the data 
model are integrated. 
• Persistent Programming Languages - where the concept of 
persistence (I. e. a measure of the lifetime of data objects) is 
supported at the language level as an orthogonal property of 
data (Cockshott 82). This orthogonality allows data of varying 
persistence -usually ranging from a few milliseconds to years) 
to be treated in a uniform manner. 
• Conceptual Modelling Language - where the interaction and 
interrelationships that exist between real life objects are 
modelled as data objects that represent these real life objects In 
a natural manner. 
The issues that this thesis addresses were Identified when experimenting 
with the persistent programming language PS-algol (Atkinson et al. 
83a. Atkinson et al. 83b. Atkinson at al. 83c) as a programming 
methodology for writing programs that operate on persistent data. It 
became clear that although the data description and data manipulative 
powers of programming languages have proved reasonably adequate In the 
conventional programming methodology where program executions always 
outlive data, they exhibit some fundamental deficiencies when used on 
persistent data. In particular. we identify the following Issues which need 
to be addressed within the context of persistent programming before this 
category of programming language can be used for serious database 
oriented programming. 
• Precision of data description 
programmer uses data objects 
should be able to describe the 
data precisely and succinctly. 
other things, jeopardize the 
programs more difficult to 
comprehend. 
must be improved. When a 
to model real life events, he 
structure and semantics of the 
Failure to do this will, among 
integrity of data and make 
write and more difficult to 
• Evolution of data and data 'descriptions must be supported. 
If data is -kept for long enough, changes in their description 
(meta data) are likely to be necessary. When this happens. 
the programmer must be able to specify the required changes 
and the programming system must be able tor accommodate 
such changes. 
• The ability to write' programs that dynamically adapt to 
changes in data -'description through dynamic access to data 
descriptions must be supported. The current programming 
practice -whereby the compiler resolves all the type related 
requirements of a program may be time efficient but it is not 
appropriate for writing programs that are expected to operate on 
arbitrary data structures or operate on data structures whose 
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descriptions are not accessible to the writer of the program. 
For this class of programs. It may be necessary to delay' until 
runtime the resolution of some of the type related requirements 
of the program. 
In database management systems (DBMS) where the description and 
management of data are of primary concerns, these issues have long been 
recognised as fundamental and efforts are being made to try to understand 
and resolve them ECodd 70. Codd 79. Buneman & Frankel 79. Nljssen 
76. Fry & Jerls 74. Sockut & Goldberg 79. Shipman 811. 
The purpose of this thesis Is to Investigate how these data description 
Issues can be resolved within the context of persistent programming 
language design, and by so doing. propose and demonstrate the feasibility 
of some solutions. 
1.2 The Programming Process 
Consider the programming process. Given a problem. a programmer has 
an abstract (or mental) solution In his mind prior to his actual composition 
of a computer program that addresses the problem. But this 'initial'  
program may be a) incomplete. b) imprecise or C) Incorrect. 
Programming can therefore be defined as the• process of translating 
abstract programs into actual (computer) programs and the rectification by 
iteration or refinement or experiment or proof of the above three defects. 
Given that a large proportion of programming efforts involve the creation 
and manipulation of data. the precision and succinctness with which 
programmers can describe and manipulate both data and Its description 
has a strong bearing on the fluency of program construction and clarity of 
written programs. 
With regard to fluency of program composition. an  Ideal programming 
language 'Is therefore that programming language that allows and 
encourages the programmer to translate his abstract programs into correct 
computer programs in
*
a natural and efficient manner. This involves the 
provision of language constructs which facilitate a natural and efficient 
human definition of objects and a natural and efficient human expression of 
algorithms which manipulate thase objects [Faust 841. 
On the other hand. with regard to clarity of programs. a program, written 
in the ideal programming language, should be easy to reason about. A 
programmer (any programmer with reasonable skills) should be able to 
study a program listing. and. as a result. be  able to recreate an equivalent 
abstract program to that which inspired the actual program. That Is, a 
programmed solution should reflect as vividly as possible its authors 
intentions and ideas. In this respect, clarity translates into readability, 
understandability and maintainability of programs. 
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Once a program is written, it will be read many times by its 
author or other programmers. It is thus important that the 
program listing clearly convey all information necessary to the 
reader ... A programming language should offer easy and secure 
documentation tools to help the programmer produce readable 
fprograml listings. [Richard & Ledgrad 771. 
Figure 1-1 summarises the fluency and clarity requirements of the 
programming process. What we require is a programming language that 
allows a smooth conversion of an abstract program into an actual program 
and we want the resulting computer programs to conjure up Its author's 
intentions when studied by a third party. 
Figure 1-1: Translations Between the Abstract and the Actual 
I 	I 
I 	 I 	 I 	I 	 I 	 I 
I I 
Abstract program 	 I- I 	 Computer program 
High level 
programming language 
—) abstract-to-actual —> 
actual-to-abstract (- 
The desire to satisfy these fluency and clarity requirements has resulted in 
the progressive elimination of computational (low level) constructs from 
programming languages, in favour of constructs which are more declarative 
(high level) in flavour. The advantage of this is that the programmer is 
relieved of the burden of implementation details so that he can focus his 
energies on the creative aspect of programming - that Is producing an 
outline of what is to be done as opposed to how it Is to be done. (Alello at 
al. 783. 
1. 3 Layout of Thesis 
Chapter 2 discusses the main issues addressed by this thesis in more 
detail and advances reasons to justify their importance. It also enumerates 
some objectives for data description within the context of persistent 
programming. 
Chapter 3 Is a survey of the data description facilities of popular general 
purpose programming languages. Using the precision of data description 
as a yardstick. we categorise programming languages into five groups and 
conduct the survey on these categories. 




systems. 	it also charts the historical development of database 
programming. 
Chapter 5 briefly describes the language PS-algol which is used by the 
author as a vehicle for identifying and implementing some of the Ideas 
expressed In this thesis. In addition some programming concepts and 
methodologies which are not implemented in the current release of the 
language but which are assumed in this thesis are introduced in section 
5.12. 
Chapter 6 presents the design of a constraint specification system which 
can be used to describe a large class of static properties of data precisely 
and succinctly. 
Chapter 7 discusses the problems associated with persistent data 
evolution and presents the syntax and semantics of some programming 
constructs to perform data and meta data evolution. The key idea here is 
that the programmer specifies changes to the meta data and the 
programming system automatically evolves particular instances of the meta 
data as the need arises in a manner that is largely transparent to the 
program and the programmer. 
Chapter 8 describes the basic concepts of dynamic data typing. 	it 
supports program access to meta data so that piograms may automatically 
adapt to changes In the meta data. The chapter concludes with an 
extended example of an application that is written using these concepts. 
Chapter 9 describes a compiler technology which facilitates eager 
program checking a) by performing data flow analysis of programs to 
discover some dynamic properties of the program, and b) by performing 
static verification of constraints. In particular, we present a data flow 
analysis algorithm suitable for.analysing programs written in a programming 
language that treats functions and procedures as first class objects and we 
describe the design of a static constraints verification system. 
Chapter 10 describes a prototype implementation of a constraint 
specification and verification system built on top of the PS-algol language 
by the author. 
The thesis concludes in chapter 11 with a critical evaluation of the 
contributions of this thesis and indications for further research. 
Issues and Objectives 
Chapter 2 
4ssues and Objectives 
In this chapter we elaborate on the central issues addressed by this 
thesis. present reasons to justify why they require attention and state some 
fundamental objectives which we feel any proposed solution must satisfy. 
2. 1 Precision of Data Description 
2.1.1 The Issue 
We shall say that a mechanism Is a data description mechanism If It can 
be used to describe data; and refer to th description of data as its mete 
data. 
Data. either singly or as a coliection can be described along three axis. 
These are: 
• Structural properties - that is a description of the constituent 
parts If any, and their names. This Is relevant only for 
compound data objects. 
• Static properties - that is a description of the set of states that 
the data object(s) can assume. That is, the valid states. 
• Dynamic (behavioural) properties - that is a description of the 
set of state transitions that the data object(s) can go through. 
That is. the valid state transitions or operations available on the 
data. 
Traditionally, the type system is used to describe the structural and static 
properties of data. We Illustrate this by two examples. 
First. assume a programmer wishes to use two variables named noc and 
flop to model the number of children that live in a house and the number. of 
people that live In the same house respectively. Since noc and flop will 
only assume integer values, the programmer may start off in PS-algol by 
declaring noc and nop as 
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let noc : = 0 noc for number of children 
let nop : = 0 	;! nop for number of people 
These two statements constitute data descriptions because they specify 
some static properties of the variables. If the programmer is using Ada 
i$chbiah et al. 791 then he could give a more precise description by 
declaring noc and nop as 
max—people: INTEGER constant := 20; 
nbc: INTEGER range 0 	max—people; 
flop: INTEGER range 0 .. max—people; 
Any attempt to assign to either variable a value which does not fall in the 
range 0 .. max—people (or in the case of PS-algol. a value which is not 
an Integer) will be trapped and vetoed by the programming system on the 
strength of the data descriptions above. 
For a second example, the structure class  definition in figure 2-1 is 
meta data describing the structure and static properties of all instances of 
PERSON. 
Figure 2-1: Specifying Structure of a PERSON 
structure PERSON( string 
	
1 year of birth 
	
pntr 	ad; 	I to a PERSON object 
ntr mum; ! . to a PERSON object 
) 
Subsequent to this definition. If p is an instance of PERSON then we can 
4nquire about the yob or dad of p but not about the height of p because 
height is not part of the structure of p. Also, the assignments 
p(name) := p(yob) + 1 
p(yob) := p(dad) 
P(mum) := •"liu" 
will all be trapped and prevented by the PS-algol programming system on 
the strength of the static properties of p as specified in the meta data 
definition in figure 2-1. Thts kind of activity is generally referred to as type 
checking. 
Precision of data description is an important issue because It bears strong 
relationship with correctness of programs. Indeed the most common 
technique of proving the correctness of programs relies on a) precise 
4See chapter 5 for a description of PS-aIgoI 
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specification of the properties of certain key data objects (e. g. the iterator 
variable of a loop) that guarantee correct behaviour lwith respect to 
programmer intention) and termination of a program and b) a 
demonstration that no execution of the program can result in these data 
objects behaving In a manner contradictory to the stated axioms. 
It a program manipulates a datum which is not precisely described, the 
datum may assume an Invalid state (or undergo an invalid state transition) 
during program execution and this makes the program incorrect from the 
point of view of the programmer's intention. The two examples above of 
data descriptions are not precise. in the first example, the relationship 
noc is never greater than nop expresses a static property of noc and nop. 
This property describes the set of valid states of the pair (noc,nop) 
because it implies that the state (noc : = 33. nop : = 2) Is invalid and 
should not be allowed to come into existence in the model. Traditional type 
systems cannot express --this property. Similarly, the static properties in the 
structure class definition of figure 2-1 are incomplete and can be abused. 
For example, there is nothing to stop a programmer from creating a 
PERSON object that has a yob which is lesser than the yob of its dad 
component. This is because the type system cannot handle the property a 
person is always younger than either of his parents. 
In practice. when a data description mechanism cannot deliver the 
required precision, the programmer can makeup for the deficiency (and 
safe-guard the integrity of his data and the correctness of program 
execution) by explicitly interjecting verification checks at strategic locations 
within the program - we shall call this process programmer-driven 
verification process. For example. to ensure that the value of noc Is 
always less than the value of nop. the programmer can interject the check 
if noc > nop, do abort 




This method (of programmer interjected verification checks) is 
undesirable for the following reasons. 
It infringes on the fluency of program construction. The translation of 
algorithms or abstract programs to actual programs (see figure 1-1) is 
made less fluent by the necessity to remember to Interject verification 
checks. 
It infringes the clarity of programs. 	The presence of programmer 
interjected verification checks in programs makes them more difficult to 
comprehend. A program containing one line of declaration asserting 
that value of noc is always less than or equal to the value of nap is 
more easily understood than a program littered with programmer 
Issues and Objectives 
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injected verification code (If statements) checking the same. 	A 
programmer wishing to maintain the latter program has the difficult task 
of separating code that performs verification checks from code that 
Implements the actual algorithm. 
It is error prone. The method is error prone especially when writing 
large programs or upgrading- programs written by others. 	The 
programmer may. out of neglect or oversight, not interject all the 
necessary checks. 
It is time inefficient. Programmer injected verification checks appear 
as part of the algofithm and consequently can only be verified during 
program execution. It is not possible to factor out these checks and 
verify them during pro-execution program analysis (as Is done with 
type checking at compile time). 
It is unsuitable for persistent programming. 	Within the context of 
persistent programming, programmer driven verification is even, less 
reliable. Figure 2-2 Illustrates why this is the case. In a persistent 
environment, data persists for longer durations - weeks, months even 
years, hence the multiplicity of programmers writing -programs against 
data they did not create means that some programs will not contain the 
extra verification checks which are required to guarantee the integrity 
of the data as was -intended by the creator of the data. In the extreme 
case. the creator of the data may not be accessible and there may be 
no definitive documentation of his work, making it very difficult for 
subsequent programmers to know what chocks they need to plant. 
This situation would not have arisen if the original programmer was 
able use the data description mechanism of the language to ?reclsely 
describe the static properties of his data In a' declarative style thereby 
freeing all programmers (himself and others that write programs that 
manipulate these objects) 	from worrying about accidentally 
compromising the integrity of the data. Later on, we will show that a 
persistent meta data (e. g. a persistent class definition) provides a 
moans for 'centrailslng the description of data and demonstrate how the 
semantics of data as represented by its description can be more 
closely associated with the data and its meta data as opposed to being 
'associated with some group Of programs that manipulate the data. 
This tight coupling of data and its description reduces the opportunity 
for illegal updates to data. This is important from the points of view of 
data reliability (less risk of illegal update) and software development 
(data descriptions can be factored out of application programs and 
specified and verified incrementally). 
To resolve the problems stated above, we propose that a programming 
language should possess a notation that can be used to. precisely describe 
the static properties of data as constraints on data and that the 
programming system include a subsystem that would automatically verify 
5Abstract data types can also be used to specify the properties of persistent data in 
secure manner [Atkinson of al. 78]. This alternative Is discussed in the survey In chapter 4. 
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Figure 2-2: Interactions between programs and data 
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that constraints on data are not abused by-subsequent modifications to the 
data. - We shall refer to this subsystem as the constraint 
specification/ verification system and to the entire process of constraint 
administration as constraint mechanisation. 
The notion of constraints is not new. 	Their value is recognised In 
database data modelling where they are used to specify integrity constraints 
on data (see survey in chapter 4). - but their use in programming languages 
has been limited to specifying pre -and post-conditions of program 
fragments when proving the correctness or consistency of programs. (Floyd 
67. -Hoare 69. ACM 761. Our notion of constraints is very similar to their 
use in database data modelling except that a) we wish to extend the 
services of-integrity constraint specification to all classes of data. and b) 
we wish to verify them incrementally, that is. at the earliest possible time 
(integrity constraint verification in database systems is time inefficient as it 
is. alwaysdone at run time). On the other hand. our notion of constraints 
is different from their use in program verification in one respect: Program 
verification requires. as a prerequisite. a complete set of axioms about the 
program to be verified. These axioms are supplied by the programmer or 
on his behalf. We make no such demand of completeness. We simply give 
the - programmer the assurance that all the axioms he chooses to specify, or 
have specified on his -behalf. will be upheld Put differently, we do not 
seek to prove programs correct for all data. rather. we wish to safeguard 
the integrity of those classes of data the programmer is willing or able to 
provide axioms for. In section 2. 1. 2 we enumerate what we consider to be 
the main objectives that should govern the design of such a system. 
A A 
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Chapters 3 and 4 survey data description facilities of high level 
programming languages and database systems and languages. and 
chapter 6 contains the design of a constraint system that meets the 
objectives of section 2. 1. 2. 
2. 1.2 Objectives 
We consider the following to be the major design objective for a constraint 
system. 
. Constraint specification must be precise and convenient to use: and 
. Constraint verification must promote eager error detection. 
Precision: 
The more precise a constraint system is, the less the reliance on for 
programmer Interjected checks and the less the effects of the 
disadvantages listed on page 8. In practice. absolute precision cannot be 
realised and programmer will continue to use explicit checks - to complement 
constraint specifications. A minimum requirement in this regard is that 
commonly used constraints must be expressible in a precise and succinct 
manner by the constraint specification system. 'and, verifiable in an 
efficient manner by the constraint verification system. 
Convenience: 	 - 
Constraints must be easy to specify and interpret. The translation of 
axioms into constraints and the backward translations of constraints into 
axioms must be straight forward and - :unambiguous. These are essential for 
the fluency and clarity characteristics of a language. Moreover. If the 
programmer does not find constraint mechanisation beneficial compared to 
the effort required. he will -not write constraint specifications in his 
programs. Therefore constraints must be - in a simple but succinct 
notation. Basically. we 'require that the semantics of specifications should 
be simple and clear and that the syntax should suggest the semantics. In 
addition facilities for a) abstracting over constraint specifications. b) 
parameterising constraints and c) grouping constraints together so that 
complex constraints can be built from simpler reusable constraints are 
necessary. 
Figure 2-3 illustrates abstraction. parameterisation, grouping and 
activation of constraints. The syntax in this example is of no consequence 
here. 
Efficiency of Error Detection: 
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Figure 2-3: An example of constraint Mechanisation 
! Parameterisd abstract constraint 
constraint isosceles t x, y, z ] 
x = y or x=z or y=z 
! Parametarisaci abstract constraint 
constraint rt.ang.Ledi x, y, z ] 
x**x + y**y = z**z 
bulJdin compIe constraints from simpler ones 
constraint eitrter L X,  y ,  zi 
isosceles( x, y, z ] or rt.angled[ x, y, z] 
let a 	readiQ; let b 	readiO; let c := readi() 
Pare/n eteried jonstrpint activation assert eitrierl a, o, C j 
When a constraint is Specified in a program, it is the duty of the 
constraint verification system to check that the constraint is continuously 
satisfied throughout its scope (what ever scope means) except where the 
programmer indicates that the constraint is suspended. When a constraint 
Is violated. it is the duty of the constraint verification system to detect such 
errors and inform the programmer and/or the user of the violations 
encountered. Violations detected at run time can still be communicated to 
the programmer - for example the programming. system can send him a 
mail message. 
Some errors are more difficult to detect than others. so  our only 
requirement is.that the constraint verification system should detect errors at 
the earliest - possible time. We call this the principle of eager error 
detection or the principle of eager program . checking Morrison 831. This 
principle Is to be contrasted with the principle of static (compile time) 
program chOcking where the emphasis is on detecting errors before 
program execution (which is nevercompletely achievable). 
As a policy, eager program checking is a better choice than static 
program checking. The notion of static program checking is naive 
because it suggests that there are only two times when error-detection can 
take place: namely at compile time or at runtime. This is clearly not the 
case. Error detection can take place at other stages such as during 
algorithm formation or during terminal input (as in syntax directed editors). 
The principle of eager program checking accommodates all these 
possibilities under One -umbrella. As a result. eager program checking as 
a principle, allows runtime checking (if that is the earliest possible time) 
without a feeling of guilt - the fact that a constraint cannot be checked 
during pre-execution program analysis should not deter a programmer from 
specifying such a constraint in a declarative manner. leaving its verification 
to the system. Programming languages that are obsessed with pre-
execution program checking do not support programmer specification and 
automatic verification of constraints that fall in this category. As we argued 
earlier, the programmer resorts to interjecting programmer verification 
checks all over his programs to 'makeup for the inadequacy of 'such a 
constraint system and these make the resulting programs difficult to read, 
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write, reason about and maintain. The irony of 'the situation is that these 
programmer inserted verification ctiecks are used at run time to perform the 
necessary checks, so, no loss in efficiency need result If the same checks 
are being Inserted automatically, unless of course the programmer has 
better Insight as to where checks are necessary. 
Another aspect of error detection of Interest to us concerns the 
appropriateness of error messages. When a constraint violation is detected 
at runtime, it should be conveyed to the programmer/user in manner that 
he can appreciate. if the constraint that is violated is a complex one, a 
standard error message issued by the runtirne system may prove 
Insufficient. Inappropriateness of error messages takes on an even more 
serious outlook in the context of persistent programming where there could 
be a considerable delay (up to months or years) between error commission 
and error detection. One way of improving the quality of error messages, 
at least for an error resulting from constraint violations. Is to recognise that 
the writer of a program Is the only person who can explain how to report the 
error and hence allow him to specify, within his programs, how the runtime 
system should react in the event of a constraint violation. See section 
6. 9 on exception handling. 
2.2 Evolution of Data Description 
2.2. 1 The Issue 
The ability to cope with change is vital to computer systems and their 
products [Neumann 81. Glib 81]. A number of concepts and issues In the 
study of computer science are motivated by the desire to cope with various 
kinds of change. For example 
• The assignment operator in imperative programming. languages 
is a means of causing changes in the value in a store. 
• Software portability [Wallis 82. Brown 72, Brown 771 arose 
because of the desire to write programs that can cope with 
changes in the hardware. 
• Hardware compatibility arose because of the desire to be able to 
interconnect various hardware components together. 
• Finally, one of the primary purposes of standardisation is to 
improve portability. For example if a programming language is 
standardised. then ideally, programs will run as intended 
irrespective of where they are compiled and executed. 
Closer home to data management. three types of change that need to be 
accommodated can be identified: 
• The separation of the physical storage structure from the total 
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logical structure so that changes to the physical storage 
structure of data can be -made (usually for the purpose of 
performance Improvement) without affecting the total logical 
structure. This is called physical data independence. 
• The separation of a user's view of data from the total logical 
structure so that he may see a - subset and/or some derivation of 
the total logical structure. if this separation is well engineered. 
it is possible to protect the user .trom all changes to the total 
logical structure. 
. The ability to change the meta data. 
Our concern here is with respect to the last activity and we rephrase the 
issue as: how should a programming system support changes in the 
descriptions of data? There are two distinct issues that need to be 
identified and tackled. These are 
. The specification of change and 
• The accommodation of change. 
The former concerns the syntax and semantics of language constructs that 
can be used by programmers to specify changes in data description. while 
the latter concerns how the -programming system accommodates the 
specified changes. These issues are discussed - In more detail in section 
2.2.2. First. we give reasons to justify the need for meta data evolution. 
These reasons are relevant to, but not 'specific to, persistent 
programming. 
To support longer term persistence: 
• Very often. the schema of a database Is a model of a programmer's 
perception of some portion of the' real world [Nijssen 761. The real world 
Itself or -the programmer's perception of It are subject to change over time. 
When this happens. the programmer needs tools and techniques to evolve 
the schema if 'the database Is to remain a faithful model of the perceived 
world. 
To support the' development of database update utilities: 
For example, an application program that implements a relational database 
system must be able to modify (evolve) the database schema as a 
response to certain and user commands such as add a new attribute to a 
relation*. - 
To' support the testing and debugging phase of software development: 
During the early stages of program development. specifications of types 
and meta data are subject to a lot of redefinition (evolution) as the 
inadequacies of the current definitions manifest themselves. If the program 
development is done in 'a persistent environment, the database may be 
populated by data objects fathered by defunct meta data definitions. There 
is a need to be able to cope with these data objects in a manner that does 
not seriously slow down the software 'development process. 
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To support the merging of databases: 
There are valid reasons why databases may be merged [Sockut & Goldberg 
79. Buneman & Davidson 831. For example; a company buys a bankrupt 
company and decides to integrate the other company's database Into its 
own database. Before two the databases. 081 and 082. can be merged, 
their schemata must be reconciled. For instance. 081 might model a 
employee entity as type EMPLOYEEI in figure 2-4 while 082 models a 
person entity as EMPLOYEE2 In figure 2-5. Prior to the merging of 081 
and 082, a visual inspection of the schemata of both databases should 
reveal that EMPLOYEEI of 081 and EMPL.OYEE2 of 082 both model the 
same "thing and they should both be reconciled by evolving them to 
EMPLOYEE (figure 2-6). The steps involved are: - 
evolve EMPLOYEE 1 to EMPLOYEE 
evolve EMPLOYEE2 to EMPLOYEE 
merge DB1 and DB2 
To support view integration: 
If user views are available and if updates are allOwed on the data and meta 
data of these views (Dayal et al. 78]. then a methOd is needed to integrate 
views into the global logical structure. This will involve evolving the meta 
data of the global logical structure so that It accommodates all the updates 
on the meta data of the views. 
To correct mistakes: 
Finally, when data descriptions are erroneously specified, a programmer 
should be able to correct his mistakes as they become apparent, even if 
data has already been collected. and. programs have been written using the 
original (faulty) definitions. 
Even in non-persistent proramming 4anguages, the ability to change data 
description can be useful. Such a facility can be used to vary the 
behaviour of data objects within a program.. For example. in figure 2-7 X 
is a global variable which is updateable throughout its scope except for 
within the body of procedure READ. OBJ where it is restricted to be read 
only. What we have here is that the description of X (in this case its 
constraint specification) .is made to change. This is good because it 
assures the programmer that although. X is updateable and accessible from 
within procedure READ. OBJ. an execution of READ. OBJ cannot change the 
value X by side effect. We are not aware of any programming language 
which offers this kind of flexibility in a general way at present. 
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Figure 2-4: A model of the EMPLOYEE entity 
type EMPLOYEE 1 is 
record 





Figure 2-5: Another model of the EMPLOYEE entity 
type EMPLOYEE2 is 
record 





FIgure 2-6: A reconciled model of the EMPLOYEE entity 







date—of—employment: DATE;­ .  
end; 	 - 
Figure 2-7: Example of a flexible' Constraint System 
let X : = 90 
X is updateable here 
X := X + 33 
let READ.OBJ = proc( -) pntr ) 
assert X is CONSTANT in 
begin 
X is not updateable here 
end 
I x is updeteable here 
X := readi.() 
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We identify three objectives. 
Firstly. , evolutions which are desirable and feasible 0. a.'efficiently'  
implementable) should be allowed. For example, with respect to evolving 
the structure and static properties of structure class definitions. It is 
sufficient-to allow the- following evolutionary trends. 
• Add a new constraint to a class definition. 
• Delete an existing constraint from a class definition. 
• Add a new field 
• Delete an existing field 
• Modify a field (a. g. change its name, its type or its initial 
value). 
Secondly, the syntax and semantics of evolution should be simple to use 
and easy to interpret hence we seek a clear and clean notation for the 
specification of meta data evolutions. 
Ftnally, the accommodation of change must be done in a manner that 
does not severely disruot normal orocessino. Consequently. the manner in 
which a change Is accommodated will depend on. the scale. Identifiability 
and accessibility of the data objects affected by the change. If few objects 
are to be affected and if these objects are readily identifiable and 
accessible, then the change can and should be accommodated with 
immediate -effect. On the other hand if the objects involved are not easily 
Identifiable (irrespective of their'quantity) or If the objects involved are 
many (hundreds of thousands say) then It may be unwise to accommodate 
the change with Immediate effect because normal processing may be 
seriously hampered. 'in-these and similar circumstances, change must be 
accommodated -lazily in a manner similar to lazy evaluation (Friedman & 
Wise 76, Buneman & Frankel 79. Buneman at 8!. 821. - Discussions on how 
to accommodate changes to the structure of data by the means of static 
(off-line) and dynamic (on-line) database 'reorganisations can be found In 
(Sockut & Goldberg 79. Navathe & Fry 76. Fry & Jeris 74, Carden 83]. 
Chapter ?discusses this issue in more detail and presents some 
programming language constructs and techniques for specifying and 
accommodating changes in the descriptions of persistent data. 
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2.3 Dynamic Data Typing 
2. 3. 1 The Issue 
Concern for the space-time rurrtime efficiency of programs have, over the 
years. resulted In programming language Implementation techniques where 
the space requirements of objects and the data manipulative powers of 
programs are resolved at the earliest possible time - often at compile time. 
That this approach Improves the runtime efficiency of programs cannot be 
contested - the advantages of this method include: 
• Checks are factored out and performed once. 
• Errors are reported at a time when the programmer is most 
ready to deal with them. 
• Symbolic Indices (such as field indices) are converted to 
- numeric indics by the complier. 
• Since the compiler is aware of all the types to be manipulated. 
it can specify data storage representation of objects in a space 
efficient manner. 
• Full knowledge of a program's type requirements can be used to 
perform further optimisations. 	 - 
We shall refer to this method of "complier gets everything ready" as static 
data typing because It requires that all the type requirements of a program 
be resolved (statically) at compile time. 
There are two problems associated with static data typing. Firstly, types 
(or data descriptors In general) which are after all encodings of the 
universal properties of the values they represent had to be relegated to 
second class citizens and treated within programs as textual quantities. 
Secondly, since the -compiler has to resolve all the type related 
requirements (such as type checking and conversion of symbolic to 
numeric indices) of a program at compile time, the programmer is forced 
to specify. at program writing time, all the data manipulative powers of his 
programs. This means that if a program PROG is expected to manipulate 
PERSON objects at runtime then this fact must be known to the programmer 
at program writing time and encoded in the program (say, by defining class 
PERSON in the text of PROM for use by the compiler. There are however 
programs whose data manipulative powers cannot be fully specified at 
program writing time because they are expected to -operate on arbitrary sets 
of data structures. Examples of such programs are: programming support 
tools such as debuggers, browsers. object editors, menu systems, history 
lists maintainer (Lisp fashion), garbage collectors, transaction managers 
etc. and persistent programs that query and update arbitrary collections of 
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persistent data. 	We 	shall call 	these 	programs universal application 
programs (UAPs) 	because 	they 	are 	designed 	to operate 	on 	arbitrary 
collections of data structures. Indeed, 	some of the 'meta data a UAP 
operate on may not come into existence until after the UAP was written and 
compiled. it 	is. 	therefore. not 	possible for the writer of the 	UAP to 
anticipate such a -meta data. 
UAP5 are fairly common, and they constitute a significant proportion of 
programming. and they are difficult and clumsy to write in programming 
languages -that demand static data typing. The only way of programming a 
UAP in a statically typed language is either by 
• Consciously breaking the type rules of the language. that Is 
abandoning STRONG TYPING, or by 
• Writing a'complete- simulation in - the statically typed language 
for his flexible system. 
In the first case, a programmer who 'understands the Implementation of the 
language and who has access to the - implementation may be able to write 
privileged Implementation level routines that recognise classes 	objects 
dynamically . He can then use these routines to write UAPs . Note 
however that 'these privileged routines will have 'to break the type rules' 
hence they are unsafe for general distribution so -an average programmer 
with no access to the Implementation cannot write: these 'general routines. 
But, the existence of facilities that make it possible to write such privileged 
routines imply that fl programs are less trustworthy. Futhermore. 
portability of programs across language implementations Is lost. 
Alternatively, a programmer may 'program around the difficulties Imposed 
by static data typing by writing a complete simulation 01 his UAP In the 
statically typed host language. 	This is usually done by using Inherently 
dynamic types such as vectors to Implement static types. 	This is a 
common technique but it Is achieved at great cost In programmer effort 
(implementatIon costs) and program-performance (Interpretive costs). For 
example. a' PS-algol programmer wishing to write a general purpose data 
query and update application program cannot afford to represent his data 
as PS-algol structures since the language 'does not support dynamic 
manipulation of -Instances of classes. He will have to represent his data as 
vectors and encode-within his program translation algorithms to translate a 
request for the age of a person object to an internal request for the fifth 
component of "the vector that represents that person. This particular 
example has three draw backs. Firstly data is less secure. The constraints 
specifiable on fields of a record (e. g. type and constancy constraints) 
6Tbls Is only possible II data objects carry their class information on them at run time. 
TThe author used this method to provide a data browsing facility for one of the earlier 
version of Ps-algol. 
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cannot be specified on 'indtvldual components of arrays. 'Secondly, arrays 
are usually tornogeneous so. some elaborate trick is required to make a 
homogeneous array hold heterogeneous values. This will be space 
intensive. Finally translations of user supplied symbolic names to indices 
of arrays and the verification of new values (If updates are allowed) will 
necessarily be performed at run time since they are encoded in the 
program. This can amount to a significant cost . If record structures had 
been used, the programming system would have factored out some of these 
checks and translation and' performed them once at compile time. 
What is needed is a programming methodology whereby a program can, if 
necessary, postpone the resolution of some of its type related requirements 
until ,runtime. This requires that programs be able to generate and access 
(or query) types and type 'related information such as meta data 
dynamically. ' Such a methodology is what we call dynamic data typing. 
The power of 'dynamic data typing lies in the fact that it allows the 
construction of programs that operate on data objects' whose types are yet 
to be defined. This is a desirable property because it raises the level of 
abstraction at which programs are expressed EWegbreit 74, Goodwin 8)]. 
The concept of writing code that can operate on data values of different 
types was first identified as polymorphism by Strachey [Strachey 671. 
Strachey categorised polymorphism into two classes: 
• Ad hoc -Polymorphism - where the actual code executed for a 
particular instantiation of a polymorphic procedure depends on 
the types of the parameters. For lnstance:print 4 executes a 
different 'code from print abc. 
• Universal Polymorphism - where the same code is executed for 
all Instantiations of the procedure.' This is often possible 
because all the possible data objects which can 'be passed to 
the procedure as parameters have identical or similar physical 
data representations or because the program can enquire about 
the structure of data objects and on the basis of such 
enquiries, it can afford to treat all data objects uniformly. 
Universal polymorphism can further be categorised into two groups 
(Burstall & Lampson 84]. These are 
8Two former students of this department implemented their database systems (a functional 
data' model and a generailsed database system) by writing complete simulations of their 
software in PS-algol as described here and they incurred significant programming and 
efficiency costs [Kulkarnl 83, Hepp 83]. 
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• Explicit para mote risation - where the type of an instantiation of 
the polymorphic procedure Is supplied explicitly as one or more 
type parameters. For instance 'reverseElnt]( 1.2.3,4 )'. 
Russell [Boehm at al. 80 Demers & Donahue 801. Ada [lchblah 
at al. 791 and the proposed language called Pebble [Burstall & 
Lampson 841 are examples of. programming languages with 
.-polymorphic procedures 'that require explicit parameterisation. 
•"Unification'- where the programming system derives the type of 
particular instantiations from the types of the actual parameters. 
For 'example ML [Gordon at al. 79. Milner 78. Milner 833 and 
Ponder [Fairbairn 82. Fairbalrn 841. 
Although the concept of dynamic data typing Is akin to that of 
polymorphism. since they both allow the 'construction of programs and 
procedures that can operate on different types of data. there .  Is an 
important difference. Most polymorphic languages are statically typed and 
they expect complete type information to .be-available at compile time so 
that the compiler can perform all the necessary instantiations of generic 
procedures. As a result, 'they 'cannot be used to write UAPs since the type 
requirements of a typical UAP cannot be fully quantified until run time. Put 
differently. the genericity of polymorphic procedues is limited to the 
altOrnatives stated in or inferred from the program whilst the generlcty 
offered by dynamic data typing is unbounded so 'long as the operations are 
valid. 
We point out that: 
• Dynamic data typing, if well engineered, can support data 
typing regimes that are as' strong as those of the static data 
typing 'regimes. By this, we mean that 'there is no greater 
chance of an operation being applied to a datum to which it is 
not applicable. 
• Dynamic data typing does not necessarily imply that all checking 
is postponed to program execution' time. It is possible to design 
a program elaboration technology that implements incremental 
program checking as discussed earlier so that checks are 
performed at the earliest possible time. We describe such a 
technology in chapter 9. 
2. 3. 2 Objectives 
We 'identify two objectives. Firstly. the ideals of strong typing must not 
be abandoned. There must be an unconditional guarantee that all Illegal 
operations will be detected. This is necessary for the correctness of 
9EKpect for trivial procedures such as reverse where the structure of the parameters Is 
inconsequential. 
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program execution and for the programmer's belief in the trustworthiness of 
his programs. 
Secondly, since the dynamic interpretation of operations can be expensive 
because of repeated run time checks and run time translations of symbolic 
references to numeric indices, it is essential that the discipline of dynamic 
data typing coexists with static data typing so that the former is used only 
when necessary. 
2.4 Summary 
The purpose of this chapter has been: 
• To introduce and discuss main issues addressed by this thesis. 
• To advance reasons which justify the importance of these issues 
and 
• To enumerate some objectives which proposed solutions must 
satisfy. 
Briefly, the main issues are: 
• To find a data description method, which supports statements, 
often called constraints, which are axioms on which programs 
.and data are built, and for which a resonabie performance 
enforcement or verification system can be engineered. This 
system will be closely connected with the role traditionally given 
to type systems and it may subsume that rote. We shall return 
to the interplay between types and constraints in section 6. 14. 
• To find a method of defining change to all the meta-data and to 
implement or accommodate the consequential changes in stored 
data and programs. 
• To allow programming within the type system to generate. 
manipulate and use meta data without weakening the 
trustworthiness of programs. 
• To find an Incremental program checking mechanism which 
validates checks at the earliest possible stage, in order to 
inform the programmer of errors at the most appropriate time 
and in order toprodtice reasonably efficient programs. 
Tl,e first three are necessary for longer term data management in persistent 
-programming languages. and the thesis reports on the refinement of their 
definition, a recognition of their interdependence and an exploration of their 
engineering. It concludes with a demonstration of the feasibility of our 
proposals. 
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Chapter 3 
Overview of Data Description In Programming Language Systems 
3. 1 Introduction 
We classify data descriptions mechanisms of highlevel programming 
languages and database programming languages Into five categories and In 
this chapter and the next, we survey the data description facilities provided 
by these categories. The five categories are: 
Group 1: Programming languages in which data description is 
almost non—existent. 
Group 2: Programming languages in which.:the type system is 
the data description mechanism. 
Group 3: Same as Group 2 except that -the type system Is 
augmented with some extra mechanism. 
Group 4: Programming languages with abstract data types. 
Group 5: Database programming languages and conceptual 
modelling languages. 
We will evaluate the surveyed data description mechanisms against the 
following criteria: 
. Precision of data description. 
. Prospects of meta data evolution. 
• Prospects of dynamic program access to meta data information.. 
That is, can programs create new meta data units at run time 
and can programs gain access to. and query meta data 
informatiofl at run time. 
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3.2 Group 1: No data description facility 
3.2. 1 Discussion 
Programming languages in this group have no appreciable mechanism for 
describing data. Even simple and standard data description techniques 
such as giving a variable a type (thereby restricting the set of states the 
variable can assume) is not possible with these languages. Given that PL 
is a programming Aanguage in this group and x is a variable in a program 
written in P1... the value space of x (I. e. the set of values assignable to x) 
is equal to the universal value space of PL (I. e. the set of values 
recognised by PL) and the programmer cannot change this in any way. 
Snobol [Griswold et al. 711. APL ('Invarson 62. Falkoff & Iverson 731. 
BCPL f-Richard & Whitby-Strevens 801. BLISS [Wulf et al. 711 and lower level 
programming languages such as assembler and machine oriented 
programming languages are examples of languages in this group. 
For example. in Snobo14. declaration is with initialisation so the statement 
z=1 (3.1) 
introduces the variable z into the program and gives it the initial value of 1. 
Subsequent to this declaration, any of the following assignments is valid. 
z = 22 
z = 'this is a string' 
z= array( 3, 'a') 	 S 	 - 
Any value of Snobol4 can be assigned to z. The programmer cannot 
describe z in a manner that restricts the values admissible to z. 
Similarly, more sophisticated data -modelling exercises are very Imprecise 
because the constraints that give data models their structure and semantics 
cannot be. expressed as part of the data definition. In Snobo14. the 
keyword DATA can be used to. Introduce programmer defined structured 
data types. For instances 
DATA( 'PERSON( NAME, AGE )' 
introduces the record-like data type PERSON with two fields NAME and 
AGE. That is however the -limit. The programmer cannot sharpen this 
meta data by specifying that the age component of PERSON objects only 
-accept integer values. If he is interested in such constraints then he has 
to resort to programmer driven constraint enforcement techniques because 
on the strength of the data definition above, the following statements are all 
valid. 
P = PERSON( 'John', 34 ) R= = PERSON( 55, 'Smith' ) 
AGE( p ) 	g 
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3.2.2 Appraisal 
Languages in this group have no constraint system hence the criteria of 
evaluation enumerated at the begining of this chapter are not applicable. A 
'relevant question is how 'does the lack of constraint mechanisation affect 
program construction and maintenance?'. A simple answer to this is that 
the tack of adequate data description in these languages is detrimental to 
the construction of secure, understandable. and maintainable (large) 
programs. A - lot of discipline is required on the part of the programmer if 
he is to write secure programs and even If he achieves this goal (against 
all odds) such programs usually prove difficult to reason about and difficult 
to maintain. Furthermore, the process of transforming faulty programs into 
correct (and hopefully secure) programs by way of debugging can be 
tortuous. 
3.3 Group 2: Type system used as the data description Facility 
3.3. 1 Discussion 
We begin by giving a definition of a type. A type is a set of applicable 
operations. But we recognise that it is customary to associate a set of 
values with a type. Given a type T. we shall refer to 'the set of values 
associated with T as the type space of T. Programming languages in this 
group have one thing in common and that is they -V se their type system as 
the (only) mechanism for describing data. Fortran CANS 781. PL/1 CANS 
761. Pascal (Jensen & Wirth 74. Welsh & Elder: 791 and Algol-68 Ivan 
Wijngaarden at al. 751 are examples of languages' in this group. 
Essentially, data description Is achieved via type specifications and data 
-integrIty verification via type checking. 
Consider for example the Pascal declaration. 
var i: integer 	 (3.2) 
The variable being declared is i. The type name integer in this context is 
used to identify the set-of integers and the declaration implies the following 
constraint specification on i: 
The variable i can only accept (a machine 
dependent subrange of the) integer values 
or 	- 
The value space of i is equal to 
the type space of type integer. 
Subsequent to this declaration the statements 
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i : 22 
i 	j + 90 
i : 2 + i - 9 
are valid but the statements 
i 	"this is a string" 
i : nil 
are not because they violate the constraint placed on I. 
More sophisticated data structures are also described or modelled wholly 
by the type system. For example. a person entity can be modelled in 
PS-algol as 
structure PERSON( cstring pname; 
mt 	rob; 	year of birth 
pntr ad; pntr to a PERSON 
pntr mum 1 pntr to a PERSON 
) 
Using this data model. PERSON can be instantiated as follows: 
let father = PERSON 
let mother = PERSON 
let p := PERSON( "John", 4, father, mother ) 
The PS-algol system will check for the satisfaction of the constraints 
specified on the fields - that is that the p(pname) is a string, p(yob) is an 
tnt and that p(dad) and p(mum) are pntr values. In addition, updates to 
p(pname) will not be allowed because it violates the constancy constraint on 
pname. Similarly, if q is a pntr variable which points at an object which is 
not an instance of PERSON. then the dereferencing operation 
q( yob ) 
will not be allowed. 	These error detection capabilities associated with 
constraint specification make it less likely for programs to corrupt data.. 
3. 3. 2 Appraisal 
Precision of Data Description: 
For these languages. the precision Mth which programmers can describe 
data depends on and is limited by the selection of type spaces supported by 
the type system. Data description is therefore precise only if there is a 
type In the language whose type space matches the desired description. 
This means that if a programmer wishes to describe a datum x by specifying 
that x can only accepts values from the set V. he can do so precisely as 
long as there is a type T whose type space is given by V. We saw some 
examples of this earlier with V = set of integers. 
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If V does not coincide' with the type 'space of some type. then the 
programmer has to search for some type Ti with type space Vi which 
satisfies the relationship V C  Vi and than describe x as value space of x 
Is equal to Vi by declaring x to' be of type Ti. If the type system is such 
that type spaces do not overlap (a. g. Pascal) then it will always be 
possible to find a locally optimal Ti. If the 'programmer wishes to stick to 
his intended description of x (i.e. value space of x Is equal to V) then 
he has to resort to programmer driven constraint enforcement to make up 
for the Inadequacy of the type system. We argued earlier that this may be a 
difficult thing to accomplish satisfactorily especially if the program is large 
and/or if the programmer Is maintaining a program written by some other 
person. 
We note here that when 'the type system is used as the data description 
mechanism, the desire to provide programmers with high precision of data 
description may lead to a situation where 'The type system is saturated with 
sets of values masquerading as types. The treatment of subranges as 
types In Pascal Is an example of this tendency. If we insist that a type Is a 
set of operations, then it Is difficult to Justify subranges as types in Pascal 
since they inherit the operations 'on integers and Introduce no new ones 
(see tHabermann 731 for a critique of subranges as types in Pascal). 
A valid question Is is the type system adequate as a tool for 
describing data? The answer to this Is no. 'There are a host of data 
descriptions assertions such as 
1.'value of x is between 1 and 10 or between 100 and 
104. or 
2. value of x Is always less than the sum, of the values of y 
and z. or 
3.'all person objects must be at least 10 years younger than 
than mum and at least 15 years younger than their dad 
which are desirable but which cannot be expressed through a type system. 
Meta Data Evolution: 
Languages in this group are generally not designed to cope with changes 
in data description in any systematic manner. A piece of data is described 
at its point of conception (I. e. by a declaration) and this description is 
'Irrevocable. It cannot be refined, replaced or evolved. For example, the 
declaration 
var i: integer 
'introduces the variable i into its scope and specifies that i can accept 
integer values. There is no way this description of I can be revoked or 
modified. 
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The same rigidity of choice occurs in more sophisticated data modelling 
exercises. For example once the entity BOOK is modelled as 




and instances have been generated. there is no systematic way of altering 
this model (e. g. adding a new field or altering the value space of one of 
the fields). 
Dynamic Program Access to Mete Data: 
Programs written in languages in this group do not support dynamic data 
typing nor dynamic access to meta data information to any appreciable 
extent. This makes it difficult to write programs that require the capability 
to a) dynamically create new data templates (e. g. -new classes) and b) 
dynamically adapt to changes in The meta data. We gave example of such 
an application in. section 2. 3. PS-algol provides an Is operator which can 
be used to dynamically query the class of an instance of a structure (If p 
is PERSON then ... else ...). There is however no programming 
construct that can be used to dynamically enquire about names of fields or 
types of fields. 
3.4 Group 3: Augmented Type system used as the data description 
Mechanism  
3.4. 1 Discussion 
Programming languages in this group use their type systems as the basis 
for data description but they provide extra mechanisms that can be used to 
refine the type related data descriptions. The purpose of the extra 
mechanism is essentially to provide the programmer with a means of 
improving the precision of data description. 
The subtype mechanisms of Ada (lchbiah et al. 791 and CHILL [CCITT 
81. Smedema et al. 831 are two examples of this. In Ada. the subtype 
mechanism is tp,e extra constraint mechanism and it is perched on top of 
the type system . Consider for example the following Ada declaration. 
i: INTEGER range 1 .. 100; 
10The Ada reference manual (DOD 81) refers to the subtype mechanism as the constraint 
system. We shall refer -to it as the extra mechanism since we view the type system as the 
basic constraint system of Ada. 
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Two levels of data description (or constraint specification) are taking place 
here. Firstly the type specification (i: iNTEGER) constrains i to accept 
only integer values. Secondly the subtype specification (range 1 . . 100) 
performs a refinement of the original description. 
In all there are four kinds of subtype specifications in Ada. They are 
. range constraint 
. index constraint 
. accuracy constraint 
a discriminant constraint 
Texts such as [Barnes 82. Habermann & Perry 831 contain fuller 
descriptions of the subtype mechanism of Ada. 
Discriminant constraints can be used when performing data modelling to 
achieve specialised aggregation. For example, if we wish to model male 
and female persons as PERSON objects and at the same time wish to 
express the fact that the two varieties possess different attributes, we can 
do this by 
type GENDER is (MALE FEMALE); 
type PERSON(sex: GEtthER); 
type PERSON—LINK is access PERSON;: 
type PERSON(sex: GENDER) is 
record 
name: STRING(1. .20); 
age: NATURAL; 
dad: T0_PERSON(MALE); 
mum: TO—PERSON  
case sex is 










A PERSON variable can - then be declared as 
p: PERSON(MALE); 
or as 
subtype' MALE_PERSON is PERSON (MALE); 
p: MALE—PERSON; 
Here, p is constrained to accept only PERSON objects with SEXMALE. 
This is an example of discriminant constraint and the assignment 
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p : (FEMALE, "MARY", 22, null, null, 38, 28, 38) 
will provoke a CONSTRAINT_ERROR. The dad field of PERSON is an access 
type and it is constrained to access only MALE_PERSONs. Similarly, the 
mum field is constrained to access only FEMALE_PERSONs. 
Although Ada recognised the need not to treat value spaces as types. 
subtypes are still treated as part of the type system in the language. For 
example you can only specify subtypes where types are accepted and 
subtype specifications are Irrevocable Just like type specifications. The 
choice of the -name subtypes perhaps demonstrates this confusion of 
concepts in a subtle manner. 
3. 4.2 Appraisal 
Precision of Data Description: 
The extra mechanism for data description that 'these languages possess 
means that in general, they provide a higher precision of data description 
than languages in GROUP 2. The gain in precision will depend on how 
powerful the extra constraint mechanism is. in the particular case of Ada, 
the subtype mechanism is very limited since subtype qualifier predicates are 
not general boolean expressions - they cannot be ANDed or ORed together 
as in 
i: INTEGER range 1 	20 or LOU 	200; 
In addition, since both the subtype mechanism and the type system of these 
languages only support the specification of value spaces for individual data 
items. data descriptions that relate the value spaces of two or more data 
items together (e. g. value of x is always less then value of y + z) 
cannot be expressed in a'manner that can result in automatic verification. 
Mete Data Evolution: 
Like group 2. languages in this 'group cannot cope with change. All data 
descriptions (by type or subtype specifications) must be associated with the 
declaration of the data item and are neither revokable nor modifiable. 
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Dynamic Program Access to .Meta Data: 
Again, like group 2, these concepts are not supported to any appreciable 
extent 
3.5 Group 4: Languages with abstract data types 
3.5.1 Discussion 
An abstract data type. -like a type. is a collection of associated operations 
except that 
• The programmer is responsible for specifying the operations 
and providing implementations for the same. 
• Specification can be separated from implementation with the 
effect that the latter can be hidden from the users of the data 
type. This is usually referred to as data encapsulation or 
information hiding. 
The packages of Ada [tchbiah et al. 791. forms of -Aiphard [Wulf et al. 761, 
clusters of CLU ILlskov et al. 771 and classes of Sirnula [Birtwistle at al. 731 
and Smalitalk [Xerox 811 are all examples of abstract data types. 
Applicative languages such as ML [Milner 831. Hope [Burstall at al. 801 and 
Pebble [Burstall & Lampson 841 also provide facilities for constructing and 
using abstract data types. This discussion is limited to how abstract data 
types can be used to describe data. - 
The information hiding capabilities of abstract data types arise from the 
fact that if 
ADT = (T1,...,TM; op1.op2,...,opN> 
is an abstract data type then any environment, external to ADT. wishing to 
operate on an instance of ADT must do so by applying only the published 
operations. The implementation of these operations are private to the 
definition of ADT and cannot be - examined or modified by an external 
environment. Ii is this localisation of manipulative powers over classes of 
data objects that -makes it -possible to use abstract data type definitions as a 
data description mechanism. Since all access to the instances of an 
abstract data type is through a set of well defined operations. the 
constraints on these objects can -be encoded in the definitions of these 
operations. The adherence to the constraints so encoded is guaranteed by 
the centralisation procedure described above. We give two examples of 
how data description might be accomplished using the abstract data types 
(packages) of Ada. 
The first example demonstrates how to describe variables that have the 
following properties: 	 - 
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Figure 3-1: Data Description in Ada: I 
package FUNNY-INTEGER-PACKAGE is 
invalid-state, 
invalid-state-transition: exception; 
type FUNNY-INTEGER is limited private 
function get_f un_ mt (x: FUNNY INTEGER 
return [NTEG R; 
procedure modify_f un_int( x: FUNNY_INTEGER" 
val: INTEGER;; 
private 
end; type FUNNY-INTEGER is INTEGER; 
package body FUNNY-INTEGER-package is 
function get_f un_int(x: FUNNY_INTEGER) 




procedure rnodify_furi_int(x: FUNNY INTEGER; 
vaT: INTEGER) 
begin 
case val is 
when 0,1 1111,1 12 =) null; 
when others => raise invalid—state; 
end case; if  I x = 0 and val = 1) or x = 1 and val = 11) or x = 11 and val = 12) or x = 12 and val = 0) then null; 
else raise invalid—state-,transition; 
end if; 
X : = val; 	 -- update x 
end modify_furL_int; 	 : r 
end FUNNY-INTEGER-PACKAGE; 
The valid states are given by the set (0. 1. 11, 12). 
The valid state transitions are 0-> 1. 1-> 11. 11 ->12 and 12->0. 
The package definition in figure 3-1 describes an abstract data type. 




The second example shows how a constraining relation between two 
program variables might be programmed in Ada. Assume we want to 
define two variable x and y with the following properties: 
x and y  are integers. 
At any given time. x <y. 
Value of x never decreases. 
We can do this in Ada by defining the package in figure 3-2 
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Figure 3-2: Data Description In Ada: Ii 
package x_y is 
x_not_].e s s_than_y: ex 
x_not_inCreas ing: exc 
function geL..x return 
function get_y return 
procedure modlfy_x (i 









package body X—Y 3LB 	 -- body 
INTEGER 	0; 
INTEGER 1; 
function get_x return INTEGER is 
begin return x; end get_x; 
function ge_y return INTEGER is 
begin return _y; end geL.y; 
procedure modify_c (i: INTEGER) is 
begin 
if y (= i then 
raise x_not_less_than_y; 





E 	modify....y (i: INTEGER) is begin 





The centralisation of manipulative powers offered by abstract data types 
can also be used to engineer a clean and trustworthy interaction between 
programs and data in the context of persistent (or database) programming 
[Atkinson et al. 781. For example, if a database is populated with 
PERSON data objects where PERSON<create_persofl, get_name, get_yob, 
modify_yob, modify_name> is an abstract data -type, then any program 
wishing to manipulate PERSON data objects cannot jeopardize the integrity 
of these objects since any access (for query or update) is done through the 
operations defined by the original designer of the PERSON data type. For 
example, in the implementation of the package PERSON in figure 3-3. in 
order to express the constraint all persons must be at least 10 years 
younger than either parent". it is sufficient to include appropriate checks 
in the implementations of modify-yob and create _yob. 
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Figure 3-3: Data Description in Ada: III 
package PERSON-PACKAGE is 
type PERSON is limited private; 
function create person year: INTEGER; 
d name: string; ad,mum: PERSON) return PERSON; 
function get_name (p: PERSON) return string; 
function get-yob (p: PERSON) return INTEGER; 
procedure modify-yob (p : PERSON; year: INTEGER); 
procedure modify-name (p:PERSON; name: string); 
private 
type CELL; 
type PERSON is access CELL; 







type STACK is access LINK; 






package body PERSON-PACKAGE 18 
list: STACK := NIL; 
procedure create_person(.. ) return PERSON is 
begin 
p: PERSON 
-- create a pejson object 
p := new CL4Li ( 	); 
make sure p satisfies 
-- the constraint on yob 
- put it into Li..t 
list := new LLNK( p, list ); 
return p; 
end create-person; 
procedure modify_yob(pPERSON; yr: INTEGER) is 
begin 
err: BOOLEAN := false; 
q: LINK := list; 
if yr < p.dad.yob + 10 or 
yr < p.mum.yob + 10 then 
err := true; 
end if; 
while not err and q 1= NIL do 
begin 
if (p=q.curr.dad or p=g.curr.mum) and 
qcurr.yob ( yr + 10) then 
err := true; 
end if; 
q := qnext; 
end while; 
if err then 
raise yob-violation 
end if; 
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3.5.2 Appraisal 
Precision of data description: 
Abstract data types can be used to describe data to a very high precision. 
This is because constraint specification is done algorithmically as part of 
the implementation of the associated operations. For the same reason, it 
is possible to -describe the behaviour (state transitions) of data within an 
abstract data type. The responsibility of verification rests on the 
programmer. This may be a good thing if the constraint the programmer 
wishes to assert is so complex that an efficient realisation requires intimate 
knowledge of the data structures Involved. 
However, the verbosity involved in constructing abstract data types may 
render them inconvenient to use especially when specifying simple 
constraints. The declarative alternative, e. g. 
assert X in ( 0, 1, 11, 12 3 
is more concise and succinct than its abstract data type equivalent which 
involves the construction of an abstract data type and its associated 
procedures. A second source of inconvenience has to do with the fact that 
operations on itances of an abstract data type may have to be written as 
procedure calls . For instance. x := x + 1 becomes 
mod ify_furi_int( x, get_f un_int(x) -+ 1 
Furthermore. unless the compiler produces inline code for procedure calls, 
this also has a Cost in performance. 
Finally, with respect to program checking and error detection, the 
technique of encoding constraints on data inside operations that manipulate 
the data reduces the opportunities for pro-execution analysis or verification 
of these constraints - hence constraint verifications; are often delayed until 
run time when the operations are executed. We have argued against this 
before in the context of programmer driven constraint verification (section 
2.1). 
Meta -data Evolution: 
A redefihition.Of the implementation of an abstract data type can be used 
to effect changes in data description. For example. if the implementation 
of FUNNY_INTEGER is redefined and the number 12 is consistently replaced 
by 21. then -the data description associated with -the data type will be 
changed - the set of valid states will change from (0. 1. 11. 12) to 
M. 1. 11. 211 and the valid state transitions will also change accordingly. In 
11 The venamlig capability of Ada can be used to lessen such verbosity. 
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the context of persistent programming where they may be instances of the 
old definition in existence. some method will be needed for evolving 
instances of abstract data types so that they satisfy their new descriptions. 
We know of no programming language with abstract data types that have 
tackled this problem. Evolution of data and meta data is explored in 
chapter 7. 
3.6 Group 5: Database & Conceptual modelling languages 
Languages In this group range from database data definition and data 
manipulation languages for the traditional data models to integrated 
programming languages and conceptual - modelling languages such as Taxis 
and Galileo. A discussion of these languages can be found in chapter 
4 where the history of database programming is outlined and the quality of 
data description In the context of database programming is surveyed. The 
result of that survey Is that while sophisticated constraint specification is 
commonplace in some of these languages, they are only available in the 
context of database data although some of these languages are general 
purpose. 
3.7 Summary 
Traditionally, high level languages support data ,:,description through their 
type systems. While this approach improves readability of programs and 
promotes eager error detection, there is a large.class of data descriptions 
which cannot be expressed as type declarations. 'Abstract data types. with 
its localisation of access and information hiding .can be used to engineer 
complex constraints on sets of data but the method can be verbose and it 
leaves the responsibility of verification of associated constraints with the 
programmer. 
Between the two extremes of simple data descriptions (such as type 
affiliation) and complex data descriptions which require 
,
individual 
programmer's effort to guarantee reasonable efficiency, there is a class of 
useful, not too complex constraints which can. and should be supported at 
the 'anguage level in a precise and succinct manner. 
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Chapter 4 
Overview of Data Description in Database Language Systems 
4:1 Introduction 
Research into data modelling techniques have resulted in a continuous 
evolution of how to model data from within general purpose and special 
purpose programming languages. In this chapter. we survey the history of 
this evolution with particular attention to the quality of data description 
facilities they offer. 	Similar surveys can be Jound In (Atkinson at al. 
84. Pirotte & Lacroix 801. 	In addition. [Brodie at al. 83. Borgida 831 
provide good discussions and comparisons of conceptual modelling 
languages. 
Database programming languages can be grouped into five distinct 
categories. These are: 
• Call Interfaces: Calling database functions from application 
.programs. 
• Embedded Languages: Embedding a high level data 
manipulation language (DML) (typically a relational language) 
in a host programming language. 
• integrated -Languages: integrating a database data model into 
the type system of a programming language. 
• Persistent Languages: 	Introducing 	persistence into a 
programming language as an orthogonal property of data. 
• Conceptual modelling languages: These are languages 
expressly designed for the purpose of conceptual modelling. 
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4.2 Call lntertaces 
4.2. 1 The Method 
The simplest way of extending -the semantic power of a programming 
language is by using the subroutine mechanism to augment the language 
with a library of procedures. It is therefore not surprising that this was the 
method first used to embrace database access and functionality In 
programming languages such as Fortran and Cobol. With this approach. 
database functionalities were packaged as subroutines so that 
-. .. Programs written in a standard programming language 
contain calls to special-purpose subroutines which are part of a 
database management system (DBMS) andperform data 
manipulation -(DM) operations. [Pirotte & Lacroix 80]. 
Examples of systems that use this technique Include ADABAS-Cobol [Date 
771. IMS-PL/1 (IBM 811 and TOTAL-assembler [Tsichritzls & Lochovsky 771. 
An example program of the $MS-PL/1 call interface, adapted from [Pirotte & 
Lacroix 801, is given in figure 4-1. fPlrotte & Lacroix 801 lists the 
disadvantages of this method as 
• Low-level programming: manipulating data by calls on a general 
procedure results in procedural One-record-at-a-time 
programming. All specific Information Is passed via procedure 
parameters and little syntactic aid is available to clarify user. 
intentions. Many book-keeping details must be handled by the 
application program, like the explicit declaration of i/O buffers 
and communication areas. 
• Lack of standards: It Is difficult to standardize systems based 
on a library of procedures. The state of such a library Is 
potentially dynamic and successful products tend to become de 
facto standards. 
• Poor error detection: lack of compile-time checks on data 
manipulation operations means that errors pertaining to DM 
operations can only be detected at runtime. 
• Poor protection: any application program has a global view (or 
at least has the potential for a global view) of the database. 
Consequently. access to storage areas containing control 
information (like currency information) is available without 
protection to application programs. 
To these we add 
• Mismatch of concepts and techniques: The data modelling 
concepts and data modelling techniques of the programming 
language are often radically different from that of the underlying 
DBMS. This clash or mismatch of concepts and techniques is 
counter productive [Atkinson 78]. The application programmer 
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Figure 4-1: Call interface: An IMS-PL/1 Application 
DLITPLI: PROCEDURE(QtJERY_PCB) OPTIONS(MMN); 
DECL DLITPLI EPRY, QUER_PCB POINTER; 
c 	QJcr buffer / 
2 DB_NAME 
2 SEGMENT_LEVEL C(AR (2), 
2—STATUS—CODE CHAR (2), 
8_k 	CIL1(12), 
1 DEPT DEFINED DEPT_I0_A.REA, 
2 D—NA CHAR (10), 
2 D_FLOOR CHAR (2); 
DECL E P_b_AREA CHAR (34), 
1 EMP DEFINED EM? 10_AREA, 
2 ENAME CHAR (15T, 
cjfl arguments 
2 SEGM_NAME CHAR'(B) INIT ('DEPT 	
' 2 SEARCH—VALUE CHAR (10) IIIT ('SOFTW
('Cu 
GNP CHAR (4) INIT ('GNP ) 
CMI 0.....AREA, DEPT_SSA) 
IF PCB.STATUS_CODE 	K THEN RETURN; 
CALL PL tDLI (FOUR, GNP , QUERY_PCB,EMP_I 0_AREA, EMP_SSA) 
IF PCB STATUS_CODE = SEGMENT—NOT—FOUND 
THEN DO; 
PUT SKIP EDIT ('No EMP in Software Dept')(A); 
..RETURN 	0 
END; 
DO WHILE (PCB ,STAT(JS_CODE = OK); 
PUT SKIP EDIT (EMP.ENAME) (A); 
CALL PLIDLI (FOUR, GNP, QtJEY_PB , EMP_IO_AREA, EMP_SSA); 
END 
END DLIPLI; 
gets a very bad deal He has to behave like a flip-flop. He has 
to understand both models of programming and continually 
switch from thinking in terms of programming language data 
models to thinking in terms of database data models and vice 
versa as he tries to design or debug application programs that 
require a combination of the algorithmic power of programming 
languages and the data organisational facilities of database 
systems. Equally unsatisfactory Is the fact that the resulting 
computer generated solutions suffer a penalty in clarity and 
efficiency because of the continuous mapping from one data 
model to the other. 
. Different approaches to persistence: The two -language systems 
(e. g. PL/1 and IMS). which are glued together have different 
methods of assigning persistence to data. In the programming 
language, the block structure or accessibility of data (in the 
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case of heap objects) determine the level of persistence of an 
object. On the other hand, in the data sublanguage, data 
objects persist automatically. There is therefore a difficulty for 
the programmer In judging the life span of data objects, 
especially if he cannot remember whether the programming 
language or the data subi -anguage created the data objects. 
Whilst persistence is a desirable property, this ambiguity of 
approach leaves much to be desired. 
An evolution of the call -interface - technique resulted In a refinement which 
solves some of the problems -itemised above. The refinement consists of 
syntactically extending the programming language so that calls to the 
special purpose subroutines that carry out database functions can be 
re&ised syntactically as opposed to the explicit calls to procedure PLIDLI in 
figure 4-1. COBOL-DBTG use this technique. See figure 4-2. 
Figure 4-2: Simple language Extension: A COBOL-DBTG Example 
DATA DIVISION. 
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 
77 	OK P1C94 VALUE 0. 
77 END-OF-SET PlC 9 4 VALrJE0307. 
77 SET-EMPTY PlC 9 4 VALUE 0326. 
SCHEMA SECTION. 
INVOKE SUBSCHEMA EMPDEPT OF SCHEMA:EB 
PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
INIT. 
* make current the DEPT record with DNA1E = ' SOFTWARE' 
MOVE 'SOFTWARE TO DNAME OF DEPT 
FIND DEPT RECORD 
IF ERROR-STATUS NOT = OK 
THEN GO TO END-OF-QUERY. 
* now access all the member EMP records in 
* the current occurrence of the DEPT-EMP set. 
FETCH FIRST EMP RECORD OF SET DEPT-EMP. 
IF ERROR-STATUS = SET-EMPTY 
THEN DISPLAY 'NO EMPLOYEE IN SOFTWARE DEPT'; 
CO TO END-OF-QUERY. 
IF ERROR-STATUS NOT = OK 
THEN GO TO END-OF-QUERY 
PRINT-EMP. 
- DISPLAY  ENAME OF EMP. 
NEXT-EMP. 
FETCH 1ZEXT EMP RECORD OF SET DEFT-EMP. 
IF ERROR-STATUS = END-OF-SET 
THEN CO TO END-OF-QUERY. 
IF ERROR-STATUS NOT = OK 
THEN GO TO END-OF-QUERY 
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The advantage of figure 4-2 over figure 4-1 is analogous to the advantage 
of assembly languages over machine level languages - that is. the 
replacement of special codes which are difficult to interpret by mnemonics 
which convey more meaning. Also, since these mnemonics (such as 
FETCH NEXT or GET UNIQUE)• constitute a syntactic extension of the 
language, they are understood by the compiler so more pre-execution time 
checks can be performed on application programs. in the rest of this 
section. we appraise the data description facilities of two- representatives 
(IMS & DBTG) of this group. 
4.2.2 Data Description In (MS 
The IMS data model can be used to define the meta data (conceptual 
schema) of an IMS database. Figure 4-3. taken from [Date 771. is an 
example of such a meta data description. 
figure 4-3: Data Description in IMS 
1 DBD NAME=EDUCPDBD 







5. FIELD HAME=DESCRIPN,BYTES=220,START=37 
6 SEM NPME=PREREQ, PARENT-COURSE RYTES=36 
7 FIELD NA=(CO(JR.E#,SEQ) BYTES=,START=1 
8 FIELD NM1E=PITLE,BYTES=3,START=4 
9 SEGM NAI.IE=OFFERING,PARENT=COtJRSE, BYTES=20 
10 FIELD NAME=(DATE,SEQ,M) ,B!PES=6,START=1 
11 FIELD• NAME=LOCATION,BYPES=12,START=7 
12 FIELD NAME=FORMT,BYTES=2,START=19 
13 SEGM NA=TEACHER, PARENT=OFFERINC, BYTES=24 
14 FIELD N=(EMP#,SEQ),B'TES=6,START=1 
15 FIELD NAME=tAME,BYTES=18,START,7 
16 SEGM NNE=ST(JDENT, PARENT=OFFERING,BYTES=25 
17 FIELD .NAME=(EMP#,SEQ),BYTES=6,START=1 
18 FIELD NAMENAME,BYTES=18,START=7 
19 FIELD 	NAME=GRADE,BYTES=1,START=25 
(MS does not have types (only the size of fields are specified) hence in 
theory. It -is possible to put any value in a field (as long as the field Is big 
enough to hold the value). Apart from the structural description (I. e. 
classification - of segments within a database and fields within a segment). 
we note the foLlowing integrity constraint mechanisms which can be used to 
improve data description: 
Uniqueness of SEQuence Fields: 
If  segment. (record) Is declared to have a sequence (SEQ) field. and If 
M (for multiple-valued) is not specified for that field. then IMS will 
guarantee that no two occurrences of the segment (under a given parent, if 
applicable) will contain the same value for this field at the same time. 
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Parent-Child Constraint: 
The hierarchical -structure of an IMS database in effect forces certain 
parent-child' constraints to be built into the data structures. As an 
example, in figure 4-3. TEACHER is a child of COURSE. hence It is not 
possible to have a teacher who teaches a non-existent course. On the 
other hand. it may be possible to construct a course which is taught by a 
non-existent teacher. 
Exit Routines: 
IMS offers a limited form of triggered procedure in the form of exit routines 
which are invoked whenever a segment Is inserted or updated (but not 
deleted). - 
4.2. - S Data Description In DBTG 
To Illustrate data definition in DBTG. we give a fragment of the supplier-
parts --database meta data in figure 4-4. 
Figure 4-4: Data Description in .  DBTG 
SCHEMA NAME IS SUPPLI ERS-AND-PARTS.. 
RECORD NAME IS S; 	 - 
02 SNO; CHAR (5 
02 SNAME CHAR -(2 ). 	- - 
02 STATtth; FIXED DECIMAL (3.). 
02 CITY; 	CHAR (15). - 
RECORD NAME IS P; - - 
--RECORD NAME IS SP; 
SET -NAME IS S-SP; 
OWNER IS S 
MEMBER IS 
SET NAME IS P-SP; 
OWNER IS P 
MEMBER IS P; 
The following can be used to facilitate data descriptions in DBTG. 
Structural definition: 
Classification of fields into records and records into databases. 
Data Types: 
Each field in a record can be typed. IMS was lacking in this respect. 
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Uniqueness: 
Uniqueness •-conStraints may be defined using the DUPUCATES NOT 
ALLOWED clause. This clause can be used a) within a record 
description, in which case it defines a candidate key for the record or b) 
within a set description. In which case it defines'uniqueness within parent 
(as in IMS). 
Owner-Member Constraints: 
These are DBTG equivalents to Parent-Child constraints of IMS. 
Check Clause: 
The value spade of fields can be restricted by a CHECK clause as In 
RECORD NAME IS S 
èiAIiYPE IS FIXED DECIMAL 3; 
CHECK STATUS > 0 
Call Procedures: 
In theory. It is possible to define a procedure and. ask the DBTG system to 
call that procedure BEFORE. AFTER, or ON ERROR:. DURING some relevant 
operation. For example, if the statement 
CALL VERIFY-SUPPLIER BEFORE STORE 
is placed within the description of record S in figure 4-4 then the procedure 
VERIFY_SUPPLIER will be called before any new S record occurrence is 
stored. The procedure VERIFY_SUPPLIER can be used to do anything - in 
particular. It can be used to run some constraint verification checks on the 
record occurrence about to be stored. The DBTG proposals are not clear 
on whether these procedures can be parameterised nor are they clear on 
what the proced are 'body may reference. 
We know of no implementation of the DBTG proposals with call procedures 
which is available as a product. The difficulty in thl 2regard has to do with 
the complexity of the dynamic linking that ls.invotved 
On the whole, it would seem that DBTG -provides more facilities for 
constraint specification than IMS although both systems do not cater for 
some important classes of constraints such as expressing a constraining 
relation among fields of a record or expressing constraints on individual 
record occurrences (as opposed to expressing constraints on all the 
12We note that the current release of PS—algol with, persistent functions has solved this 
problem. 
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ins'tances of a record type). Also, when these systems are used from 
within general purpose programming languages (which is the usual 
procedure). the constraints specification-facilities defined above are only 
applicable to database data and not to the programming language data 
- this is a manifestation of the--mismatch of concepts and techmques. 
4.2.4 Evolution of Data Descrlptlons In IMS and OBTG 
With respect to the evolution of data description, both systems support 
some limited form of conceptual schema modification In an off line mode 
(I. e. static data restructuring). For example. In IMS the following meta 
data- evolution can be performed by an - unload-evolve-reload facility 
provided that the hierarchic relationships amongst existing segment types 
are not changed: 	a) delete a segment type (this succeeds only if all 
occurrences of the segment type has been deleted): b) add new segment 
types: C) modify, add or delete a non-key - field in a segment type. No 
attempt - will be made by IMS to alter data content of existing segment 
occurrences. The logical - separation of the conceptual schema from the 
subschemata in these architectures make It possible to - shield application 
programs from many of the changes to the conceptual schema. (Garden 831 
describes some procedures for performing dynamic (online) restructuring .- --
of CODASYL type databases. 	 -_ 
4.3 Embedded Relational Data SubLanguages 
4.3. 1 The Method 
With the -advent of the - relational data model with its attractive properties of 
-non-procedurality. -data 4ndependence and set orientation. [Child 68. Codd 
70, Date 77, Uliman 82. Merrett 841. many high level data manipulation 
languages (DML), or relational- - languages were designed. These 
languages are self sufficient when used Interactively to update and/or 
retrieve data values from databases but they lack sophisticated control and 
conditional constructs that are needed for unpredictable data 
manipulations. This problem can be rectified in one of two ways: either 
the relational language is extended to Include the usual programming 
constructs which It lacks or the relational language is hooked into an 
existing programming language. 
- Probably because it is easier to realise. - the latter option is generally 
accepted as the correct one. With this approach. a relational language is 
embedded in a programming language so that it behaves as a "data 
subianguage" to the application programming language. Thus an 
application - program consists of sequences at statements in the appiicàtion 
-programming language interspersed with statements of the data 
sublanguage. The DML statements may be textually distinguished from the 
other statements by tags. Programs containing a mixture of host 
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programming language statements and data -sublanguage queries are sent 
through a preprocessor which processes the database queries and 
substitutes them with inline calls to database-ortented subroutines before 
compilation. The preprocessors can be separate from or integrated into 
the host language compiler. Examples include SQL-PL/1 (Chamberlin et 
al. 761 and Quel-C (Stonebraker et al. 761: 
Figure 4-5 is an example of embedding SQL statements in PL/1. The 
embedded statements. which have to be prefixed (tagged) with EXEC SQL" 
are processed by a preprocessor called PREP before compilation. 
"... The embedded SQL commands in a program must be 
analyzed and converted by SQL/OS before the normal host 
-language compilation. This analysis provides extensive 
diagnostics - and leads to more efficiency ... PREP performs two 
functions. First. it generates a new version of the source code 
that is suitable for normal source program processing (such as 
compilation). This - new version of the source code contains the 
SQL commands in comment form and the standard host language 
code for invoking an interface routine In place of the SQL 
commands. Secondly. PREP converts the SQL commands Into an 
access module and stores that module in the SQL/OS data base. 
This access module contains machine code designed specially for 
the SQL commands in the program. [IBM 811. 
Figure 4-5: SQL embedded in PL11 
EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION; H--
DCL XX CHAR (24) VAR; 
DCL YY BIN FIXED 
DCL ZZ BIN FIXED 
EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION; 
EXEC SQL SELECT DESCRIPTION QUANTITY INTO :XX, :YY 
FROM INVENTORY 
WHERE PARTNUMBER .= : ZZ; 
Again, the attendant problem of "mismatch of concepts and techniques" 
has not been addressed. If -anything, the differences between the two 
systems (i.e. theianguage system and the database system) have been 
emphasised. Textually. the - data sublanguage statements stand out as 
different. Reading or writing such a- program requires a continuous "flip-
flop of ones mental- orientation as boundaries - of host language and data 
sublanguage statements are traversed. Data created within the 
sublanguage environment persists automatically while those created within 
the host language environment do not. Added to this, a system provided 
cursor Is available-to traverse one set of data but not the other. However, 
this method represents an improvement on the "call Interface' approach. 
Programs are -more readable and they. can be subjected to extensive 
diagnostics and static type checking. Parameterization of queries can also 
be done in a --more creditable 'fashion (e. g. in 'figure 4-5. ZZ" is a host 
language variable whose value can change from one execution of the SQL 
query to the next). - 
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4.3.2 Data Description Ifl Relational Data Subtanguages 
The data description facilities of the relational data subianguages can be 
grouped under the following headings: a) Domain Definitions. b) Relation 
Definitions, and C) Relation integrity Constraints. 
Domain Definition: 
A relational data sublanguage supports a selection of base domains which 
are comparable to the primitive types of programming languages. Some 
sat of rules usually exists which can be used to construct user-defined 
domains from the base domains. These rules are called domain integrity 
rules. Figure 4-6 list some examples of user-defined - domains. 
Figure 4-6: Using Domain Integrity Rules to Create User-defined Domains 
DOMAIN FIXED 	
< 2000; 
DECLARE WEI GHT 	
WE I GHT > 0 and ~MrGHT 
DECLARE LOCATION DOMAIN CHAR (8)
LOCATION IN  
('LONDON ' , 'PARIS 	','ATHENS 
Relation Definition: 
A relation can be defined by a declare relation or create table (SQL 
fashion) command. 
Relation Integrity Rules: 
Relation -integrity rules come in many forms. In general they can be used to 
express constfaints that are to be observed by all tuples of one or more 
relations. We give a list of some relation Integrity rules. 
KEY Constraint: If a - set of attributes K = <a 1 .a2 . ....aN> is designated the 
(primary) key of a relation A. then the system will ensure that R does not 
enter into a state (either by insertion or update) where two or more tuples 
have identical values for all the attributes in K. 
ALTERNATE KEY Constraint: In addition to the specification of a primary 
key, it is possible in some sublanguages to specify candidate keys by an 
ALTERNATE KEY clause. 
NOT NULL Constraint: Within a relation definition, the specification of an 
attribute may be tagged NOT NULL. If this is the case. the system will 
ensure that tuples of that relation do not have null values for that attribute. 
TRIGGER Procedures: The - typical format for trigger procedures is 
(WHEN> (EVENT> : <PREDICATE) ELSE <WHAT_TQ..DO> 
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• where (WHEN> is usually one of (BEFORE. AFTER); <EVENT> is one of 
(INSERTING. UPDATING. DELETING); (PREDICATE> is a booean 
expression expressing the constraint: and CWHAT_TO_DO> is a method 
specifying what aôtions to take in the event of a violation of the constraint 
expressed by <PREDICATE>. Constraint specifications of arbitrary 
complexity can be expressed by trigger procedures. in particular. inter 
relation constraints (i.e. referential integrity constraints) [Date 81. Robson 
841 can be programmed as trigger procedures that check, prior to 
deletions, that a deletion will not result in some tuples referencing non-
existent data. 
The amount- of constraint specification (for domain and relation ) 
supported by existing relational systems is difficult to establish. They seem 
to support the basic constraints (field data type checking and the 
enforcement of key. unique and not null constraints) reasonably well but 
they are lacking In their support for triggered procedures. For example. 
SQL as described in [Chamberlin at al. 761 embraces trigger procedures 
but SQL as described in [iBM 811 (1. G. the product) does not. 
As In the case of call procedures of the DBTG proposals (see page 43). 
the difficulty has to do with lack of consistent environment and parameter 
concepts' necessary to enable the required dynamic linking and dynamic 
parameter type checking.  
The only proper Implementation of referential-integrity constraints which 
we know of is, described in [Robson 841. The INGRES system [Stonebraker 
at al. 761 (using the data subfanguage QUEL) - supports triggered 
procedures that a) do not express transition constraints and b) do not 
-include <WHAT_TO_DO> clauses. 
4.3.3 Evolution of Data Descriptions 
The structural description of a relation can be changed either by adding 
or deleting an attribute. - When -a new attribute is added. it is also possible 
to supply an expression which is -used to evolve existing tuples so that they 
have values for the new attribute. In addition, those systems that cater for 
triggered procedures allow integrity constraints to be added and dropped at 
any time. 
4. 4 Integrated Languages 
4.4.1 The Method 
The repeated failure of the preceding methods to tackle what is 
considered to be the main issue - I. a. the issue of reconciling the many 
mismatches exhibited by concepts and techniques which are common (to 
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languages and databases) yet different ('ith respect to 'interpretation and 
application) - led to the conception of research into integrated 
programming languages. The mandate of this class of languages is to 
identify the sources of -mismatches and integrate the offending concepts and 
techniques. By-doing this. It was hoped that -among other things. 
• Data modelling concepts and techniques -would become unified 
so that from the application program's point of view, data Is 
modelled the same way irrespective of what side of the. fence 
-(language side or - database side) the data Is destined for. 
-. Programming constructs for manipulating database data and 
non-database data will be similar. 	 - 
• Validity of -programming constructs should be independent of 
"source of" the data being manipulated. We saw in figure 
4-5 that SQL statements applied to database data while PL/1 
statements applied to non-database data. 
A number of research efforts at Integrating programming languages and 
databases resulted in programming systems that " Integrated a particular 
programming language with a particular database data model. The usual 
line of attack is sketched below. 
Let P be a programming language. D be a data model and DsuB  be a data 
-subtanguage of D. 	- 
Perform Type System Extension. 	 - 
This process involves extending the type system of P to include 
the basic modelling unit(s) of D that cannot be realized within 
- 	P as new data typo(s). 	 - - 
Perform Language Extension. 
Here the data subtanguago D5u5  and the language P are 
Integrated. This - will -involve syntactic as well as semantic 
- -changes (or additions) to P. 
Figure 4-7 lists some examples of integrated programming languages 
together with'their constituent parts. 
Pascal/A (Schmidt 77. Schmidt 781 is the oldest and the best known 
integrated language. In this language, the relational data model is adopted 
together with the relational calculus data subianguage (Date 81. Ullman 
82, Wiederhold 77]. In the relational data model, the basic units of data 
modelling are attributes, domains. tupies. relations and databases. The 
Pascal type system can handle tuplés as record types, attributes as field 
names (unique within a record). and domains as field types (need not be 
unique) of record types. So the Pascal type system had to be extended to 
indlude types relation and database. For - the purposes of -a tutorial. figure 
4-8 is an example of how to model a student "entity" in Pascal/R. students 
is a database variable containing one relation, named student, of type 
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Figure 4-7: 	Examples of Integrated Languages 
SYSTEM LANGUAGE DATA MODEL SCJBLANGUAGE 
Pascal/R Pascal Relational Calculus 
[Schmidt 77] 
Adaplex Ada Functional Daplex 
[Smith et al. 81, CCA 83] 
Modula-R Modula-2 Relational Calculus 
(Kock et al. 83) 
Plain Pascal Relational Algebra 
[Wasserman et al. 81] 
Rigel Pascal Relational Algebra 
[ Rowe & Shoens 79] 
Astral 
(Amble et a].. 	79] 
Theseus Euclid Relational Algebra 
[Shopiro 79] 
ALDAT/MRDS Pascal Relational Algebra 
[Merrett 77a, Merrett 77b] 
AdaRel Ada Relational 2 
(Horowitz & Kemper 83] (proposal) 
studentrel. A program to print all the students in the MATHS department is 
given In figure 4-9; 
Adapiex ECCA 831 is an Integration of the functional data model, together 
with the data sublanguage Daplex (Shipman 813 into the programming 
language Ada. This language Is currently beenimplemented at Computer 
Corporation of America. Figure 4-10 is an example of how to model 
student entity In Adaplex. 
Integrated languages are successful at unifying the data modelling 
concepts and techniques of languages systems and -database systems. 
Fluency of writing database-oriented applications is improved and clarity of 
programs has also benefited from the integration process. A comparison 
of figure 4-9 with its SQL-PL/1 or QUEL-C equivalent should validate that 
claim. Most of this benefit is derived from the fact that the programmer 
has been relieved of the burden of continuous identification and separation 
of database data from non-database data. 
A criticism of most of these languages, which perhaps is a reflection of 
the lack of data type completeness in the base programming language, is 
that persistence is limited to objects of certain types (Atkinson et al. 841. 
For example. in Pascai/R, the database construct is the vehicle for 
persistence in the sense that a data object can persist beyond program 
execution only If it is put in a database. This is perfectly all right. 
However, a database can only contain relations 0. e. you can have a 
database of relations but not a database of arrays say) so persistence is 
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Feb ...); month: (J  
year: integer 
end; 
student = record 
matricrio: integer; 
studentname: str ma 
dept: (Math, CS, HITORY, ART); 
do admission: date; 
year: integer 
end; 
studentrel = relation <matricno) of studentrec; 
vat students : database student: studentre]. end; 
Figure 4-9: A Pascal/R program to print all students In Maths Dept 
program Printdept( students, output ) 
type date 	= 
studentrec 	=... 
studentrel = ... 
var students: database student: studentrel end; 
begin 
with students do 
for each p in student: p.dept = MATH do 
begin 
/ print the particulars of p 
end 
end 
FIgure 4-10: Data Modelling in Adaplex 
database students is 
entity student; -- needed for recursive defn 
type student is 
entity 
• matricno: INTER; 
studentname: STRING(1. .20); 
dept: (MATHS, CS, HISTORY, ART); 
year: INTEGER; 
• fiends: set of student; 
end entity; 
end students; 
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limited to objects of relation type. 	A "stmilar situation exists In Adeplex 
where.-the entity typo is the vehicle for porsstonce. Here. am entity type 
can only contain fields of scalar type. string type. entity type or set of any 
of these 13 . Consequently. a data object of array type or record type cannot 
be made to persist in Adaplex. This is clearly a gross violation of the 
prThciples of data -type completeness especially as there are no compelling 
arguments as to why the restrictions are necessary. Equally Important, 
one cannot create temporary entity types and Instances since they are 
made to persist automatically. 
This violation of data type completeness is particularly worrying because it 
means that a particular data model Is forced on the programmer who wants 
to write persistent 'application programs (that is programs that converse 
with persistent data). A Pascal/A program that deals with persistent data 
must use relation data structures to represent the persistent data. A 
programmer who wants to devise his own model (using Pascal/A as the 
Implementation language) can only do so if he uses relation data structures 
for his 'Implementation even If. there exist more suitable data structures such 
as records or arrays. The need for multiplicity and coexistence of data 
models which has been recognized for some time now [Nijssen 76. Hepp 
831 cannot be satisfied by these languages as long as persistence Is limited 
to a few privileged types. 
4'.4.2 - -Data Description In Integrated Languages 
The data modelling units imported 'into an integrated language usually 
become data type constructors which can be used-to describe the structure 
of persistent objects. We saw examples of this in' figure 4-8 (relation types 
in Pascal/R) and figure 4-10 (entity types in Adaplex). In addition, a 
primary key can be specified for a relation in Pascal/R to ensure 
uniqueness of certain attributes. Other data descriptive Integrity constraints 
such as alternative (candidate) keys. field NOT NULL. or explicit 
constraints that express constraining relationships among attributes of a 
relation or on specific tuples in a relation cannot be expressed in 
Pascal/A. The data sublanguage of Adaplex. Daplex, has a rich set of 
data description facilities, the basic mechanism being the definition of 
functions over entity types. This is represented in Adaplex as fields of 
--entity types. Daplex also allows the specification of general boolean valued 
expressions as constraints. For example, the constraint definition 
DEFINE CONSTRAINT •TodManyStudents() => 
COIJNT(StudentQ) > 100 
will ensure that the number of students in the database never exceeds 100. 
In addition. TRIGGERs can be specified. These are similar to 
CONSTRAiNTs except that a response clause which will ber executed every 
13 This is why the do? edml&ston field was excluded from the figure 4-10 (c?. figure 4-9). 
C"; 
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time the constraint Is violated can be attached. We are not aware of any 
Daplex Implementation which allows constraint specifications as described 
inthe'Daplex definition ishtpman 811. 
4.4.3 Evolution of Data Description In Integrated Languages 
Although' the relational data model and its associated data subtanguages 
allow the evolution of meta data (a. g. adding and deleting attributes of a 
relation or adding and dropping integrity constraints), most of the 
implemented integrated languages based on relational -model do not support 
the evolution of meta data. Daplex also supports the evolution of meta data 
in the form of-dynamic addition and deletion of functions and constraints. 
It is however not clear at this time how much of these will be, or can be 
supported in Adaplex. The fact that functions over entity types are realised 
in Adapiex as fields of record like entity types suggest that structural 
evolution will not be supported by Adapiex. 
4.5 'Perelstent Languages 
We saw earlier that integrated languages (see .section 4.4) attempt to 
resolve the mismatch of concepts and techniques between programming 
languages and database systems at the type .,"system /data model level. 
Persistent languages attempt to resolve the same , Issues at a much lower 
level - that is by providing persistence orthogonally as a property of data: 
thereby eliminating the distinction between programming language data,and 
database data. PS-algol '(Atkinson at al. 81. Atkinson at al. 83d. Atkinson 
et al. 83a1. described in chapter 5 Is an example of a persistent language. 
In addition, a persistent version of BCPL has been developed at Cambridge 
(Gragains & Wiseman 841 and Hall (Hail 831 has suggested a persistent 
Ada. 
Data description in PS-algol: 
Since the language 'provides abstract data types through first class functions 
(Atkinson & 41orrisOn 841 the survey of data description facUlties for 
languages with abstract data types in section 3. 5 applies. See chapter 
5 for examples of how to model data in PS-algol. 
Evolution of data description in PS-algol: 
PS-algol, as it is currently implemented, does not support evolution of 
meta data. For example. It is not possible to alter the 'definition of meta 
data in a 'persistent store except by destroying and"regenerating the store. 
This is an irksome procedure especially during program development. 
Furthermore, some of the destroyed data may not be (easily) 
regeneratable. The work reported in this thesis improved the quality of 
data description in a new prototype PS-algol: a) by providing declarative 
constraint specifications as a means for specifying data precisely and 
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succinctly; b) by supporting the evolution of data definitions (meta data) in 
a dynamic. non-destructive  manner: and C) by providing dynamic data 
typing so as to make It possible to write programs that can automatically 
adapt to changes In the meta data. 
4.6 GorceptuaI Modelling Languages 
4.6. 1 The Method 
An appreciation of the inadequacies of the -traditional (record-based) data 
models (network, hierarchic and relational data model (Date 81]) [Kent 791 
led to research Into conceptual modelling. The work by Abrial on the 
Binary Model [Abrial 741 and Chen's Entity-Relationship Model [Chen 76J are 
widely recognised as pioneering -works in thisiteld. 
In general it is difficult to draw a sharp line of diStinction between the 
traditional models and conceptual models. This s because some of the 
properties, attributed to conceptual - models are incorporated Into particular 
s realisation of the -traditional data models. The basic distinction however is 
that whereas the traditional data models modal the structure and 
representation of data, the conceptual models :aim for the modelling of 
'real life" objects (entities) and the relationships, among them. Borgida 
[Borglda 83] lists the features of conceptual models as: 
• Objects in the model correspond to entities: there is a natural 
bijective mapping between the entities In the enterprise and the 
objects In the model. This means that an entity Is .Q.Q. 
represented by more than one "thing" In the model. Most of 
the update anomalies In the relational model [Date 811 are due 
to the violation of this rule. 
• Distinction between references and objects. Objects may exist 
without having proper names". and yet be distinct from other 
objects. In the traditional models. every -object must have a 
• visible name (often the primary key). 
• Relations encode associations between entities. Mathematical 
relations are used to model the inter-relationships among 
entities in the enterprise. -In particular, three relations are 
often given special -treatment. These are the attribute, type 
and subtype relations. An attribute is a property of an object 
and the collection of attributes of an object describes that 
object. 
• -Meta data are data. The meta data is treated as data. It can 
have its own attributes which can be queried and modified in 
exactly the same manner as attributes of ordinary data are 
queried and modified. 
• Support for multi-valued attributes. Conceptual models allow 
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relations to yield one value or a set of values. For example. if 
b represents a book, the query author( b )- should yield a name 
if there is one author but yield a set of names of there are two 
or more authors. 
Example conceptual -models include the Binary Model [Abrial 741. Entity- 
Relationship Model [Chen 761. the extended relational 'model RMIT (Codd 
79. Hepp 83). 	Functional Data Models [Kerschberg & Pacheco 
Buneman & Frankel 79. Housel et'-al. 79. Shlpman 81, Kuikarni 
83. Katz & Wong 831, Data Independent AccesTs Model (D1AM) (Senko 751. 
Binary Relational - Models (Brachhi at al. 76. Sharman 7-7. Munz 781. 
object-role model [Falkenberg 761. Semantic Data model [Hammer & 
McLeod 78. Hammer & McLeod 81]. Semantic Hierarchy Model (Smith & 
Smith 771 and Semantic Network Model. 	See [Kerschberg at al. 
Kulkarni 83. Brodie at al. 831 for detailed surveys of conceptual 
models. 
A programming language capable of performing conceptual modelling Is 
called a conceptual modelling language (CML). Examples of CML Include 
Taxis [Myiopoulos & Wong 80. Myiopoulos at al. 801. Galileo [Albano 
83. Albano at al. 831. Dial (Hammer & McLeod 801 and Adapiex [Smith at 
al. 81. CCA83]. - 
4.6.2 Data Description in CMLs 	 - 
Basic Data Modelling: 	 - 
All the CMLs have some mechanism for basic, data modelling. 	For 
example. classes In Galileo and DIAL. entities and functions in Daplex and 
classes. metaclasses and dataclasses in TAXIS. - 
Uniqueness Constraints: 
In Galileo. it is possible to specify a field of a class to be a key. This has 
the same effect as specifying keys of relations in the relational model. 
NOT NULL constraints: 
It is possible to declare a field of a class as optional in Galileo. Only fields 
so declared can have undefined values. 
Type Hierarchies: 
All the CMLs mentioned above allow, for the definition of type hierarchies 
(I. G. subtypes/subclasses). Type hierarchies involve two distinct notions: 
• inheritance of operations. Operations on a type are directly 
applicable to its subtypes. 
• Establishment of Existence Constraint. All instances of. a 
subclass must be instances of the superclass. 
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For example If STUDENT and PERSON are classes, the class hierarchy 
STUDENT IS-A PERSON will ensure that all STUDENT objects are included 
in the set of PERSON objects. This raises the -interesting question of what 
happens if one wants to delete a STUDENT object (because he has 
graduated) but wants to preserve its status as a PERSON object. In Taxis. 
you cannot do it. you have to delete and re-insert the entity. Adaplex 
allows you to do it but it gives no guarantees as regard the correctness of 
constraints. For example. assume an entity X (which is a STUDENT and a 
PERSON> participates in a relationship that requires X to be a STUDENT; If 
STUDENT X is deleted then we have a constraint violation which will not be 
caught by the system. 
Generalised Constraints: 
All CMLs support the specification áf generailsed constraints In one form or 
other. Galileo. through the assert statement, has a facility to express 
generalised boolean expressions as constraints but It can only be used to 
express constraints on non-modifiabe attributes of a class. We suspect 
that the restriction to non-modifiable attributes is only short term. It is 
however not clear if the assartstatement can be used to specify generalised 
constraints on other categories of data (e.g. arrays and simple variables) 
or to specify constraints on particular instances of .a class as in 
PERSON x has age < 20 
as opposed to 
all PERSON objects have age < 20 
Taxis does not support declarative specifications :öf generalised constraints 
but constraints can be coded into transaction modules in a manner similar 
to using abstract data types to achieve constraint specification (see section 
3.5. 
Evolution of mote data: 
Given that conceptual rnodelling -languages are expected to perform in a 
persistent environment. It Is surprising that the literature on these 
languages does not discuss evolution of data and meta data. It would seem 
that the only form of meta data evolution which is possible is to add a new 
attribute to a class. This can be done fndirectly by the the subclass 
mechanism. Other evolutionary trends such as deleting an attribute or 
modifying some characteristic (s) of some attribute(s) cannot be handled. 
Of course. the programs containing the meta data definition may be edited 
and recompiled. but as we argued earlier, this is neither an elegant nor a 
sufficient method for dealing with meta data evolution in a persistent 
environment. 
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4.7 Summary 
Traditional database management systems -have some very good ideas on 
data description but they lack a proper -framework into which these ideas 
can be cast. Programming languages were supposed to provide the proper 
framework but the forced unions of database systems and programming 
-languages created problems of their own. One of the challenges of current 
efforts at integrating the two disciplines will be how to realise the quantity 
and quality of data description that is necessary for describing data with 
longer term persistence within the 'context of general purpose programming 
-languages. In this respect. we believe that the solutions offered by 
persistent languages and conceptual modelling languages are the most 
sensible: by -removing the distinction between persistent and non-
persistent data, they make it possible to use the data description 
mechanism of the programming 'languages (which are semantically more 
-sound than those of the database systems) to describe persistent data. 
The only problem with this approach is that the data description mechanism 
of the typical programming language does' not possess the sophistication 
needed for describing data with longer term persistence - the solution 
(which is beneficial to all categories of data) Is to improve precision and 
succinctness of data description in programming -languages. 
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Chapter 5 
PS-algol: The Language and Some Extensions 
The research described in this thesis is based on the language PS-algol. 
Accordingly most of the programmed examples are in PS-algol notation. 
This chapter describes a) the language and b) some extensions which are 
not implemented in the current release of the language but which will be 
assumed in some parts of this thesis. Fuller descriptions of the notion of 
persistence and the -language PS-algol can be found in [Atkinson at al. 
83a. Cockshott 821 and In the collection of papers In [Atkinson at al. 83c]. 
In addition, the history of the progress with persistent programming is 
charted in [Atkinson at al. 841. 
5. 1 Types 
There are an Infinite set of data types in PS-atgol defined recursively by 
the following rules 
• Primitive Types. 
The primitive data types are Integer (int). real (real). boolean 
(bool). picture (plc) and string (string). 
• Vector Types. 
For any type T. IT is a vector data type with elements of type 
T. 
• Pointer Type. 
The pointer data type (pntr) comprises a structure with any 
number of fields. where each field is an association between a 
(field) name and a (field) type. 
• Procedure Types. 
For any data types T1... . TN and T. proc(T 1 ..... TN->T) is 
the data type of a procedure taking parameters of type T 1 to TN 
and returns a result of type T. If the procedure returns no 
result. the the type is proc(T 1 . .... TN) 
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5.2 Llterals 
Integer Literals: 
An integer literal is a sequence of digits optionally preceded by a negation 
sign. Examples are 
0 	1 	-22 	1024 
Real Literals: 
A real literal Is. a decimal number with an optional exponent part. The 
following are examples of real literals 
1.0 	1.228 	 -3.90 
3.4e-2 	4e4 -8.4e9 
In particular. 3. 4e-2 = 3. 4 times 10 = 0.034. 
Boolean Literals: 
Type bool has two literals given by the symbols true and false. These are 
the only values of type bool. 
String Literals: 
A string literal Is any sequence of (ASCII) characters enclosed in double 
quotes. E.g. 
"this is a string literal" 	 0 1+2" 
the last example above denotes the empty string. A single quote-within a 
string literal istreated as an escapecharacter. In particular 
W!IIa yields " 	 "i'" yields 
"n" yields newline 	 "'p" yields newpage 
"'o" yields carriage return 
"'t" yields horizontal tab 
"'b" yields backspace 
Pointer Literal: 
There is one pointer literal named nil. 	This is a system wide unique 
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pointer value, nil points to a special structure with no fields. It is used 
mostly for lrlitiallsing pointer variables. 
5.3 Operators 
The arithmetic operations are +. -. . -= (not equal).  
. div. rem. The equality operators (= and =) are applicable to all data 
types. 	The relational operators (<. <= etc) are applicable to integers. 
reals and strings. 	The operator ++ concatenates two strings together 
yielding a new string: the operand strings remain, unchanged. That Is 
MR " ++ "Smith" yields "MR Smith" 
Also Substrings can be formed from existing strings as follows: 
assume s is the string "abcdef" then 
s( 312 ) is the string "cd" 
The operators and and or operate on boolean values In the usual manner. 
Is and Isnt operate on painter types. Assume p is a pointer and that person 
Is the name of a structure class. 
p is person 	(p isnt person) 
yields true if the. structure referenced by p Is (is not) an Instance of 
person. 
5.4 Names 
A name may be given to any of The following: 
• A data object. A procedure parameter. A field of a structure. 
A structure class. 
A name is an identifier consisting of a letter followed by any number of 
dots. letters and , digits. E. g. 
help 	rtanie.of.person 	 al.l 
Unlike some languages. dot is not an operator or structurally significant. 
5.5 Variables. Constants & Declarations 
In PS-algol, declaration is with initialisation. A declaration performs the 
following functions 
1. It formally introduces a name into a program. 
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it establishes the scope of the name. This is given by the 
portion of program text starting from the declaration to the end 
of the Immediately enclosing block. 
It associates a location of a certain type with the name. 
Values assigned to the name will be stored In this location. 
In addition. in PS-algol. programmers 
• Can specify whether a location associated with a name is a 
variable or a constant. A constant may be manipulated In 
exactly the same manner as a variable except that It may not be 
Updated. 
• Must specify ,  the initial value of a location (I. e. declaration with 
initialisation). This Is mandatory and It effectively prevents 
errors related to uninitialised names. it also implies the type of 
a variable - which is the type of the initialising expression. 
The let statement is used for declarations. 
let a = 1; 1 : = signifies variable declaration 
let b = "hi"; ! = signifies' constant declaration 
a:=3 
b : = "hello"; ! This will not be allowed because 
I b is a constant. 
As a declaration may be written anywhere in a sequence. the initialisation 
is usually to the relevant value. This. plus implicit typing is one source of 
PS-aigors succinctness. 
5.6 Compound Data Objects 
• There are two kinds of compound data objects In PS-algol. These are 
vectors and instances of structures (or classes). 
Vector Creation: 
A vector value can be created in one of two ways: 
let vi := @2 of mt [ 1,2,3,4,5  ] 
let v2 := vector 1 	100 of 99 
The first format specifies the first index (2) the type of the elements (of 
int) and the elements. vi (2) yields 1: vi (3) yields 2 etc. The second 
format specifies the range (1 . . 100) and an initial value which all the 
components of the vector will take (99). Both vi and v2 are of type *lnt. 




If v Is a vector. then v(l) yields the l-th element of v. E. g. 
let 	:=vector 	.. 4of0 
let a 	v( 3 ) ; ! a gets 0 
v( 3 ) : 20 ; ! update v(3) 
a :=v( 3); ! agets 20 
In general pairs of brackets. M. that occur in indexing operations can 
optionally be reduced to a comma so that v(11) 1N can be written 
asv(i 1 .12..... 
Vector Bounds Query: 
The functions upb and lwb can be used to obtain the bounds of vectors. 
For example, from the example above iwb(v) Is 1 and upb(v) Is 4. 
Vector Assignment and Equality: 
It vi and v2 are vector variables of the same type the assignment 
vi :-v2 
Involves copying the pointer (or address) of v2 into vi. Hence after this 
assignment, changes to elements of vi will be visible In v2 and vice versa. 
Also equality means equality of pointer or addresses and not piece wise 
equality of components 
Structure Class definition: 
The example below is an example of structure class definition in PS-algol. 
structure employee( cetring emp.name; 
bool sex; 
mt age, height; 
pntr manager 
) 
The structure class is named employee. It has five fields named emp. name, 
sex. age. height-and manager. The types of these fields are as specified. 
emp. name is a constant string so. once it has been initialised (during 
Instance creation) It cannot be updated. 




The-structure class defined above can be instantiated as follows 
let xl := employee( Smith", true, 42, 170, nil ) 
let x2 := employee( "Jones', false, 22, 164, xl ) 
Structure Indexing: 
As In vectors except that field names are used instead of integer - values. 
For instance 
xl( age ) 	would yield 	42 
Structure Assignments and Equality: 
Again pointer equality applies. 	Two distinct instances with the same 
values in corresponding fields are not equal. 
Equivalence of Structure Classes: 
Two structure class definitions are equivalent if they have the same 
structure class name and isomorphic sets of field names and field types. 
Note that these definitions may occur in different programs. 
5.7 Procedures 
Procedures in PS-algol are first class objects. They can be assigned to 
variables. passed as parameters, returned by other procedures and stored 
In compound data objects such as vectors and structures. Parameter 
passing Is by call by value. Procedures which (which do not) return values 
constitute an abstraction over expressions - (statements). - 
The following are examples of procedure definition. 
let sum = proc(int a,b -) int); a + b 
let print.hello = procQ; write hello" 
These procedures can be activated as 
write sum(3,4) 
pr int. hello () 
The- symbol riuliproc can be used to designate a null procedure body. It Is 
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mostly used when Anitiallsing a procedure variable whose real body will be 
defined later or when defining a recursive procedure or a set of mutually 
recursive procedures. For example 
let factorial 	proc( mt n -> mt ) 
nuflproc 
factorial := proc( mt n -) mt ) 
if n = 0 then 1 else factor ial(n-l) 
5.8 Clauses 
5.8. 1 Assignment Clause 
An assignment is of the form 
a 	E 
where B is an expression and a is either a variable or an index into a vector 
or a structure. 
5. S. 2 If Clause 
There are two forms of the if clause. The first one Is of the form 
if B do S 
where .,B is of type bool and 
S is of type void. 
The entire expression is of type void. 
For example 
if a < b do a := a - 4 
The second If clause is of the form 
if B then Si else 32 
where B is of type bool and 
21 and s2 are both of type T (for some T). 
The entire expression is of type T. 
For example 
if a ( b then a := a + 1 
else b b - 1 
mm 	if a ( b then a else b 
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5.8.3 Case-Clause 
The -case clause is a generalisation of the conditional statement. It has 
the form 





whereC Cl,...,CN are all of the same type and 
51,52 .... SN,Sdef are all of the same type. 
The entire expression is of the same type as Si. 
Separate alternatives with the same actions can be bunched together and 
separated with commas. E. g. 




• 	5: "separated" 
6: 	 "contemplating separation" 
default: "Unknown status" 
5.8.4 Repeat. . While. . do Clause 
The three forms of this clause are given by 
while B dO S 
repeat S while B 
repeat S while B do Si 
Where B is of type bool and 
S and Si are of type void. 
The white construct executes S at least zero times while the repeat 
construct executes S at least once. 
5. 8. 5 For Clause 
The for clause is of the form 
for i = a to b by c do S 
where i is an integer constant local to the loop 
taking a new value on each iteration, 
a,b, and c are integer expressions and 
S is of type void. 
The by clause specifies the step factor. If omitted, it is assumed to be 1. 
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5. S. 6 Abort Clause 
The reserved word abort terminates the execution of programs. 
5. 9 Input-Output 
A suite of predefined functions are used to read user input from a stream 
of characters. The main ones are 
 read() 	: read next character as a string 
 readi() read next integer literal 
 readr() : 	 read next real literal 
 reads() : 	 read next string literal 
 readb() read next boolean literal 
 read. a. line() : read to end of line as a string 
In addition, read. byte() reads an eight bit byte as an integer value and 
peek() returns the next character without advancing the character pointer. 
The write clause.-Is used to output results. The general format is 
wtites1, s2, s3, ..., aN 
where each s/ Is Of a primitive type. For example 
let a 	eadi 
let b := .readi 
let val =a=b; 	Va! Is a bool 
write "That , a - "  , b, " 	, va 1 , " 
5. 10 Persistence 
The persistence of a data object is an indication of the life time of the 
object. In general data objects persist for varyirfg lengths of time. For 
example compiler injected temporary variables persist for the duration of a 
few instructions, local variables persist for the duration of the activation of 
their block, global variables persist throughout the activation of a program 
and data objects assigned on the heap persist for as long as they can be 
referenced. 
Most programming languages cater for all these levels of persistence 
within the context of program execution. What they do not cater for are 
levels of persistence that transcend activations of programs 
The treatment of persistence in PS-algol is its novel feature. By viewing 
persistence as an orthogonal property of data. the language is able to treat 
all levels of persistence (intra as well as inter program persistence) in a 
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uniform manner. persistent heaps 
14 
 can be -created to store data objects 
that persist beyond program execution. Reachability is used to determine 
the duration of persistence. Every persistent heap has a root-object. An 
object will persist-. Indefinitely as long as it is reachable from the root object 
of some persistent store. 
Some of the Implications of this are 
• Programs can use persistent stores as communication buffers. 
That Is PROGA creates some data objects and makes provisions 
for them to persist by ensuring that thoyare reachable from the 
• root object of some persistent store. PROGB (possibly the 
same program) can at a later time manipulate these data 
objects. Note that from the program's and programmer's point 
of view, no translation of data formats is necessary and the fact 
that the persistent -objects may be on secondary , memory Is 
transparent to the program and the programmer. A database 
handler performs the necessary data accesses and data 
-translations when required. 
• Programs are smailer in size (since data-- input-output and data 
d translation coe which make up a sizable portion of data 
intensive programs can be omitted) and are generally simpler to 
write and easier to read. 
Database procedures: 	 - 
Let open.dátabase =- 	 - 
proc(string db.name, passwd, mode -> pntr) 
let close.database = proc(atring db.name) 
let commit = proc() 
The procedure open. database is used to open or create a persistent 
store. db. name is the name of the database, passwd must be its pass 
word and mode is either read or write. ciose database closes a database 
and commit commits the changes made so far to the databases open for 
writi g. - 
Tables: 
A table is an updatable association of keys- and values. A. key can either 
be a string or an Integer value and a value is a pointer to an instance of 
any structure class. The following procedures are available to create and 
manipulate tables 
14 Also called persistent stores or databases. 
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! To crate a table 
let tabLe = proc( -> pntr 
I To enter a [key, valu] pair to 	table 
let s.ertter = proc(.string Jey; pntr table, value ) 
let i.enter = proc( mt key; pntr table, value ) 
! To lookuo the value 01 a key In a table 
let s.J.00}cup = proc( string key; pntz table -> pntr ) 
let i.lookup = proc( mt key; pntr table -> pntz ) 
I Returns nu,rtber of (key. vlue1 pairs 1,1 a tbl9 
let cardLnaLity = pi'oc( pntr table -> mt 
I Used to scan a table. 
1 user( key, value, environment ) is called for every 
1 (key, value) pair in table until table is exhausted 
or user returns false. 
I The scan procedure returns the number of times user 
! was activated 
let s.scari = proc(-pntr table, environment; 
proc(str ing,pntr,pntr->bool) user-) tnt) 
let i.scan = proc( pntr table, environment 
proc( int,pntr,pntr->booi)user-> mt 
5. 11 The Programming System 
The PS-algol compiler is not aware of persistence. When a program is 
compiled. code 'iS generated and in addition all the structure classes 
defined in the program are encoded into the code of the program. During 
program execution. the run time system resolves the structure classes 
encoded in the code of a program with those structure classes that exist In 
the database that is open for writing (if any). The equivalence of structure 
classes as stated In section 5. 6 is used to perform these resolutions. This 
method has the advantage that it makes compiled code portable across 
various databases. However. it is not an efficient method for two reasons: 
structure class resolution is performed for every run of a program- and 
some checks are delayed and some optimisation cannot be performed 
because the compiler does not have access to the database that the 
program is going to be run against. 
5. 12 Extensions to PS-algal 
In this section we introduce some extensions to PS-algol available only In 
a prototype developed during this research. These extensions are not 
implemented In the current release of the language but we shall assume 
their existence in this thesis. The -motivation of these extensions is simply 
that we wish to facilitate the process of describing, evolving and using 
persistent meta data information. The extensions can be categorised into 
the following three headings: 
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. The Introduction of names as values: 
• An extension to the concept of classes so that default field 
values can be specified within a class definition: and 
• A compiler methodolody which allows programs to be compiled 
against specific databases so that the meta data Information can 
be used by the compiler to facilitate the production of more 
efficient code. 
5. 12. 1 Type name 
Uses: 
We introduce the typ 5 name. Values of type name will be used as class 
names and field names 
Name Literals: 
An alphanumeric sequence of characters which starts with a letter and 
which is preceded by an apostrophe constitutes a name literal. For 
example 
'abc 	 'xl 	 'string.cont 
In addition, the reserved word nitname represents a predefined value of 
type name. 
15 Weshall see later that names can also be used to name constraints 
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Operations on Names: 
The operations on names are equality (=). inequality () • concatenation 
(4+) and resolution. 
Two name expressions are equal if their values are equal. 	Name 
concatenation and name resolution 'are similar to string concatenation and 
string resolution. For example 
'abc ++ 'de yields 'abcde 
let na = 'abcde 
na(23) yields 'bcd 
If the result of a name resolution operation Is not a valid PS-algol name. 
9. g. 
let nal = 'ab200 
let na2 = nal (3 13) 
then a name -resolution error message is given and the operation fails. 
Static & Dynamic names: 
An expression of type name is either a static name or a dynamic name. 
Static Names: 
A name expression of the form 
na 
is said to be a static name If na is a program identifier which Is Introduced 
into the program within the context of a class definition as either a) a class 
name. or b) a field name. For example, given the class definition 
class PERSON( let cname := "; let age := 0 ) 
then PERSON, cname and age are all static names. Static names have the 
following properties: if xyz is a static name introduced into a program 
within the definition of class CL then 
The value of xyz is 'xyz. 
The identifier xyz is a constant. 
Within the context of the program, the interpretation of xyz is 
bound to the class CL. For instance, if xyz is the name of a 
field in CL then all its usage will be interpreted as such. E. g. 
p(xyz) will be taken to mean that p is an instance of CL and the 
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objective of the operation will be to extract the value of the xyz 
field of CL in p. 
Static names are precisely the structure and field names of PS-algol. 
Dynamic Names: 
An expression of type name Is said to be a dynamic name if it is not a 
static name. The ollowing are examples at dynamic names. 
let ni := readn() 
let rt2 : 'xyz 
let n3 = ni 
readn() Is an input procedure that reads a name from the input stream. 
Unlike static names. dynamic names are not bound to any class, hence 
their Interpretation will depend on the particular context of -their use. We 
have introduced dynamic names because we want to be able to perform 
dynamic manipulation of classes and instances of classes. We shall see 
examples of these in chapters 7 and 8. 
5. 12.2 Classes 
Classes are the basic unit for data modelling. A class Is a PS-algol 
structure class with the following changes: 
• The principle of declaration with initialisation is extended to 
classes so that when a class Is declared, a default instance of 
that class is defined. 
• Constraints can be specified as part of a class definition. Such 
constraints are catied class constraints and they must be 
satisfied by all instances of the class. Constraints specification 
Is discussed In chapter 6. 
Class definitions: 
Figure 5-1 is an example of a class definition. In the figure, the class Is 
named 8001< and Its fields are named title, no. pages. author and 
publisher. Note how initial values are supplied for fields within the class 
definition. The type of the initial value of a field is the type of the field 
within the class. The names 8001<, title. no. pages. author, publisher and 
ass. page are all static names. Note that the declaration and initialisation of 
static names within a class definition is given a different interpretation from 
usual declarations. If 
let title = Ntit1e.unknown 
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-Figure 5-1: A Class as a Data-Modelling Unit 
class BOOK 
let title = "title unknown" 
let no.pages := 0 
let author = "none yet" 
let publisher = "none" 
ass.page: assert for all p in BOOK: 
p(no.pages) ( 300 
were to appear as a regular statement In a program. then title is a constant 
of typo string with value of tItie; unknown. When the same statement 
appears within a class definition then it means that title (a static name) is 
a field of type string of class 8001< with Initial value"title. unknown. 
Class Instantiation: 
Given a class definition represented by the name CL and fields fl. .. , fn. 
the general syntax for creating an instance of a CL is 
CL(f1 := v i ,  f2 : 	
2 
v , 	.., fn : 	
fl 
v ) 	 (5.1) 
where type of v1 is equal to the type of fi in CL. The ordering of the initial 
values is Irrelevantand may be incomplete. If some f/ is not mentioned in 
the parameter list then the default value of f/ as specified during class 
definition of CL j5  used. If CL is a static name, then we allow, as a short 
hand notation 
CL(v,v,...,v) 
where the ordering of the v1 's Is assumed to coincide with the ordering of 
fields within the class definition of CL as It appears in the text of the 
program. 
let bi := 8001(0; 	1 creates a 8001< using the 
I initialisation values given 
I in the class definition. 
let b2 := BOOK("Star Ship Simulation", 122, 
"R. Garret", "Dilithium Press") 
let the.book := 'book 
let b3 := the.book( 'author := "Smith" ) 
instance creation will fail and execution will be aborted if either a) the class 
name does not represent any class of the program or database, or b) any 
of the field names does not represent a valid field of the class. If a field is 
a constant field (e. g. title in class BOOK) then the initial value can only be 
changed once and that is at instance creation time. 
We note here that whenever a name is used as a r-expression (e. g. 
the. book in the last example above), the value of the name is returned, not 
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the name Itself. 	Hence in that example, the request is to create an 
Instance of the class whose name is the value of the. book. The 
interpretation - create an instance of the class named the. book - is wrong. 
Manipulating Instances: 
If a field f is a static name bound to the class CL then the dereferencing 
operation p(f) will succeed only if p is an instance of class CL. On the 
other hand. if f Is a dynamic name. then p(t) will succeed as long as p 
has a field whose name is the value of f. For example. If p is an instance 
of BOOK then 
let s = 'author 
let author.name := p( s 
will yield the author of p. 
Evolution of Classes: 
Chapter 7 discusses the issue of -evolution of data and meta data In detail. 
We mention here that when classes are evolved, new versions of the class 
definition are created. An instance of a class belongs to one and only one 
version of a class.. We maintain a linear ordering of version creation so 
that there is always a current version of a class. This is the most recent 
• version. 
5.12.3 Program Compilation 
A program Is compiled In the context of a database. For example 
$ compile MY.PROG/dbase=MY.DAPABASE 
Any class definitions that occur In the text of MY. PROG -are entered Into the 
schema of the MY. DATABASE. If the schema already has a class with the 
same class name then the class is not entered Into the schema and the 
compilation process fails with appropriate error messages. A class 
definition which resides in a database schema Is called a persistent class 
definition. A program wishing to introduce a persistent class definition into 
its scope can do so be using the use class command. In Its most general 
form, the use class statement is of the form 
from MY.DB use class BOOK( string author, title ) 
If the default database (I. e. the one used for compilation) Is assumed then 
the from clause can be omitted. The "parameter list of the class states 
the field names and their type This list may be incomplete and in any 
order. If the list is incomplete, as In the example above, the program is 
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aware of a view of the class. In the context of this example. the class 
instantiation 
Let p = BOOK( "Smith", "How to Cook" ) 
will create an instance of class with author = "Smith": title = "How to cook" 
and the other fields will contain their respective default values. Names 
introduced into a program through a use class statement are static names. 
That is they are bound to the class imported. Technically, the provision of 
types of holds in use statement Is not necessary since the compiler can 
get this Information from the class definition In persistent store. We 
however Insist on It because it makes programs more readable. The 
compiler will check that the field names in a use statement are valid and 
that the types of the fields are consistent with those in the persistent class 
definition. This adds to the safety of the system. In addition 
use class CL( ......) 
always imports the current version of CL at the time of compilation and all 
executions of the compiled code will interpret CL to mean that version of CL 
that was the current version at the time of compilation. For example, if 
version i of CL was the current version of CL at the time MY. PAOG was last 
compiled, then we say that MY. PROG recognises version i of CL". 
MY. PROG can be made to recognise a newer version of CL (If it exists) by 
recompilation. 
Comparison with what Is practised by - PS-algol: 
In the current release of PS-algol, programs are compiled in isolation but 
executed in the context of a database. This requires the programmer to 
repeat class definitions in all programs and Incurs a repeated cost of 
reconciling structure definitions in the program with structure definitions in 
the database schema for every execution of the program. 
Our approach reduces the --need for duplication of class definitions, allows 
the creation of views of class (I. e. by importing some but not all the fields 
of a class), and results In more efficient code since the -compiler can use 
the information resident in persistent class definitions to perform more 
- static program checkng.. In addition. the fact that the definitions of classes 
imported into a program are frozen at compile time. helps to simplify the 
various forms of version managements which are necessitated by the 
proliferations of versions of classes. instances and programs. This aspect 
will be discussed further in section 7. 2. 
One -advantage of the PS-algol approach over the one described here is 
that it -makes compiled code readily portable across databases. With our 
approach, it may be necessary to recompile programs if they are- expected 
to operate in the context of a new database: although we note that the 
principles of dynamic data typing as explained in-chapter 8 can be used to 
write programs which automatically adapt to changes across and within 
databases. 
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Chapter 6 
A Constraint Specification System 
6. 1 Introduction 
In chapters 2 and 3. we pointed Out the 'inadequacies of. conventional type 
'systems as data description mechanisms by enumerating some simple and 
commonly (ised constraints on data which cannot be described by constant 
and type specifications. See page 27 for some examples. 
In this chapter. we present a constraint specification system which can be 
used to describe data to a very high: level of precision; Among other things, 
our objectives are that a) the system must deliver a high level of precision 
(especially for 'commonly used categories of data definitions). b) constraint 
specification must - be succinct - I. e. declarative specifications, and C) 
constraint verification must be automated. 
A complier technology that enables the verification of constraints in an 
efficient manner is described in chapter 9 and a subset of the constraint 
system described In this chapter has been Implemented by the author in a 
prototype system which is described in chapter 10. 
The problem of defining the set of constraints that should be specifiable 
by a constraint specification system is a task of choosing a good 
engineering compromise between what is desirable and what is feasible. In 
particular. ' - the -following questions are relevant: 
• Will the programmer 'find constraints specifiable by the system 
useful? Does it give him-more power? 
• Are they feasible?' That is, can the constraints be 'implemented 
in an efficient' manner given the current state of art? Can the 
programming system guarantee their verification? 
• Do they infringe on the readability and understandability of 
programs? 'Or do they improve it? 
A desirable constraint may not be efficiently implementable - an example of 
this is the constraint average salary of technical staff is less than 
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average salary of administrative staffs. In the worst case this constraint 
will require the computation of one average salary every time the salary of a 
member of the technical or administrative staff is revised or when a new 
staff member is employed. Such constraints are best handled by the 
programmer since he can use specific knowledge of the data to devise a 
more efficient realisation of the constraint. Also a desirable and feasible 
constraint may make programs unreadable since It may be impossible to 
judge - the effect they have on programs by visual inspection. 
We Identify two classes of data descriptions that should be supported by a 
constraint specification system. These are 
• SIMPLE CONSTRAINT SPECIFICATIONS: 
Given a finite set of data items, to specify a. constraining 
relation which relates their valid states: and 
. SET CONSTRAINT SPECIFICATIONS: 
Given a suitable coHection of related objects. to specify a 
constraint which each object In the collection must satisfy. This 
removes the need for enumeration and allows the description of 
data items yet to be created. 
6.2 Simple Constraints - 
The general format of a simple constraint specification is 
assert T(x,x, ... ,x) 
where T Is a boolean function and the x 1s represent the finite collection of 
data objects constrained by T. in order to -ensure that the verification of 
this' constraint does not introduce Side effects into the environment, we 
restrict T to- a boolean expression whose execution is guaranteed to have no 
side effects. We shall call such expressions f-expressions. Examples of a 
simple constraint specification are 
assert x > 0 ore].se x < -10 	 (6.1) 
assert x < y 	 (6.2) 
assert p(age) > x + y 	 (6.3) 
The first example describes the set of valid states of x in isolation while the 
second example describes x and y in terms of each other. 
Triggers of a Constraint: 
A constraint Is associated with the locations or I-values of /-expressions. 
A location is a container which acts as intermediary between an identifier 
and its stored valuestfennent 811. 	An expression E is said to be an 
/-expression if it has a location (its /-value) associated with it. 	For 
example x is an I-expression but x+1 and sum(x,y) are not. In general. 
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1-expressions are those expressions that can occur on the left hand side of 
an assignment operator. 
An /-expression is said to be a trigger of a constraint If It occurs within 
the -boolean f-expression of that constraint. For example the 16triggers of 
(6. 1). (6. 2) and (6.3) are given the following sets of /-values 
(6.1) 	{ x ) 
(6.2) 	( x, y ) 
(6.3) : ( p(age), p, x, y ) 
In general. If C Is a constraint, and E is a trigger of-C then the satisfaction 
of C is- potentially at risk whenever the content of location(E) is modified. 
So the programming system must check for the satisfaction of C every time 
the content of location(E) IS changed for every E a trigger of C. 
Scope of a Constraint: 
Constraints are statically -scoped. 	Let C be a constraint specification. 
The scope of C Is - defined to be that portion of the: program text starting 
from the point where C Is Introduced to the end of the Immediately 
enclosing block. it is the duty of the programming system to check for the 
continuous satisfaction of C throughout- the scope of C. For example. 
within the scope-of (6.2), the value contained In the location of x must 
always be less than the value contained In the location of y. See section 
9. 4 on constraint verification. section 6. 8 on suspension of constraints and 
section 6.9 on exception handling. 
6.3 Set Constraints 
The general format for a set constraint specification is 
assert for all a in S : T(s) 
where S defines a collection of objects. T is a boolean f-expression and s 
is an iterator variable local to the constraint specification. PS-algol does 
not have sets in-the proper sense. but for our application, we consider the 
elements within a range, the elements of a vector and the instances of a 
class as suitable collections of related data on which set constraints can be 
specified. Accordingly, there are three kinds of set constraints. These are 
called range constraints, vector constraints and class constraints. 
16 It E Is an /-expression, then we shall refer to the location of E simply as E. 




Range constraints can be used to specify constraints on some or all the 
elements 'of a vector. For example. 
let. cvec = @1( 1,1,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,--1,-1 ) 
assert for all i in 1 .. 5 	cvec(i) > 0 	(6.4) 
assert for all i in 6 .. 10 : cvec(i) < 0 (6.5) 
That Is the first half of v must always contain postive integers while the 
second half must always contain negative integers. While the range 
constraint specification 
assert for all i in 2 .. 10 : 
cvec(i-1) >= cvec(i) 	 ' ( 6.6) 
specifies that cvects monotonically decreasing. 
We use the following general range constraint specification to demonstrate 
how to compute triggers of range constraints. 
assert for all i in A .. B : G( v(F(i)) ) 	(6.7) 
The iterator vartdbie. I. has bound A .. B and the vector component. 
v(F(i)) participates in a range constraint specification where F Is a simple 
statically computable function such as plus 1. The contributions of the 
vector v to the trigger set of (6. 7) can be computed as follows: 
If v is not :a constant, then v is a trigger. 
If the values of A and B are statically computable than v(F(A)). 
v(F(A+1)). . . . . v(F(B)) are all triggers of the constraint. 
This is'represented as v(F(A),F(8)). 
If the value of A cannot be computed but that of B can be 
computed, then v(*,F(B)) is a trigger. This quantity stands 
for v(Iow). v(Iow+1) .....v(B). where low = Iwb v. 
If the value of A can be computed but that of B cannot be 
computed, then v(F(A) • *) is a trigger. 
Finally if the values of both A and B cannot be computed then 
v(. X)  is a trigger. 	The notation V(x, *) stands for v(low), 
v(Iow+1), . . . , v(high) where low = Iwb v and high = upb v. 
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Vector Constraints: 
A typical vector constraint is of the form 
assert for all x in V: F(x) 
where V is a vector and F Is a booiean function. Note that the lteratoc 
variable x is bound to the contents of v and not the index, hence if v Is of 
type *T then x Is of type T. 
For example. the vector constraint 
assert for all x in v : x >= 0 
Is equivalent to the following enumeration of simple constraints: 
I low = lwb v 
! high = upb v 
assert v(low) 	>= 0 
assert v(low+l) >= 0 
assert v(high) )= 0 
and also to the following range constraint specification: 
assert for all i in lwb v 	upb v : v(i) ) 0 
Class Constraints: 
A typical class constraint is of the form 
assert for all p in CL: F(p) 
where CL is a class and F is a boolean function. For example the class 
constraint 
assert for all p in PERSON : p(yob) > 1900 
asserts that all Instances of class PERSON must have yob values which are 
greater than 1900. Class constraints can only be specified within class 
definitions, so (6. 8). (6 9) and (6. 10) are examples of proper class 
constraint specifications. 
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class PERSON 
( let yob = 1991 ;! year of birth 
let gob = nil ;! pntr to dad 
let mum = nil ;! pntr to mum 
thisCentury: assert for all p in PERSON : 	(6.8) 
p(yob) ) 1900 
dadOldEnough: assert for all p in PERSON : 	(6.9) 
p(dad)=nil orelse 
p(yob)-10 > p(dad,yob) 
murnOldEnough: assert for all p in PERSON : (6.10) 
p(mum)=nil orelse 
p(  yob )-10 > p(mum,yob) 
When a class definition becomes persistent. then all the class constraints 
specified within the class definition become persistent as well. Persistent 
class constraints are universally scoped since they must be satisfied by all 
the instances of the class. 
Instantiating a Class Constraint: 
Given the class constraint 
assert for all t in CL : F(t) 
	
(6.11) 
if p is an instance of CL, then we shall refer to the predicate F(p) as the 
p-instantiation of (.6. 11). As we shall see later,, verification of a class 
constraints involves verifying the p-instantiations of the class constraint for 
the relevant p. 
Triggers of Class Constraints: 
(6.8) has one trigger which is PERSON(yob>. This notation represents the 
fact that the yob field of every instance of PERSON is a trigger of (6. 8). 
Similarly, the triggers of (6. 9) -are given by the set 
( PERSON<yob>, PERSON(dad>, PERSON(dad,yob> } 
Let p be an instance of PERSON. PERSON<yob> in the trigger set above 
represent the fact that if p'(yob) is modified then the p-instantiation of 
(6.9) must be verified. On the other hand. PERSON(dad,yob> in the 
trigger set above represent the fact that if p(yob) is modified then the 
q-instantiations of (6.9) must be verified for all q = p(dad). 
Naming Constraints: 
Constraints can be named or labelled. - For example the three class 
constraints above are named thisCentury. - dadOld Enough and 
mumOldEnough. In general naming of constraints will be optional and they 
are essentially used for error reporting. However, all class constraints 
must be named. Thisi is because these names are used to identify class 
constraints during class evolution (see section 7.3.1.5). 
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6.4 Syntax of Constraint Specification 
The following syntax represents the category of constraint specifications 
that we are going to support. 
< coristr_spec > ::= assert 
(< simple_constr > I < set_constr >] 
< set_constr ) 	for all< iden >in< set >< colon > 
(( simple_constr >1 
< set > ::= < range > I < vector ) I < class > 
<sintple_constr ) ::= < expl )(orelse<expl )]* 
<expi > ::= < exp2 >(and< exp2 >] 
< exp2 > ::= []< exp3 )(< relop >< exp3 >] 
< relop > ::= is I ient I < i > : <= i >=-= 	= 
< colon >  
where 
. < range> is an integer -range of the form I 
• < vector > Wan /—expression of vector type 
• < class) is a static name representing the name of a class. 
1< exp3 > Is an f—expression 17 (I. e. an expression whose 
execution is guaranteed to have no side effects on the 
environment). 
The following example Illustrates how constraints are scoped and how 
triggers of constraints are determined. 
restriction on c exp3 > would seem to eliminate procedure calls within constraint 
specifications, but see section 6.12.1. 
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begin 
let a : = 5; 
let V : = ve 




let b = 19; let c 	44 
tor 1 .. 100 of 99 
lwbv and a<UPbV 	(--(C].) 
> c 	 <--(C2) 
b > 2 * a 	 <--(C3) 
assert a + b + c < 100 	 <--(C4) 
end 	• 	 (--(El) 
end 	 <--(E2) 
On the bases of the program fragment above, we have that 
Scope of Cl 
Scope of C2 
Scope of C3 










of C2 = 
of C3 = 








Cl to E2 
C2 to E2 
C3 to El 
C4 to El 
v) 
a, c, v(a) ) 
c) 
Observe how the-expression 'v(a) in (C2) introduces three triggers (a. v 
and v(a)) Into the trigger-set of (C2). Note also that the trigger sets of 
(C3) and (C4) do not contain b since It is known that b is a constant. 
6.5 The Problem of Allasing 
Two I-expressions El and E2 are aliases if they share the same 4-value. 
that is. if 
location(El) = location(E2) 
Allasing can occur in PS-algol when there is more than one path to a 
vector or an instance of a class. 
stack 
	
V1' 	 >1 
I I 	 A 
v2 1  
I 	I 
For example, in the diagram above. v1 	is an alias of v2 (1) for all relevant 
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I. Notice that by our definition of aliasing, vi and v2 are, not aliases since 
their locations (both on the stack) are different. Aliasing introduces two 
undesirable effects. 	Firstly, it infringes the clarity of programs and 
secondly. it makes constraint verification more difficult. 	The general 
problem of aliasing (with respect to constraint mechanisation) can be 
stated as 'follows: If El is a trigger of constraint C. changes (which may 
cause a violation of C) 'may be made to the location of El through any E 
which Is an alias of El. Hence. whenever the value stored In the location 
of E is changed. the constraint verification system must discover and verify 
all constraints which have triggers which are aliases of E. We describe in 
chapter 9 how a verification system can use redundant checks to ensure 
that constraints are never violated in the presence of aliases. 
6 6 Abstraction Mechanism for Constraint Specification 
We introduce an abstraction mechanism which can be used to construct 
abstract constraint definitions. An abstract constraint definition Is a 
parameterised constraint template which can be instantiated many times. 
In this respect. an  abstract constraint definition is an abstraction over 
constraint specifications much the same way as functions and procedures 
are abstractions over expressions and statements. 
8.6. '1 Syntax of Abstract Constraints 
The reserved word consttãint is used to introduce an abstract constraint 
into a program. An abstract constraint consists of the following parts: 
a constraint name. 
a formal parameter list, and 
the body of - the constraint. 
An abstract constraint definition can occur anywhere in a program where a 
statement Is acceptable. The following are examples of abstract constraint 
definitions. 
constraint pythaaoras r mt a,b,c ] 
aa + b*b = cc 
constraint less.than.20 [ mt x ] 
x ( 20 
6. 6.2 Instantiating an Abstract Constraint Definition 
An abstract constraint definition can be instantiated within a another 
abstract constraint definition or within a constraint specification. For 
example. in the context of the definition of pythagoras above we can have 
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constraint positive.pythagoras [ mt a,b,c 
a> Oandb > O and c> Oan 
pythagoras( a,b,c 
let x := readiO; let y := readi() 
let z 	read() 
assert positive.pythagoras( x, y, z ] 
The example above also demonstrates how abstract constraints can be 
grouped together to build -more complex constraints. We have used the 
square bracicets to delimit formal and actual parameters of abstract 
constraint (instead of the traditional round brackets) because we wish to 
emphasise the fact that the Semantics of parameter passing and the effect 
of Instantiating an abstract constraint is different from that of procedure 
calls in PS-algol. In addition, each actual parameter must be an 
f-expression. This Is to ensure that the verification of a constraint does not 
change the state of data. 
6.8.3 Semantics of Parameter Passing 
Parameter passing during abstract constraint Instantiation is Identical to 
the Algol 60 callby name method. Given the abstract constraint 
constraint..ABC( typel xl; ...; typeN xN 
P( xl, x2, . ., xN  
An instantiation 
assert ABC( el, e2, ..., eN ] 	 --(L2) 
has the effect of-following sequence of operations. 
A copy of the body of ABC is textually -Inserted at the point of 
call. That Is-at line (12) In our example. 
Every- occurrence of a formal parameter in this Inserted copy is 
replaced by 'its corresponding actual -parameters. 
Conflicts in names that may arise as a result of this inline 
expansion are removed by performing suitable renaming of 
Identifiers. 
For example 
assert w ( z and pythagoras[ x+2, 2*y, w+z. ] 
is equivalent to 
assert w < z and 
(x+2)*(x+2) + (2*y)*(2*y) = (w+z)t(w+z) 
The following example demonstrates how conflicts in names are resolved. 
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let acceleration 	readr() 
let fl := readr(); let ml := readr() 
constraint FM [ real force, mass ] 
force = mass * acceleration 
assert FMA [ fl, ml I 
begin 
• let acceleration 	readr() 
let f2 = readrQ; let m2 = readr() 
assert FMA ( f2, m2 ] 
acceleration := acceleration + 2 
end 
Is equivalent to 
let acceleration 	readr() 
let El := readrO; let ml := readr() 
constraint FMA,[ real force, mass I 
force = mass * acceleration 
assert El = ml * acceleration 
begin 
let acc := readr() 
let-f2 , .-.= readrQ; let m2 = readr() 
assert:.f 2 = m2 * acceleration 
acc :=.acc + 2 
end 
6.6.4 Predefined Abstract Constraints 
The relational operators (=. =, . = 	. =) are considered to be 
predefined abstract constraints. For Instance 
assert x < y 
is equivalent to 
assert LT [ x, y ] 
where LT is a predefined abstract constraint. in addition, the predefined 
abstract constraint CONST can be used to assert that the value of a variable 
or an expression remains unchanged. For example 
assert CONST[ x I 
assert CONST[ x+y ] 
In the latter example, the values of x and y may change but their sum must 
remain the same value. 
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6. 7 Zonstraints in Interface specifications 
The formal parameter list of a procedure is an interface in the sense that 
it Is a statement of the axioms that govern the behaviour of its input and 
output quantities. The axioms specifiable by the "parameter mechanism" of 
programming Languages are often limited to 
. Stating the number of parameters. 
• Stating which parameters are for input, which are for output and 
which are for both. The in, out and Inout clause of Ada does 
this. Similarly, the var clause In Pascal paFemeter passing 
designates a parameter as Inout 
. Stating the "type" of each parameter. 
To these. we add the ability to state input and output conditions (or pre and 
post conditions) as constraint specifications. The general format for this is 
let FN = proc( typel xl; 
Wxl,x2,:::1,xN,result)
; typeN xN -> typeM 
on entry: 	xl,xz, 	 xN) 
begin
on exit: 	) 
end 
where result is areserved - identifierdenoting the result of a procedure. 
That Is type of result = typeM. The above is equivalent to 
let FN = proc( typel xl; ...; typeN xN -> typeM 
begin 
assert-'. P1(xl,x2, . . ,xN) 




but the former is preferable because 
It conveys the valid impression that input/output conditions P1 
and P2 are properties of the function and not properties of the 
Implementation of the function. 
Without interface constraints, these constraints may. out of 
confusion, be checked twice - on both sides of the call. Even 
more disturbing is the situation where such confusion results in 
no checks - the catlee thinks the caller is doing the checking 
and vice versa. A judicious use of interface constraints should 
minimise these -possibilities. 
The possibilities for eager program checking are increased 
since actual parameters can be subjected to more static 
checks at the point of call. 	That is, given the call 
FN(ala2,... ,aN). the compiler can verify (or at least attempt 
to verify) P1 (a1, a2... • aN). This would not be possible if P1 is 
a constraint in the body of FN (as opposed to being a 
constraint in the Interface of FN). 
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6.8 Constraints in Transactions 
There are situations where the transformation of data between two 
consistent states requires that the data be temporarily inconsistent. The 
classic example of updating account records demonstrate this fact. 
class ACCOUNT( 
let credit := 0; 
let debit := 0; ! 
let balance := 0;! 
tote! erriount credited 
totai amount withdrawn 
amount in account 
balances: assert for all p in ACCOUNT : 
p(credit) - p(debit) = p(balance) 
let acc = get.account.of("Mr Smith") 
let X = readi() 
acc(debit) := acc(debit) + X 	 --(Li) 
acc(balance) := acc(balance) - X 	 --(L2) 
The class constraint labelled balances asserts that for any instance of 
ACCOUNT, the total amount put in, minus the total amount withdrawn, 
must always be equal to the amount left in the account". This is a very 
reasonable axiom. 	However, because of this constraint, the update 
operation in line (L1) will never succeed. 	After processing (Li). the 
-constraint will be-; checked and found to be violated. The update to 
acc(dabit) will be -.undone and the system will complain. What we want is 
for the system to' accept the temporary" state of Inconsistency without any 
fuss. We use the notion of -- the atomicity of transactions to achieve this. 
By virtue of being. atomic. constraint specifications - external to a transaction 
are not active within the body of the transaction and are checked only on 
exit from the transaction. Hence, if we rewrite the program above as 
class ACCOUNT( ... ) 
let acc = get.account.of("Mr Smith") 
let X = re.adi() 
tbegin 
acc(debit) := acc(debit) + X 
tend acc(balance) := acc(balance) - X 
the constraint balances will be suspended when the tbegin is encountered 
and reinstated after the tend. It Is the duty of the constraint verification 
system to ensure that the state of the data at the and of a transaction is 
consistent with the axioms or constraints that are reinstated. To do this in 
an efficient manner, the verification system must be . aware of those 
changes to data that took place within the transaction. We discuss in detail 
in chapter 9. a data flow analysis algorithm which statically determines the 
set of data objects that will be. or. may be. modified as a result of 
executing a sequence of statements; 
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Which Constraints should a Transaction Suspend? 
It we insist that constancy, type and generailsed constraint specifications 
are all three variants of one mechanism for describing data then we have 
to. for-the sakes of orthogonality of design and uniformity of interpretation. 
credit all three data description concepts with the same rights in a 
programming language. In particular. If transactions suspend assertions 
then transactions must suspend constancy and type specifications. One 
Implication of this Is that type specifications will lose their traditional 
Irrevocability. For instance 
let X = 10; ! x is an integer 
tbegin 
X 	"X is now a string" 
	 --(L2) 
tend --(L3) 
will be valid because within (Li) and (L3), the'type constraint on X is not 
active. The difficulty with this interpretation is that from the programmer's 
point-of view. it is.-not 'desirable because it delays the detection of errors 
and makes it very, difficult to appreciate what a program does. One solution 
to this 'diiemma is to recognise that it is not always prudent to allow 
transactions to suspend all currently active constraints and therefore allow 
the programmer to specify which constraints should be 'suspended. For 
'example. If we assume that the default is for transactions to suspend no 
constraints, then.' a plausible syntax for specifying those constraint 
specifications to be suspended would be 
let a := If let b 	19; let c := "a string" 
let d' = reádi() 
aPositive: assert a ) 0 
aLes8Thanb: assert a < b 
tbegin suspend type a,b; conet d; assert aPositive 
tend 
In addition, the reserved word all can be used as a wild card, so that 
tbegin suspend assert all 
tend 
would suspend all constraints introduced as assertions. In the prototype 
that was built as part of this research, we offer suspend assert all as the 
default. 
Alternatively, if the default is for - transactions to suspend all constraint 
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specifications, then a sustain clause can be used to 4ndlcate which 
constraints should not be suspended. For example 
tbegin sustain type all; const idi, id2; assert assi 
tend 
Programs are transactions: 
Recall that class constraints are universal. That is they are always In 
scope. In order to limit the amount of class constraints verification that 
goes on during program execution, we interpret all programs as 
transactions. That is, a user program PROG is replaced by the program 




This imaginary top level transaction has the effect of suspending all 
persistent class constraints and reinstating them after the execution of 
PROG so that class constraints of those instances changed In PROG need 
only be checked, at the end of program execution. This approach is 
contrary to the principle of eager program checking since it delays the 
detection of errors. We however consider it to be a reasonable 
engineering compromise between eager checking and excessive checking, 
given that the latter can result In poor performance. 
It is however possible to force a class constraint to be active within PROG 
by either declaring- the class within PROG or by importing the class 
definition Into PROG (see use class construct in section 5. 12). Such 
constraints are scoped in the usual manner. that is, from the point of their 
-introduction into the program to the end of the immediately enclosing block. 
Thus the programmer may influence the compromise between efficiency and 
timeliness of error reporting. 
6.9 Exception Handling 
The violation of a constraint is an exceptional situation and should be 
treated as such. We consider some possible solutions on bow to service 
exceptions which arise as a result of constraint violation. 
Include a fall_with clause: 
One solution is to include a fail_with clause in the constraint 
specification. For example 
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let age 	0 
assert age > 0 fail—with (fall_with_clause) 
age := readi()  
This is similar to the on --condition of PL/1. The purpose of the exception 
handier (i.e. the fall_with_clause) is to allow the programmer to say what 
Is to be done when a constraint is violated. The fall _with_clause will be 
Interpreted in the context in which it was defined - I. e. It is statically 
bound. 
Use the Exception Handling Mechanism of Host Language: 
If a language already possesses an exception handling mechanism, then 
It might be best to use the existing mechanism to service exceptions due to 
constraint violations. For example. in Ada. exceptions are language 
quantities that can be defined and can be raised. One way of integrating 
the exception handling facilities of Ada with constraint specification is to 
allow constraint specifications of the form 
assert age:) 0 if—fail raise ERROR 
where ERROR lsa programmer orpredeftned exception. The compiler 
will generate the code for an assignment to age as follows 
age := readi() 
if (age >.0) do raise ERROR 
and this will be 1,ándled in the usual Ada-like --manner. 
In this thesis, we assume the default exception handling facility which is to 
print an error message and abort execution of the - program. We have also 
taken the view that constraints are fundamental axioms on data which must 
never be violated. There are however occasions where this Inviolability 
should be relaxed so as to allow the acceptance of exceptional situations. 
For instance, a database -containing personnel records for a. company 
might contain a constraint asserting that all directors must be at least 40 
years old. The company may - however decide, to employ a person younger 
than 40 years to the post of director as a special case. It would be nice if 
the system can be directed to accept the data of this new director even 
though it contravenes the constraints that govern the behaviour of data 
within the system. Borgida [Borgtda 841 argues the case for allowing the 
programrnerf user to be able to designate exceptional situations as 
legitimate. 
6. 10 Contradictory Constraints 
We say that a family of constraints are contradictory if they can never be 
simultaneously satisfied. For example 
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assert x < 0 and x > 10 	 (6.12) 
is a contradictory constraint and 
assert x < 0 
assert x ) 10 
Is a set of contradictory constraints. Given the complexity of constraints 
and their possible dependence on data values that are not statically 
available, it is. in general. not possible to statically detect contradictory 
constraints. However, some heuristics can be injected into the logic of a 
constraint system to enable the detection of some classes of contradictory 
constraints based on the data flow information gathered during static 
program analysis. 
Given the constraint 
assert C 
and a program variable x, let x C denote the set of values x is constrained to 
assume by C. If x Is not constrained by C then XC  is given by a special 
non-empty set (a. g. the universal sat). A constraint can be contradictory 
only if It (in its: expanded form) contains at least one conjunction. 
Contradictory constraint
s 
 can be determined by the following recursive 
method: The constraint 
assert C1and C2 
is contradictory only if either 
Cl Is contradictory. 
C2 Is contradictory. 
There exists a program variable x for which 
X n x = 	(the empty set)ci 
If It Is not possible -to compute x accurately during static program analysis. 
then the constraint system may not be able to decide whether some 
constraints are contradictory or not. In such cases. the progrEmmer could 
be helped by warning messages to the effect that the constraint xyz may be 
contradictory. 
In practice, contradictory constraints should be easy to detect during 
program- testing especially if the constraint is active In a region of the 
program that is always executed during program execution. That is 
because every test run will result in a violation and the programmer should 
18 Notethat two separately specified constraints that are simultaneously active are 
considered to be a conJwctIon. 
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be able to connect the error in program execution (resulting from insistent 
constraint violation) to the presence of a contradictory constraint in his 
program. 
There are two kinds of contradictory constraints which we shall call always 
contradictory - constraints and IntermIttent, contradictory constrain ts. Always 
contradictory constraints are always contradictory for every execution of a 
program while intermittent contradictory 'constraints are contradictory for 
some. but not all. executions of a program. (6. 12) is an 'example of the 
farmer while 
assert x < 0 and x > readi() 
is an example -of the latter. intermittent contradictory constraints are more 
difficult to detect. It Is actually not 'clear that this class of constraints 
should be classified as contradictory since their contradictory nature may 
be a symptom of erroneous data. For example the constraint - 
assert x < 0 and x ) y 
in the context of 
let y = reádi() 
may be contradictory only because of error in data Input - the user input 10 
instead of -10. 
6. 11 Constraint verification 
The purpose of the constraint verification system is to ensure that the data 
Is never allowed to assume a state which violates the specified constraints. 
Two rules must govern a constraint verification system. Firstly. it must 
undertake to verify all constraints specifiable by the programmer. This rule 
lsnvIo1able because the -correctness of program 'behaviour (and hence the 
programmer's confidence in the trust worthiness 'and utility of the constraint 
system) 'hinges on it. Secondly, the verification system must undertake to 
verify constraints at the earliest possible time. This may be construed as 
an efficiency (and hence implementation) issue, but the fact Is that due to 
the amount of checking that may need to be done. programs with 
embedded constraint specifications may run unbearably slowly if some of 
the che,cks are not factored out of programs and performed once during 
pre-execution analysis. A detailed treatment of constraint verification can 
be found in chapter 9 where we describe a program elaboration technology 
'which uses data flow analysis methods to enable.eager program checking. 
Here, we illustrate the principle of eager constraint verification with an 
example. Consider the program 
let x := 1 
assert x ) 0 
x:=x+1 
x 	x + readi() 	 -- L3 
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The -constraint (Li) needs to be checked at (Li). (L2) and (L3). A visual 
inspection of the program should reveal that the checks at (Li) and (L2) 
can be performed statically but that at (L3) have to be done at run-time 
when the value of x at (L3) will be available. A compiler that practices 
eager 'program checking should therefore generate the following code. 
let x 	1 
x : 2 
x 	x + readi() 
if(x ) 0) do 
terror("constraint violation); abort) 
Note that the assert statement does not appear in the generated code and 
that run-time checks are generated only for those checks that could not be 
elaborated at compile time. The compiler generated check (i.e. the it 
do clause above) can be extended to include diagnostic Information such as 
current values of the variables participating in the constraint that was 
violated, the line number of the statement where the violation occurred, the 
tine number where the violated constraint was specified and the name of the 
violated constraint (if it has one). 
6. 12 Other classes of Constraints 
In this section.:: we briefly consider other approaches to constraint 
specification and evaluate their feasibility. 
6. 12. 1 Procedure Parameters 
If format- procedure parameters are allowed is  in the specification of a 
constraint then it will be possible to construct abstract constraints whose 
-Interpretation will depend on their actual parameters. For example. 
assuming that we - can represent a variety of geometric shapes (circle, 
rectangles. right-angled triangles etc.) by two real variables, then we can 
express a constraint which asserts that the area of every geometric shape 
is less than 100 sq. units, as 
constraint area.ass [ real x,y 
proc(reaI;real->real) area.fn 
area.fn( x, y ) <= 100.00 
and have functions to compute the areas of various shapes. E. g. 
19 Which, with our adherence to data type completeness, they should be. 
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let area.rect = proc(rea.]. x,y->real) 
x*-Y 
let area.rt.tri= Droc(real x.y-)real) 
* y) / 2 
let al := readrQ; let a2 := readr() 
assert area.ass[ al, a2, area.rec ] 
let bi := readrQ; let b2 	readr() 
assert area.ass( bi, b2, area.rt.tri ] 
Note from section 6. 6. 3 that our treatment of constraint instantiation does 
not exclude procedure parameters. The only restriction we had was that 
actual parameters in a constraint activation must be f-expressions. This 
seems a reasonable restriction. If procedure parameters are allowed, the 
system - must be able to discover and reject procedures that will- produce. or 
may produce side effects when executed. The question is 1s it feasible 
for a programming system to decide whether a procedure call is an 
f-expression or not prior to program execution? The answer to this is 
yes. If a procedure F a) does, not update variables that are global to It, b) 
does not update the contents of compound data-stiuctures that it did not 
create and C) does not call another procedure that will or may produce side 
effects. then the':'activatlon of F is guaranteed to be side effect free (I.e. 
an f-expression)'.provlded that all the actual parameters of the activation 
are f-expressions - 
8. 12.2 Dynamic SopIng 
Our treatment of constraint specifications In this -chapter has been as 
program quantities which are statically scoped (see section 6.2). if we 
scope constraint specIficatIons dynamically, then extra flexibility will be 
achieved at the expense of program readability. For example with dynamic 
scoping we would be able to write 
let x := readi() 
if x ) 0 then assert x > 0 
also assert x <= 0 
This will ensure that x stays on one side of zero through out its life time. 
This constraint has the following static equivalent: 
let x 	readi() 
let y = if x > 0 then 1 else -1 
assert x * y > 0 
Also, 	dynamic scoping of constraints lends itself to modular 
programming. For example It would be possible to group constraints 
together in a constraints module: such constraints would then be activated 
In a bunch when the module or procedure was called. For example 
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make.assertsQ; ! call make. asserts to 
! set up constraints 
There are two problems assoôlated with dynamic scoping of constraints. 
-Firstly. the opportunity for static verification of constraints Is reduced since 
It may not be obvious at compile time when constraints are active. More 
Important, programs become difficult to read and maintain since visual 
inspection of program texts may not reveal the scope of influence of a 
constraint. 
8. 12.3 Constraints as values 
Finally, an alternative formalism would be to treat constraint specifications 
as values which can be passed around. returned by functions and assigned 
to variables. This.would result In a very powerful constraint specification 
system: but like dynamic scoping of constraints, it would infringe on the 
readability of programs. Further investigation is required to determine its 
feasibility and utility. 
B. 13 Computational Complexity of Programs 
Like other optimisation techniques (e.g. removing invariant statements 
from loops), constraint specification makes it more difficult to compute the 
computational complexity of source programs as written by the programmer. 
In order to perform such a task, a clear separation of the constraints In a 
program into two camps is needed - those checked at compile time and 
those checked at runtime - and this requires a technical knowledge of the 
implementation of the program elaboration process. Furthermore, if the 
program uses class constraints and if class constraints aremodiftabie (see 
chapter 7). then the computational complexity of a program may be a 
variable dependent on when the program is compiled. One way to resolve 
this problem is to insist that any optimising compiler be capable of 
generating on request a source listing of the transformed program so that 
complexity measurements can be carried out on this listing in the usual 
manner. 
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6. 14 Relationships Between Constraints and Types 
A type has two main roles: 
. It Is a (named) collection of related operations. 
. It Is a (named) generator of Instances. 
As a byproduct of the second function above, it Is customary to think of, 
and use a type to denote the set of values It generates. and to use this set 
to constrain the legal states of (classes of) data. It Is this Implied role of 
a type as a set of values (which is taken by some to be the main role of a 
type). which Is subodinate to the role played by constraints. In this regard 
the declaration 
deci x INTEGER; 
does the same thing as 
assert ... orx=O or - x= lorx=2or 
except that the former introduces x while the latter assumes its existence. 
Type declarations (as a set of values), type specification (as In variable 
declaration) and type checking are respectively subsumed by abstract 
constraint construction, constraint specification and constraint verification. 
So. constraints are a generalisation of the notion of types as sets of values 
and a constraint system necessarily subsumes that role of the type system. 
Types are however still needed In languages because they perform other 
functions (a. g. a name for a collection of operations) - a function which 
the constraint system does not embrace. 
6. 15 Summary 
Programming involves two aspects which are interrelated but distinct. 
These are data description and algorithm specification It is customary in 
traditional programming languages to use the type system to achieve the 
former and we saw in the survey in chapter 3 how inadequate they can be. 
The inadequacy zof any data description system will leave the programmer 
with no choice but to use algorithm specification to achieve data 
description. The disadvantages of this approach are discussed in chapters 
2 and 3. They include loss in fluency of program construction, loss in 
clarity of written programs. oss in eagerness of error detection, 
enhancement of error prone programming and loss in program execution 
performance. 
20 For example we are taught to first get the data structures right and then write an 
algorithm to fit the data. 
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This chapter describes a constraint system that is powerful (at least more 
powerful than corwentiOnai type systems). feasible. and which does not 
infringe the readability of programs. With respect to the last point. we 
actually improved upon the readability of programs because a declarative 
specification of a constraint renders programs more readable. Also, the 
fact that constraints are recognised and verifiable by the compiler means 
that efficiency of program execution and the speed of software development 
Is improved. 




Ort the Evolution of Persistent Data 
7. 1 Introduction 
Even In the absence of the notion of persistence. evolution of data 
description is worthwhile because it provides a method for incrementally 
updating the descriptions of data. Persistence however increases the need 
to support evolution. The reasons for this include 
•To support longer term persistence: 
• To support the development of database general Input-output 
utilities: 
•. To support.. In a non destructive manner, the testing and 
debugging phases in software development: 
• To correct programmer/end-user mistakes In specifying data: 
and 
. To facilitate the merging of databases. 
In this chapter we Identify the issues involved in meta data evolution and 
present a proposal on how to perform the same in the.context of persistent 
programming. The presentation to be made here assumes that record-like 
data types (which we call classes) are the basic unit for modelling 
persistent data. 
We make this assumption, not because we believe that these structures 
are best suited for data modelling (in fact they are not [Kent 791). but 
because record types are very popular in high level programming languages 
and a persistent version of any of these languages must deal with the issue 
of evolution of record-like data structures before it can be used for 
manipulating data with longer term persistence. It is on the strength of this 
21 	section 2.2.1 for a fuller discussion of this. 
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argument (the popularity and proliferation of record like data structures) 
that we devote this chapter to the examination of how to evolve classes. 
We also assume the programcfling Methodology described in section 5. 12. 
There are basically two issues that need to be addressed. 	The first 
concerns the need for progi-ammers to be able to specify changes to the 
meta data as a programming activity: the second considers how the 
programming system accommodates these changes. We shall consider 
these issues in sections 7. 3 and 7. 4 respectively. Before that, we 
introduce the notion of versions of classes and how they relate to instances 
and programs. The concepts discussed - In this chapter have not been 
implemented by the author but we support our claim of feasibility by 
describing, where appropriate, how some of the operations can be 
implemented. 
7.2 VersIon Management 
7.2. 1 Versions of Class Definitions 
A class definition Is a meta data unit which encodes the description of a 
family of data objects called Its Instances. Classes and names are 
Introduced In section 5_12. 
The evolution process can be described as follows: 
There is a set of' operations 01. 0;1, . . . , O which when 
applied to a class, changes the definition of that class. These 
01s are called class evolution functions. 
A sequence of such class definitions for a given class is called 
its versions. 
1. 2 
Given a class CL. we represent its versions as CL . CL ..... CL where
IL 
CL = the original definition of CL;  and 
CL 	0k(CL'1) for 1 <= k <= n & i > 1 
That is. the i-th version of CL is the result of applying a class update 
function on the (1-1)-th version of CL. in addition, we ensure that older 
versions of a class are inaccessible to the class evolution functions: so that 
the' definition above Imposes a lInear (time) ordering (see figure 7-1) on 
the versions of a class. At any point In time. we shall refer to that version 
of a class with the highest version number as the current version of the 
class. 
A different strategy of class evolution is to make the older versions 
accessible to the update operations so that a tree structure results. See 
figure 7-2. Yet another strategy would be to allow versions to evolve Into 
existing versions so that a full lattice structure is obtained. Figure 7-3. 
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Figure 7-1: Linearly Ordered Class Evolution 
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We rejected these alternative version management strategies because: 
They increase the complexity of version management. 
Programmers will find it difficult to understand the effect of 
- class evolutions on their programs. 
Most important. it is not clear that they are necessary. In 
practice, when a programmer evolves a class, it signifies his 
loss of interest in the old version and as tar as he is 
concerned the evolution is a logical replacement of the old 
class definition by the new. One can of course hypothesise a 
situation where a lattice structured version management 
scheme is needed but normally the linear ordering scheme is 
sufficient. 
Section 7. 3 identifies some necessary and feasible class evolution 
functions, investigates how they can be realised at the programming level, 
and explores some implementation techniques. 
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7.2.2 Versions of instances 
An instance. I. of a class CL is actually an Instance of some version CL 
of CL. We represent this fact by writing I as The grocess of evolving / 
so that it becomes an instance of CL (I. e. / -) I 
R. 
 Is called Instance 
evolution. Note that k must be less than n, but with the lazy evolution 
mechanism proposed n-k may be greater than 1. 
Our basic objective, with respect to Instance evolution. Is that the 
programming system should automatically move instances of a class 
between versions (possibly- using some programmer supplied transfer 
functions) in a manner that is transparent to the program but dependent on 
the requirements of the -program. That is. if a program expects an k 
Instance of CL" but an instance of CL (k < ri) is available, then the 
programming system will perform the required instance evolution. This is 
called dynamic restructuring in -database systems (Sockut & Goldberg 
79. Carden 831. The advantages of this Scheme include: 
. Evolution cost is not recurrent. It is Incurred once on first use. 
• Economical.'. Evolution Is done only on data that Is already in 
use. - No-redundant disk I/O is incurred. 
• Performance-is uniform. ' there are no large delays while the 
entire-population of some class is processed. 
• Suitable for -: persistent - environments where there are large 
volumes of data. most of which are dormant at any given time 
• Large numbers of programs need not keep track of changes to 
data description if such descriptions are Irrelevant to them. 
-Instance evolution Is discussed in more detail in section 7. 4. 
7.2. 3 Versions of Programs 
Recall from section 5. 12 that the static names (class names and field 
names) In a program are bound to particular versions of a class - that is 
those versions which were current at the time when the program was 
compiled. We represent the fact that a progr&nkPROG  recognises the k-th 
version of class CL by writing PROG as PROG ' . When the context CL is 1 
clear, we just write PROG The process of evolving programs so that they 
recognise newer versions of a class is called - program evolution. We will 
return to this issue in section 7. 4 when we discuss how a programming 
- system should accommodate meta data evolution. 
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7.3 Specifying Class Evolutions 
In this section, we make a catalogue of the types of evolution that should 
be supported. introduce and explain the semantics of language constructs 
that can be used to specify these evolutions and describe an 
Implementation strategy that can be used to manage versions of a class. A 
discussion on how a programming system -should accommodate the 
evolutions described in this section in a manner that does not contravene 
the objectives stated in section 2. 2. 2 can be fotrnd in the next section. 
7.3. 1 Language Constructs for Specifying Class Evolutions 
Given a class CL. we will allow the following forms of structural and 
integrity evolutions: 
• Add a new field ((name, Initv&uel to CL. (name denotes the 
new field name and initvalue is the Initial value. In accordance 
with initialisation with declaration, the type of Initvalue is the 
• type of (name in CL. This operation will succeed only if CL 
does not already have a field named fname. 
• Delete the field named (name from CL. 	This evolution will 
succeed only-if CL has a fi9ld named (name. 
• Rename th&':field named tnemel to become fname2. 	This 
evolution will, succeed only if CL has a field named (name 1 and 
none named tname2. This is semantically different from the 
delete field-add field" combination. A rename operation leaves 
tha values of instances intact during instance evolution (we call 
this the value Inheritance property ) while a delete then add 
combination will delete the value of a field and recreate it to 
possibly a different value. 
• Change initial value of a field named (name to new/nit. This 
evolution will succeed only if CL has a field named (name. 
-There are two possibilities, lithe change results in a change in 
the type of (name (I. a. if the type of new/nit is different from the 
type of the previous initial value of (name in CL). then a 
coercion function must be supplied to convert the values of 
(name in the existing instances to the new type. If no change In 
type is involved, the coercion function is optional: if it is not 
supplied, the identity function Is assumed as default. 
•.. Add a new integrity constraint to CL. This operation will always 
succeed as long as a) the constraint is well 'formed. and b) the 
constraint system does not discover that the new constraint 
contradicts itself or some existing constraint of CL. Note that it 
is possible for the programming system to install a contradictory 
constraint. When the- programmer discovers such an'. anomaly 
(e. g. during program testing). he can use the delete 
constraint operator below to remove It. 
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. Delete an existing Integrity constraint from CL. 
The first two are structural evolutions: the last two are integrity evolutions 
'while the middle - two are a combination of both. Each of these operations. 
when applied to a class. will generate a new version of that class. 
To demonstrate how these class evolution functions can be supported at 
the language level, we describe a possible programming notation for 
them. For each of these categories of evolution, we shall present the 
syntax. explain the semantics and illustrate it with some examples. With 
respect to the -syntax to be used below, bold words are reserved words and 
words in capital are metasymbols. Also, 8NF stands for the Backus Naur 
Form. BNFC stands for BNF CONTINUED, TR stands for TYPE RULE. Ft 
stands for FAIL IF and SEM gives the semantics of the operation. Fl states 
the conditions which will cause the operation to fail. 
7.3.1.1 Add a Field toaClass 
The syntax for adding a new field to a class Is 
BNF 	addileld fname assign. sy exp to CL 
TR name 	 I 	name 
BNFC 	assign. sy : = 
Fl 	CL is not a dynamic name (see below): or 
CL does not represent a class In the program or 
database: or 
there is already a field In CL narrrGd fname: or 
the evaluation of exp will or may result In side effects. 
SEM 	A field named fname Is added to the current version of 
the class named CL. A new current version of CL is 
generated. 
If assign.sy = "= then the field is a constant (immutable) 
field else It is mutable. 
The expression exp serves two purposes. 	Firstly. it 
represents the initial value of fname in CL. -Secondly. it 
is used to effect instance evolution. 
Let CL" and CL' be the now current version and 
previously current versions of CL. and let I bo01an 
instance of CL. DurI instance evolution, when I is 
evolved to become I . exo is evaluated to provide a 
value for the new field of 
Forcing CL to be a dynamic name (In the Fl clause above) ensures linear 
ordering of class version management since a dynamic class name always 
refers to the current version of the class it represents. That is the 
evolution process will always evolve the current version of a class into a 
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Figure 7-4: Examples of Adding fields to a class 
add field 'height := 0 to 'PERSON 
add field 'passport.no = 0 to 'PERSON 
let ci = readn() 
let f name = readn 
let finit = readi 
add field fname 	finit to ci 
new current version. 	F,gUre 7-4 lists some examples. 	In the first 
example, a field named 'height is added to the current version of the class 
named 'PERSON with an initial value of 0 so that height is of type mt in 
PERSON. 
In the last example. all the information required for the evolution process 
- I. e. a) the name of the class to be evolved. b) the name of the new 
field. and c) the Initial value of the new field - are all collected at run time 
from the end user. This example demonstrates how classes -can be evolved 
under the direction of the end user (as opposed to under the direction of 
the programmer). This Is a useful facility when writing database update 
applications. Note that in this case. all new fields must be of types that 
are readable from-stream input. 
7.3.1.2 Delete *Field from a Class 
A field can be deleted from a class by the following syntax. 
BNF 	delete field fname from CL 
TR name 	name 
Fl 	CL or fname is not a dynamic name: or 
CL does not represent a class in the program or 
database: or 
Iname is not a field of CL. 
SEM 	The field named fname is deleted from the class named 
CL and a new current version of CL is generated. 
€xaiflples are given in. figure 7-5. 
Figure 7-5: Deleting a field from a class 
delete field 'age from 'PERSON 
delete field readn() from readn() 
TPils observation holds for all the class evolution functions. 
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7.3. 1. 3Modify a Field 
In addition to adding a new field or deleting an existing field, one can 
also modify the specification of an existing field. Basically, there are two 
types of modification possible - either to change the name of a field or to 
change the initial value of a field. To change the name of a field, we give 
the foflwing syntax. 
BNF 	change name (name in CL to (val 
TR name name name 
Fl 	anyone of (name. CL or fval Is not a dynamic name: or 
a class named CL does not exist In- the program or 
database: or 
fneme is not a field of the class named CL: or 
there Is already a field named fval In CL. 
SEM 	The name of the tield'named (name Is changed to (vat. 
Let CL 	and GLOW  be as usual. Initial value of (name In 
oW 
initial 
	 . CO".  CL 	become the initi value idof fval in L 	Also 
durp the Instance evolution 
I -> 	the value (name 
in I. .. Is inherited as the value of fy81 In l"° ". This is the 
value - Inheritance property. 
In the example In figure 7-6 the name of a field of the class PERSON Is 
changed from surname to last. name 
Figure 7-6: ModIfying the name of a field 
let PERSON = 'PERSON 
let old.surname = 'surname 
let new.surname = 'last.name 
change name old. surname in PERSON to new. surname 
Next. the syntax for changing the initial value of a field Is given by 
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BNF 	change mit of (name in CL to oxp 
TA name name Ti 
BNFC 	evolve using func 
TA 	 T-T1 
Fl 	anyone of (name or CL Is not a 
dynamic name: or 
CL does not -represent a class in the program or the 
database: or 
(name is not a field of the class named CL: or 
either exp or func produces. or may produce side effects 
when evaluated: or 
T - = Ti and the evolve using clause is omitted. 
SEM 	T and TI represent the type of (name In CL before and 
after the evolution respectively. 
The Initial value of the field named (name is changed to 
exp. Note that changing the - initial value of fname in CL 
may change. Its type. 
- 	. ----. 	 . 	 old 	flew 
-Ourinjhe instance- evolution I —> i 	. the value of 
func(-r ) replaces the value of (name in I. For obvious 
reasons we call func an instance evolution function. 
If the evolve using clause is omitted (and I = Ti). then 
use func = identity function as default. 
Figure 7-7 gives an example. In this example. - the Initial value of the age 
field of the class PERSON Is being changed to the- string 0. We are 
assuming that the previous Initial value of age was an Integer. So the 
change in initial value causes la -change in the type of age in PERSON. 
Figure 7-7: 	Modifying the Initial value of a field 
let int.to .str = proc( mt n -) string 
begin 
1 return the string equivalent of .n 
I e. g. if n = 10 then return 10 
end 
change mit of age in PERSON to 0 0" 
evolve usinq int.to .str( self( age ) ) 
Let PERSON Old  be the previous currant version of PERSON and lot 
PERSONflW be the -current version aftr ,  the evolution. Furthermore. let 
= old be an instance of PERSON'' . If the occasion should arise to jo 
evolve p to become a PERSON 
now 
 then p(age) will be replaced by 
mt. to. str(p (age)). 
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7.3. 1.4 Add a Constraint to a Class 
This is the first of the integrity evolution forms. The syntax for adding a 
new constraint to a class is given by 
-BNF 	add ass. name: assert ass to CL 
TA bool name 
Fl 	CL Is not a dynamic name: or 
CL does not represent a class: or 
there Is already a constraint -labelled ass. name In CL: or 
ass does not represent a well formed assertion: or 
the default Instance of CL does not satisfy the new set of 
constraints on CL: or 
there exists an Instance of CL that does not satisfy ass. 
SEM 	The Integrity constraint ass is added to CL. 
The semantics above can be generalised as follows. Let C Is a constraint 
of CL and let /be an instance of CL which does not satisfy C. If I predates 
C then C is in error else if C predates C then I Is in error. 
We note that a,4 - .a result of this interpretation, the overhead associated 
with adding new constraints to a class which is heavily instantiated could be 
great. 
An example of adding a new constraint to a class is given in figure 7-8. 
Figure 7-8: Adding constraints to a class 
let PERSON = 'PERSON 
add younaDad: assert eelf(dad,age) - self(age) ) 12 
o PERSON 
This has the effect of adding 
for all p in PERSON: p( dad, age ) - p( age ) > 12 
to the current-version of PERSON. 
7.3. 1. 5 Delete a Constraint from a Class 
Finally one can delete. a -constraint from a class. In order to do this, 
there is a need to be able to identify constraints. A programmer should be 
able to - say "delete that constraint" where that uniquely identities one 
constraint ( -or no constraint). In an interactive system with good graphics. 
all the- programmer - would need to do is get the class definition on the 
screen. point at the constraint to be deleted and press some "delete" key. 
For the purposes of a procedural interface, the name or label of a 
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constraint is used to Identify class constraints. This is one of the reasons 
23 
why we Insisted in section 6.3 that all class constraints must be named. 
The syntax for deleting an integrity constraint from a class is given by 
BNF 	delete assert named ass. name from CL 
TA name 	name 
Fl 	CL is not a dynamic name: or 
CL does not represent a class: or 
there is no constrained named ass. name in the current 
version of CL. 
SEM 	The constraint labelled ass. name is deleted from CL. A 
new current version of CL Is generated. 
Instance evolution of 	, 
/new) is immediate since the 
constraints of 99are a proper subset of the 
constraints of CL 
Figure 7-9 lists some examples. 
Figure 7-9: Deleting an integrity - Constraint from a Class 
delete asSert named 'al from 'PERSON 
delete assert named readn() from readri() 
7.3. 2 ImplementatIon Notes 
In order to convince the reader of the feasibility of these class evolution 
constructs, we describe 
. Data structures that can be used to encode class definitions, and 
. Algorithms to-perform version management 
The author has implemented a similar scheme to maintain meta data 
information of databases in an earlier version of PS-algol (Owoso 821. 
23 The name Is also used for reporting class constraint violations. 
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Figure 7-10: Encoding a- ClasS..DefiRition as a PS-algol Structure 
class Class.Defn 
( let class.name = nilname 
let version.no = 0 
letprev.version = nil 
let field.names = vector 0::0 of nilnaine 
let field types = vector 0::0 of nil 
let field.osets= vector 0::0 of 0 
let field.inits = vector 0::0 of nil 
let class.constraints = vector 0::0 of nil 
let class.history 	= nil 
A class definition can be encoded as the regular PS-algol data structure 
shown in figure 7-10. Let P be an Instance of Class. Defn then P is an 
encoding of a class and 
P(c!ass. name) 	Is the name of the class: 
P(vérslon. no) 	Is the version number of the class definition: 
P(prev. version) 	is a pointer to the definition of the prey version of the 
.ciass: 
P(field. names) 	,--is a vector containing the field names of the class: 
P(fleld. types) 	is a vector containing pointers to data structures which 
encode the types of the fields: 	in particular. 
P(fleld. types, I) Is the type of P(fleld. names, I) in P. 
P(fIeid. offsets) 	is a vector of integers such that P(field. offsets, I) is the 
offset of P(field. names, I) in Instances of P. 
P(fleid. inits) 	Is a vector containing pointers to - data structures which 
encode the expression which yields the initial value of 
fields; in particular. P(fiefri. inits, I) is the initial value of 
P(fleld. names, I) in P. 
P(class. constraints) 
is a vector containing pointers to data structures which 
encode the constraints on instances of the class: and 
P(cless. history) 	is a pointer to a data structure encoding the history of 
the P. e. g. who created it and when, who to report 
errors to etc. 
In PS-algol. every instance of a class is tagged - with its type information. 
This is done by augmenting every instance with a field whose value is a 
pointer to its class definition. This field is supplied automatically during 
Instance creation. and as we shall see later. it is also 'at.ttomaticaily 
updated during instance evolution. Since class definitions are themselves 
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instances of class Class. Defo. they contain a pointer to their class 
definition. To terminate this recursion, the data object encoding 
Class. Defn has itself as its class. Figure 7-11 illustrates the hierarchy. 
Figure 7-11: Hierarchy of Class Definitions 
class of Class.Defn  
class of CL 	 : Class.Defn 
A 
class ofp 	 CL 
A 
an instance 	 p 
Example: 
The class definition in figure 7-12A is encoded as the data structure in 
figure 7-12B. in the figure, txyzi stands for a data structure encoding xyz. 
Class Table: 
A database schema can be encoded as a set of <class-name 4 class- 
1 
dGfinition> associations. We call this association the class table . See 
figure 7-13. 
24PS-algol has a predefined table package which can be used to Implement class tables. 
See chapter S. 
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Figure 7-12: An Example of an Encoded Class Definition 
Figure 7-12A 
class BOOK ( let title := "no title" 
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When a class named CL. is created (statically or dynamically 25), the 
system 
makes sure that the name CL is not already an entry in the 
class table; 
constructs an Instance (I) of Class. Defn Which encodes the 
definition of the new class; 
enters the association (CL, fr Into the class table. 
Class Deletion: 
When a class CL is withdrawn from circulation by the withdraw class 
command (see chapter 8). the system 
remembers this information (e. g. by keeping a list of requests 
for withdrawal) 
after disk garbage collection (which is done periodically), the 
system deletes the entry of CL in the class table if the number 
of instancesof CL equals zero (CL is also removed from the 
list of requeit for withdrawals). 
Class Evolution: 
When a new version of a class is generated. the new definition is first 
encoded as an instance of Class. Ootn and then entered into the class 
table. The previous current version of the class is tagged onto the 
prey. version field of the new class definition. 
7.4 Accommodating Evolution 
7.4. 1 The problem 
We stated in section 2. 2.2 that the basic objective as regards the 
accommodation of evolution is that 
the programming system accommodates change in a manner 
that does not severely disrupt normal processing 
25 See chapter 8 for dynamic class creation and withdrawal. 
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It was also argued then that as a result of this constraint, the manner in 
which a programming system accommodates evolution must depend on the 
Identifiability, accessibility and quantity (scale) of the affected data 
objects. 
The"evolution process consists of three subprocesses: 
The class Itself Is evolved - that Is, a new version Is created. 
That Is class evolution. 
Instances of the old version will need to be evolved so that they 
become Instances of the new version. This Is Instance 
evolution. 
Programs compiled to recognise the old version of the class 
will need to be evolved so that they recognise the newer 
version of the class. 	This Is program evolution. 	For 
programs not explicitly using fields In a class that have been 
changed recompilation is sufficient. 	Those programs that 
used data that no longer exists or should use new fields will 
have to be explicitly re-edited by a programmer - for this class 
of programs. such programmer Intervention Is Inevitable. 
Figure 7-14 Illustrates these subprocesses. 
Figure 7-14: The Class Evolution Process 
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In addition, we shall make the following assumptions regarding the 
characteristics of the persistent store: 
It contains large volume of data, much of which (but an 
unpredictable portion) may not be used for a long time. 
It contains many (average sized) programs. a substantial 
proportion of which are seldom used. 
Many of the programs are short and they manipulate instances 
of only a small subset of the classes. 
Most dereferencing operations during program execution will 
result in references to the current version being applied to 
Instances of the current version. 
In what follows, we examine how persistent data objects measure up with 
respect to the Identifiability / accessibility / scale characteristics. 
7.4.1.1 Scale 
One of the factors that distinguishes conventional programming from 
database programming is that the latter usually handles more data than the 
former (Atkinson 78]. This is not mandatory but the fact is that when there 
Is persistence, data tends to accumulate with time. There is therefore a 
strong possibility of having huge numbers of data objects that are instances 
of a class. When that class evolves, these instances may need to be 
evolved as well. 
Still on the issue of scale. the number of programs which recognise a 
class will increase. These programs will have to be evolved when a class 
is evolved. In general this involves editing and recompiling the affected 
programs. The recompilation process can be autated but the editing 
process, will in general. have tobe done manually . So any solution to 
the evolution problem must take into account the fact that some programs 
may have to be manually edited as a result of a class evolution. 
7. 4. 1. 2 IdentIfiability 
The identification of instances and programs that need to be evolved as a 
result of a class evolution. will, in the worst case, require searching the 
entire persistent store. This is infeasible especially if we are dealing with a 
universal global persistent store (Cockshott 841. There are however some 
implementation techniques that can narrow down (very considerably) the 
• 26 Forexample if the evolution was a result of deleting a field from a class, then all 
references to that field name within programs must be edited out. We note that providing 
routine access to meta data allows programs to be written which automatically adapt and thus 
avoid these edits. This is discussed in chapter S. 
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amount of store that needs to be searched - for example. if all the 
Instances of a class are clustered together in units of storage called 
frames, then the identification problem Is reduced to the identification of 
the relevant frames which can be done relatively quickly. If the 
programming language automatically retains instances - e. g. by saving all 
Instances of a class In a set or sequence (as In Adaplex and Galileo). then 
Identification is not a problem, but programmers lose the power to 
designate the persistence of instances irrespective of type. 
The identification of programs that are affected by a class evolution can 
easily be automated. All that is required is that the system keeps track of 
which versions of which classes are recognised by programs. This 
Information can be collected by the compiler during compilation and stored 
In a use matrix which will be probably quite sparse . See figure 7-15. 
Figure 7-15: Use Matrix 
PROG 1 1 PROG 2 1  PROG 3 
CLASS 1I 	1 	1 	0 	1 	1 	1 
CLASS 3 1 0 1 0 
CLASS 3 	0 	 5 	1 	0 
• 	 I 
• I'; 	' I 
• 	 I.'. I 	 I 	 I 
[PROGi', CLASS j] = N implies 
if N "0 then 
PROG I does not reference CLASS I 
else 
PROG I uses version N of CLASS I 
7. 4. 1. 3 Accessibility 
An object must first be identified before it can be accessed, but 
identification does not necessarily guarantee access. In a distributed 
system, instances and programs affected by the evolution of a class may be 
identified but some of them may not be accessible because a node is 
Inaccessible. This may be because of a fault in the communication link or 
because the node is down, and. such a node may continue to be 
inaccessible for days, weeks or even longer. A solution to the evolution 
problem must be able to handle this sort of situation - the system must 
remember to perform the necessary instance and program evolution when 
the node finally becomes accessible. 
27 The matrix will be sparse because of the third assumption on page 113. 
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7.4. 1.4 The Problem —"Restated 
We restate the problem posed by the evolution process 'as follows: 
• How does a programming system accommodate meta data 
evolution In an economic and ergonomic manner. given that 
huge numbers of objects (instances and programs) may be 
'affected. given 'that manual edits may be necessary for some 
programs and given that some of the objects may not be easily 
Identifiable or readily accessible? 
7.4. 2 Some Naive Solutions 
In order to emphasise the difficulties posed by the evolution process. we 
present two naive soiutions in this subsection and examine why they will not 
suffice. 
One solution to this evolution problem is to perform the following steps 
every time a class isevolved (we shall assume that the class to be evolved 
Is CL, and that 
CLo l new 
and CL are the old and new versions of CL 
respectively): 
Flush the programs in the database into ordinary files 
Flush the database schema into a file. 
Destroy the database. 
identify the programs that recognise CLOW and manually edit 
them to recognise CLAeW. 
Recreate the database and regenerate the database schema 
new 
making sure that CL is defined as CL 
Transfer the programs back to the database and recompile 
them. 
Regenerate the data that populated the database priorJp its 
destruction. During this phrase all the instances of CL 	will 
be 'regenerated as instances of CL"'. 
Another solution to this evolution problem is to 
1. ask the programmer to supply a transfer function 
28 
28 Incertain "trivial" cases, the system may be able to automatically derive a standard 
transfer function. 	 ' 
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transfer—OLD—to—NEW 	proc(x: CLOId _>CLnew) 
which transforms instances of CL0W  Into Instances of CL"'. 
Replace 	every 	Instance. 	P. 	of 	CL 
old 	by 
trans fer_OLD jo_NEW (p). 
Identify the programs that recognise CLOW and use appropriate 
environment tools to edit and recompile these programs so that 
they now recognise CL new 	The editing process is manually 
done. 
With this method the database need not be destroyed (a clear improvement 
over the previous solution) but it is still not good enough. The database 
will be inaccessible for normal processing during steps 2 and 3 and these 
may take a long time. 
The problem with these two methods is that they attempt to treat the 
evolution process as an atomic operation that has to be performed in "one 
movement". The disadvantages of this strategy can be summarised as 
follows: 
• "one movement" takes too long hence It violates our stated 
objective which is that the normal processing of the system 
should not be seriously affected. In particular steps 4. 6 and 
7 of the first method and steps 2 and 3 of the second method 
are time consuming. 
• "one movement" Is wasteful. On the strength of the first two 
assumptions on page 113. "one movement" will involve doing 
work that will never be needed. e. g. evolving instances that 
may never be used again and editing programs that may never 
be executed. For example, if class HOIWff is updated to 
include the field blood, type then the processing of 100 000 
horse records and the subsequent assignment of a default blood 
type for each record is wasteful given that'EAtklnson et al. 781: 
Most of the horses' records may never be used 
Of those that are used, only a few will be referenced for 
their blood type. 
• "one movement" may not be possible in a distributed system. It 
may be impossible to realise an evolution process in one 
movement on account of the inaccessibility of faulty nodes in a 
network. 
• In the particular case of the first method, the destruction, and 
subsequent recreation of the database is at the best difficult: at 
the worst impossible since some of the destroyed data may not 
be regeneratable. 
We note that despite these deficierices. this strategy is used by many 
conventional database management systems. 
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7.4.3 LAZY EVOLUTION 
We present an implementation technique which can be used to realise the 
evolution process as a series of disjointed movements. If each of these 
movements is not cpu intensive and If data is not locked up for tong periods 
of time then it is possible to interleave evolution and normal processing in a 
way that ensures that normal processing is not seriously disrupted. 
The method to be presented is based on the principle of lazy evolution. 
This principle simply states that evolution should not be rushed: rather. 
-evolution should only take place if necessary. The term lazy evolution is 
coined from the term lazy evaluation which is a principle stating that 
evaluations of expressions should take place only when necessary (i.e. 
only when their results are needed) (Henderson & Morris 761 and it has 
been used by • Buneman to regulate access to data held on secondary 
memory when evaluating database queries (Buneman et al. 821. Lazy 
evolution effects Instance and program evolution in the following - manner: 
Instance and program evolutions need to be performed-only when they are 
absolutely necessary. The question is 'how do we define absolute 
necessity In the context above? One can argue that since a piece of data 
sitting on a disk is not active unless and until a program tries to query or 
modify it. the interaction between programs and data can be used to 
determine the necessity . for Instance and program evolution as follows: if a 
program. which recàgnisesversion X of class CL tries to access (for read 
or write reasons) :àn object which is an instance of version Y of CL, then it 
is necessary that ølther the object is evolved (to match the expectation of 
the program) or the program is evolved (to match the expectation of the 
object). This seems a reasonable interpretation of necessity because it 
is the only situation where there is an indisputable cause for 
instance/ program evolution. 
With respect to -rnstance evolution, this interpretation saves unnecessary 
disc I/O since the instance is already needed in main memory: it also 
saves - the CPU organising additional access and translation of the instance. 
That is, evolution is achieved at minimum cost. 
With respect to program evolution, this interpretation makes it 
unnecessary to manually edit and recompile programs that may never be 
used, and it permits the possibility of the programming system to 
automatically evolve programs when feasible. 
We note that lazy, evolution is not the same as dynamic evolution (Garden 
831 as lazy evolution is demand driven and some data -may never be 
changed whereas the dynamic mechanisms previously proposed for 
databases depend on background concurrent processes evolving the 
instances in arbitrary -order. In the worst case of the dynamic mechanism. 
the background task could leave till last. the first instance used. thus 
incurring at least the same delay as the second naive method given earlier. 
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A consequence of lazy evolution (of programs and data) is that assorted 
versions of programs and data must coexist in a persistent store. This is 
illustrated by figure 7-16. 




META DATA 	 DATA 
I CLOW i 1 DOl D02 D03 D04 -... 
PROGRAMS 
POI P02P03 ..... 





DOl D02 D03 D04 
Cold I I DN1 DN2 DN3 .... I CL new 
PROGRAMS 
P01P02P03 
1 PN1 PN2 PN3 
After Meta Data Evolution 
In figure 7-16A. CLOId  is tje only version of the class CL. 001. 002. 
etc. are insnces of CL° and P01. P02. etc. are programs that 
recognise CL as CL. 
In figure 7-1613 	
old 
. CL 	has been evolved to 
CLnew. 
 . P01. P02, etc. are 
programs that still recognise CL 
old - the programmer has not edited and 
recompiled these programs. PN1. PN2. etc. are programs that recognise 
some of these PN1's came to be as a result of evolving some P01's. 
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the rest are programs written after CL" became the current CL. 001. 
002. etc. are Instances of CL yet to be evolved and DN1. 0N2. etc. are 
instances of CL"': some of the DN1's came to be as a result of evolving 
some D0/'s, while the rest were generated during, the executions of the 
PNi 's. 
We use the following example to explain the possible interactions between 
programs and data. Assume the program 
from MY.DATABASE use class CL(int ma,mb,mc) 
let get.persistent.obieCt = proc( -) pntr begin . . . end 
let 1 := get.persistent.obieCt() 
Y( ma ) := Y( ma ) + 20 
	 (7.1) 
was compiled when CL  was the current version of CL. One of four things 
can happen when processing line (7. 1) of the program: 
• Class of 'V Is not CL In which case an error message is given 
and execution aborted. 
•Ciass of 'V is CL and in particular. 'V is an instance of 
CL  in 
which case 'processing proceeds uninterrupted since the 
program is version k with respect to CL. 
• Class of 'V is CL and in particular. 'V is an instance of CL1 where 
I < k. Perform dynamic instance evolution. See section 7. 4. 4. 
• Class of 'V is CL and In particular. 'V Is an instance of CL 1 where 
I > k. Perform program evolution. See section 7. 4. 5. 
The third and fourth steps above are the relevant ones with respect to 
evolution. We consider each of these separately. 
7.4.4 Version of Data (Version of Program 
Here the program is version k with respect to CL and the instance is 
version i where I < k. In this case. the runtime system will trap the 
situation. invoke the dynamic instance evolver to evolve 'V so that it 
becomes an Instance of CL and retry the Instruction that caused the 
exception. 
Note that given that CL / and CL
*  ( ( k) are distinct versions of CL. ka 
transfer function is always defined to evolve instances of CL into CL 
Moreover this transfer function is unique. This Is because the evolution 
specification constructs we introduced in section 7.3 always provide 
discrete transfer functions to evolve Instances of version n to become 
instances of version nfl - these transfer functions are either programmer 
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specified or system generated. The transfer function between two arbitrary 
versions of the same class is therefore given by the composition of the 
Intervening discrete transfer functions. 
The uniqueness of transfer functions guarantees that the effects of 
evolution are not affected by the delay in evolution. 
If we refer to the transfer function that transfers CL  to CL1' as 
TF_CL.....Lto.....k. then the Instance evolution V -> Y" is achieved by replacing 
Y by TF_CLJ_to...Jc(Y). This can be done by calling the special procedure 
REPLACE( 1, TF_CL_i_to_k( I ) ) 
Given two pntr objects A and B. REPLACE( A. 8 ) installs 8 in the place of 
A. That is. A Is overwritten by B. The overwriting is logical If not physical 
In the sense that all references to A become references to B. See figure 
7-17. REPLACE Is a privileged procedure and should not be available for 
general use. Algorithms for implementing dynamic instance evolution and 
the replace operation are sketched in section 7. 4. 6. 
Figure 7-17: REPLACE at work 






AFTER CALL TO REPLACE( A, B ) 
ti t2 t3 
B 
7.4. 5 Version of Data> Version of Program 
A1gain. the program is version k with respect to CL and Y is an instance of 
CL. but i > k. We require that the program be evolved to become version 
N with respect to CL where i <= N. Program evolution can be automated 
and made transparent to the programmer in certain circumstances Ci. e. 
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when the class evolution does not involve deletion of fields). 	If the 
required program evolution cannot be automated. then programmer 
intervention in the form of manual edit is required. In both cases. some 
form of recompilation is necessary to deal with resolve field offsets of 
dereferencing operations. 
We note that an alternative method would be to allow the programming 
system to regress (I. e. de-evolve) instances when they posses version 
numbers which are greater than those of the programs manipulating them. 
This method has the advantage that manual program evolution can be 
postponed Indefinitely but it is undesirable because: 
It could lead to oscillatory conversions (evolve/regress cycles) 
which can be costly. 
It can result 1 in lo;s of information. 	For instance If the 
evolution of Y to 	
of 
 a field F to be deleted then a 
regression of V2 to Y will reinstae field F with a default value. 
The previous value of field F In V Is lost. 
7.4. 6 Implementation Notes 
7. 4. 6. 1 Instance-RepresentatiOn 
Figure 7-18: Physical Representation of an Instance 
I Co i —> CL2 I —> I CL 1 I 
A 
reserved ' 
I pointer to class definition 
values 
An instance is represented on disk as shown in figure 7-18. The object 
in the figure is an instance of CL . Access to the class definition can be 
granted at the programmer level by treating the class definition information 
of an instance as a special field named class so that the expression 
P( class ) 
yields a pointer to the class definition of p. 	This is called meta data 
access. We shall return to the concept of program access to meta data 
information in chapter S. 
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7. 4. 6. 2 Dereferencing instances 
The dereference operation 
p( age ) 	 (7.2) 
can be implemented in one of two ways depending on whether run time 
checks are necessary (see chapter 9 on incremental program checking). 
If no run time checks are necessary. then (7.2) translates into 
LOAD AMR p into RU 
DD offset of age TO RO 
Register RO now contains the address of p(age). 
If run time checks are needed. then (7. 2) can be implemented by the 
following algorithm given in pidgin PS-algol notation. The notation plagel 
stands for p(age) with no run time checks needed 
let a = p( class ) 
let b = version of PROG w. r. t. CL 
if a = b then p(age) 
else if a and b are versions of the same class then 
begin 
let i = a( version.no  
let k= b( version.no  
ifi < k then 
{ I instance . avQlutior? needed 
perform instance evoLution on p 
p(age] 
else' 
{ ! program evolution needed 
I attempt to perform automatic 
riro gram øvoiution 
if tatempt was successful) then p(age] 
else C give version error message; abort j 
end 
else C give type error message; abort ) 
7.4. 6.3 Implementing The Replace Operator 
The methods used to implement REPLACE (see section 7. 4. 4) depend on 
how data translation is done We take it that data objects on disk contain 9 
persistent logical references to the other data objects. 
Now, if data objects in main memory contain logical references 
30 
to other 
These are called PlOs (Persistent IDentifiers) in PS-algol. 
30E.g. LONe (Local Object Numbers) or PlDs in PS-algol. 
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objects and if physical data access is done through an association table 
31 
which translates logical references to physical addresses then 
REPLACE(a, b) can be -implemented as simply replacing the co-value of a in 
the association table by the co-value of b. This is illustrated in figure 
7-19. 




I I 	I 
1b  
I 	. 	I 
I I I 
I 	 I 
I I 	I 
object a 
I object b 
After REPLACE(a,b) 
Ia
I .--t-- I 
I 	 I 	I 
) 
'b 	I '• 	> 
I object aI <== garbege 
I object b  
I 	 I 
I I 
31 	PIDLAM In PS-algol. 
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Figure 7-20: Instance Evolution by Copying 
a 	 b 
I 	PY 	garbage 
IIIIII garbage 
Figure 7-21: Instance Evolution by Chaining 
FIG. 7-21A: 
EVOLVE a TO b 
a 	 b 
x L >i 
FIG. 7-218: 
EVOLVE b TO c 
a 	 b 
	
[i 
I x 	 > 	fc > 
garbage 
FIG. 7-21C: 
RE-CHAIN a TO c 
	
I 	 I 
a 	I b 	 V  
i_ I 	 IX I 	>1 
garbage  
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if on the other hand. data objects in main memory carry physical addresses 
of the objects they reference then REPLACE can be implemented as 
follows: 
Objective: REPLACE( a,b ) replaces a by b. 
If size of b is less than or equal to the size of a then copy 
object b into object a. See figure 7-20. We are assuming 
here that b is freshly created and has no external references 
pointing at it. This is a reasonable assumption if REPLACE is 
used exclusively for dynamic Instance evolution. 	After the 
copy operation, we can garbage collect object b. 
If size of object b is greater than size of object a then shrink 
object a to contain just a special header and a pointer to 
object b. See figure 7-21A. Subsequent to this. access to 
object a will be automatically redirected to object b. 	After 
successive instance evolutions (a to b: b to C: etc.) a long 
chain of redirection may develop which will increase the cost 
of every access to a. Figure 7-218. We can reduce this cost 
substantially (to a constant) by creating a direct link from a to 
c etc. See figure 7-21C. This can be by the next garbage 
collection :or at the first access to a that Involves more than 
one redirection. All subsequent accesses to a will require one 
n redirectiountIl the target of the redirection Is redirected (as 
a result o.f:subsequent evolution). 
Note that the links formed for redirection are only used for the execution 
session, when object a is to be written back, the target of its redirection 
(b) is written back to disk as a. We assume that the persistent store is 
flexible - i. e. that it can accommodate expansion and contraction of 
objects. The rearrangement of space within a frame to accommodate an 
expanding object or to claim space given up by a contracting object. the 
implementation of an association table for each frame. the implementation 
of fragmented storage of objects. or the use of signposts as above to 
redirect access to objects are all possible techniques for reailsing flexible 
persistent stores. 
7.5 Summary 
In this chapter we introduced the notion of versions (of classes, instances 
and programs). proposed a programming notation for meta data evolution. 
and introduced the notion of lazy evolution as a technique for 
accommodating changes in meta data. We also described some data 
structures and algorithms that can be used to implement lazy evolution. 




Dynamic Data Typing 
8. 1 Introduction 
The discipline of dynamic data typing and its relation to polymorphism 
were introduced in section 2.3. Briefly, dynamic data typing enhances the 
creation of universal application programs (UAP). We say that an 
application program is a UAP if it can automatically (i. e. dynamically) 
adapt to change.s in the meta data. We saw earlier that programming 
environment tools such as browsers. debuggers, structured editors etc. 
and programs that query and update arbitrary collections of persistent data 
need this capability because they are often expected to operate on arbitrary 
sets of data structures (some of these are defined after the application has 
been written, compiled and put in operation). - 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce some dynamic data typing 
concepts and demonstrate how they can be used to program UAPs in an 
elegant and type safe manner. 
Given that we are dealing with a programming language which offers 
classes as the main data modelling unit, we identify the following as the 
major concepts for dynamic data typing: 
Dynamic program access to meta data. 
Dynamic class creation and withdrawal. 
Dynamic class manipulation. 
Dynamic instance creation. 
Dynamic instance manipulation. 
In the rest of the chapter, we elaborate on each of these and close with an 
example program. 
Some of the ideas reported in this chapter have been implemented by the 
author in a prototype programming environment for an interactive version of 
an earlier release of PS-algol. 
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8.2 Dynamic Program Access to Meta Data 
In order to use the discipline of dynamic data typing properly, programs 
must be able to access the definitions of data objects at runtime. We call 
this activity dynamic type enquiry. It is on the basis of such enquiries that 
programs will be able to perform necessary run time checks on those 
operations whose type related requirements could not be completely 
specified at program writing time. There are two basic requirements for 
dynamic type enquiry. These are 
A data object's description must be uniquely determined. 
Given a data object. a program must be able to access its 
description or meta data. 
With respect to instances of classes, these two requirements are realised In 
PS-algol by 
Insisting that every instance is self descriptive. 	This is 
achieved by tagging every Instance with a "hidden" field which 
contains a pointer to the data structure encoding the class 
definition of the instance: and 
Allowing pràgram access to the meta data of an Instance. 
This is done by providing the reserved field name class which 
when used to index into any instance yields a pointer to its 
class definition. 
These concepts were introduced in sections 7. 3. 2 and 7. 4. 6 respectively. 
In particuiar, see figure 7-10 (page 108) for a PS-algol definition of class 
Class. Defn and figure 7-18 (page 121) for the physical representation of 
Instances of a class in PS-algol. 
Basically. If the program identifier p represents an instance then the 
dereferencing operation p(class) yields a pointer to (possibly only a view 
of) the class definition of p. Given p(class). a program can enquire about 
the names, types and default values of the fields of p, the constraints on p 
and the version number of the class definition of p. Although class 
Class. Defn is made public for the purposes of program access to meta data 
information, it is important that the programmer cannot mistakenly or 
maliciously update either the class or its instances. The precaution we 
took of specifying constancy constraints on all the fields and substructures 
of class Class. Defn (figure 7-10) effectively guarantees that instances of 
Class. Defn cnnot be updated by PS-algol programs. In addition a simple 
check before any class evolution operation can be used to ensure that the 
class itself is not subjected to programmer refinements. It is of course 
conceivable that some components of the programming system may wish to 
update either the class or its instances. This can be achieved as part of the 
implementation of the language and as long as the implementation Is 
correct. Integrity of the system need not be jeopardised. 
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8. 3 Dynamic Class Creation and Withdrawal 
Class Creation: 
A new class can be created dynamically (I. e. at run time) by the 
following syntax. 
BNF 	create class CL 
TA name 
Fl 	CL is not a dynamic name; or 
there is already a class named CL in the database or 
program. 
SEM 	A class named CL is created and put In the database 
schema. The class is initially empty with no fields and 
no constraints. The class update constructs introduced 
in chapter 7 can be used to give the class structure and 
character. 
This construct Is ma• manifestation of dynamic data typing because it allows 
programs to create class definitions at run time (as opposed to static data 
typing which allows the compiler to create classes at compile time). 
Figure 8-1 gives an example of a utility program which creates and evolves 
classes based on Information supplied by the end-user. 
Class Withdrawal: 
With time, the schema of a database will be overloaded with class 
definitions, some of which may no longer be of Interest to the programmer. 
The following construct can be used to tidy up a database schema. 
BNF 	withdraw class CL 
TA name 
Fi 	CL is not a dynamic name; or 
CL does not represent a class. 
SEM 	The class CL is withdrawn 
from circulation. 
See figure 8-2 for an example. 	When a withdraw class command is 
issued. the class concerned is immediately removed from the database 
schema or class table. Subsequent to this, all programs that recognise the 
class (I. e. programs that import the class) will fail to compile and all 
'attempts by compiled programs to evolve the class or create new instances 
of the class will also fail. However, the class is still technically in 
circulation for as long as there are Instances of the class around but the 
fact that it has been deleted from the class table makes it Inaccessible at 
the schema level. 
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Figure 8-1: Dynamic Creation of Classes 
I declare constants 
let INTEGER = " tnt"; let STR = "string" 
let BOOLEAN = "bool"; let NAMEE = " name" 
obtain name of class 
write "'n Enter Name of Class: " 
let THE.CLASS = readn() 
1 create the class 
create class THE.CLASS 
1 give the new class structure 
repeat 
write "'n Any more fields: (true/false): " 
while readb() do 
begin 
write "'n Enter name of Field: " 
let f name = readn() 
write "'n Enter type of Field (int/str/bool/naine): " 
let f type = reads() 
write "'n Enter initial value of field: " 
case f type of 
INTEGER: add field f name : = readi () to THE. CLASS 
STR 	: add field f name := reads() to THE.CLASS 
BOOLEAN: add  field f name := readb() to THE.CLASS 
NAMEE : add field f name := readn() to THE.CLASS 
default: ( let a = read.a.].ine() 
write "'n ERROR in field type", 
specification - try again" 
3 
end 
Figure 8-2: Dynamic Withdrawal of Classes 
let THE.CLASS = 'POEM 
withdraw class THE.CLASS 
An alternative would be to insist that the programmer deletes all the 
instances of a class before he issues a Withdraw class command on it. 
This Is difficult to engineer. Even if all the Instances of a class are readily 
identifiable Ce. g. if there is automatic retention of instances in a set as in 
the case of entities in AdaplexL a systematic deletion of all the instances 
prior to class withdrawal will not suffice because it may lead to dangling 
references in some other data objects. 
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S. 4 Dynamic Class Manipulation 
Class manipulation is a synonym for class evolution hence all the class 
update operations (add field etc.) described in chapter 7 effect dynamic 
class manipulation. The manipulations are dynamic because they are 
performed by programs at run time. as opposed to being performed by the 
compiler at compile time. 
8. 5 Dynamic Instance Generation 
Dynamic instance creation can be realised by the statement 
let p = CL( Fl:=El; F2:E2; ... ; Fn:=En ) 	(8.1) 
where CL is a dynamic name representing a class: the FIs are dynamic 
names representing some, but not necessarily all the fields of CL and the 
Eis are expressions representing values for the Fis. An error condition will 
be raised if a) CL does not represent a class in tho program or database. 
or b) any of the Fl does not represent a field name of CL. or C) the type of 
some El is not compatible with the type of Fl in CL. Those fields of CL not 
represented in (8. 1) will be given the default initial values. In particular, 
let q = CL() 
creates an instance of CL which is filled with the default field values. 
8.6 Dynamic Instance Manipulation 
Dynamic instance manipulation can be realised by using dynamic names 
Instead of static names in pointer dereferenclng operations. For example, 
write p( 'author ) 
will print the value of the field named author in p. if such a field exists. 
Figures 8-3 and 8-4 demonstrate how the discipline of dynamic instance 
manipulation can be used to write UAPs that can operate on any instance. 
The program In figure 8-3 will print a summary Information of the class 
definition of any instance while the program in figure 8-4 will print the 
values of the fields of any Instance. A check will be needed to ensure that 
the value p(fname.s(i)) is printable. Observe in both programs, how 
dynamic type enquiry and dynamic instance manipulation are used 
comptementarily. Both programs are UAPs because they can operate on 
instances of any class. Note also that the programs are type safe. They do 
not break any type rules or conventions. Similar programs can only be 
written in statically typed languages by breaking (or bending) the type 
system. 
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Figure 8-3: A UAP that prints Class Summary l -nformatlon 
! Note thattJJs is QnIy 	view of CIa.s. DeTh use class .ass.vern a name 	ci.ss.nazne 
mt version.no  
aflame field.names 
tpntr 	field.types 
let type.to.str= proc( pntr t -> string ) 
begin 
I t is an encoding of a type. 
! Returns a string encoding of t 
end 
let p = get .object() 
let q = p( class ); ! access to meta data 
write "'nsummary .information of the Class of an Object" 
write "'nClass name is ", q( class.name ), 
"'nVersion Number is , q( version.no ) 
let f names = q( field.names 
let f types = q( field.types 
for i = lwb fnames to upb names do 
begin 
end write "'n",fnames(i)," 	",type.to .str( ftypes(i) ) 
Figure 8-4: A UAP to print the values of fields of any Instance 
! Note. that this is QnIy a view of CIas. Defn 
use class Ciass.Oetn( name 	class.name 
mt version.no  
*name fie]..d.names 
) 
let p = get.object() 
let q = p( class ); ! access to mete data 
write "'nClass = ", q( class.name ), 
"nVersion = 
"
'q( version.no ) 
let frtaxnes = q( field.names 
for i = lwb fnames to upb f names do 
begin 
end write "'n",fnames(i)," = 	",p( frtames(i) ) 
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S. 7 An Example: A Data Browsing Utility 
First we give a brief survey of data understanding aids then we describe 
how the concepts of dynamic data typing and program access to meta data 
information facilitate a type secure implementation of one of the surveyed 
utilities. 
S. 7.1 Data Understanding Aids: A Survey 
Data Browsing Aids: 
A browser represents a basic tool for perusing and understanding 
collections of data. A browsing utility allows selective exploration of a 
collection of data Interactively. This Is a desirable tool for two reasons. 
Firstly. It can be used to explore data without prior knowledge of their 
composition or Interrelationships this means the user can obtain query 
access to data. Secondly, the ability to browse can result In Intimate 
comprehension of some properties of the data - this can be of Immense 
help when designing programs aimed at the data. The following are 
examples of how a browser can be used: 
• A programmer at the outset of writing an application program 
may want to browse through the collection of existing classes in 
a database or group of databases to help him decide on data 
structures for his application. In particular If the collection of 
data he will- be manipulating bear close resemblance to the 
objects contained In an existing database. It will not be out of 
place to copy such classes and modify them. Note that he 
need not go chasing after program listings of old applications to 
get this. 
• An employee wanting to gain famiiarity with projects in a 
department can browse through the databases maintained by 
such dopuriments. 
• A programmer trying to chase down a bug in a program may 
gain considerable insight into the working of the program and 
may even find the origin of the bug by browsing over the data 
that the program manipulated or created. 
Apart from exhibiting contents of individual objects (in whatever shape or 
form). a browser gives the user the interrelationships between objects. 
These relationships. if correlated by the user can deliver a total or near 
total picture of the data space. in particular, a browsing utility can be 
integrated with other programming support tools such as statistical and 
diagnostic aids. 




Whenever there Is a collection of data, it is common to want to gather 
some statistics about it. 	Statistical gathering aids are also data 
understanding aids and they can be integrated into a browser. 	The 
following are example of how statistical information of data can be utilised: 
• A manager wanting to get a list of all employees over 25 years 
old may first perform a statistics gathering operation to find out 
how many such employees exist before printing. He may use 
the result to decide whether to print the objects on the terminal, 
on line printer or even overnight. He may also use his findings 
to decide how to format the output. 
• Results from statistical analysis of statistical information such as 
the number of objects of a class that exist in a database or on 
the heap; amount of heap space used up; percentage of 
objects on the heap that are imported etc. can be of use to 
language implementors and can motivate the redesign or tuning 
of the system. It can also provide a quantification of the effects 
of such a redesign or tuning. 
• information on distribution of values. on references between 
classes, and".. on class populations can influence the choice of 
algorithms In ew programs. 
Diagnostic Aids: 
It is clearly in the interest of fast program development that errors, when 
they exist, are a) promptly detected by the system and b) quickly 
diagnosed by the programmer. The standard diagnostic aid provided by 
most language systems is a trace of procedure calls and values of simple 
variables within each activation of a procedure. The value of system 
assisted diagnosis of run time errors will be greatly increased if a browsing 
utility is integrated into the debugger so that the user can selectively display 
the contents of data structures. 
In order to improve the turn around time in program debugging, the 
browser can be augmented with an interactive update facility so that 
programs can a) selectively browse through the data structures created by 
the faulty program and b) interactively update the values of data and 
continue execution of the program. This strategy will allow programmers to 
try several alternatives during one run of the program. but may be very 
dangerous if transactions can still be committed. Such a facility does allow 
quick repair of damaged data if the programmer has sufficient 
understanding to dare to use it. 
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8. 7.2 implementing a Browsing Utility for PS-algol objects 
We use the concepts of dynamic data typing and dynamic program access 
to meta data information to implement a browser utility which can be used 
to browse through PS-algol databases. A similar utility has been built by 
the author for an earlier release of PS-algol. Since that release of 
PS-algol did not offer dynamic data typing nor program access to meta data 
as described in this chapter. I had to consciously break the type system of 
PS-algol through a number of type-unsafe privileged routines that perform 
these functions. We argued earlier that the existence of such type unsafe 
routines (privileged or otherwise) casts some doubt on the trustworthiness 
of all programs. The program (or suite of procedures) to be described 
here are all type secure. 
Commands: 
Ideally, a programming language should be used as the command 
language. However, for this exercise. we shall limit the set of commands 
to the following: 
NAME 	 xyz 
Gives the currently displayed object the name xyz. 
SELECTF 	fnamo I I 
Selects the field named fname or /-th component of the current 
node for display. 
SELECTN 	xyz 
Selects the: object named xyz for display. 
BACKUP 	 N 
Go back the selection path N times and display object found. 
REPEAT 	 N 
Repeat the last command N times. 
What to Display: 
If the current object Is an instance of a class then display a header stating 
the class name and version number of the class definition followed by 
triplets of 
< field name, field type, field value ) 
for all the fields of the Instance. In addition, if the field value is a 
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pntr 	then print <pntr: name of class> 
vector 	then print (lwb. upb and type> 
others 	'then print (value> 
If the current object is a vector then print a header stating the bounds 
followed by the contents of the vector (if the contents are printable) 
Basic Data Structures: 
Stack: 
We need a stack to keep the history of selection paths. This is needed to 
process the backup commands. We shall use a vector of pntrs which can 
be increased (actually copied Into a larger vector) when the need arises. 
Containers: 
To make the stack general purpose. we need container data structures to 
act as uniform intermediaries between values and the stack. If stack Is the 
stack, then stack(i) is a pointer to the container which holds the actual 
value. So if T is a type, then we need the container class T. cont to hold 
values of T in the stack. See figure 8-5. That Is to say that we shall need 
containers for every conceivable type of the language. But the number of' 
types in the language is infinite so we cannot declare all the required 
container classes statically. We don't have to. With dynamic data typing. 
the program candefine new container classes as the need arises at 
runtime. 
Figure 8-5: Stack and Containers 
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A table. called Id. table is used to keep track of named displays. 
Flow Diagram: 
The flow diagram of the browser is given in figure 8-6 and refined in 
figure 8-7. 
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Figure 8-6: Flow Diagram of Browser 
get empty stack 
push root node 
display node 
get next command 
process command 
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Figure 8-7: Refined Flow Diagram of Browser 
I 	 I 
create stack & ' 	' Display top 	get 
push root node I->! of stack I->I command 
N ' cmmand = ' N ' command— ' N command= ' 	I 
-i NAb id I<-J BACKUP N k-I REPEAT N 1<-- 
y 	 y 	I 
V 	 V V 
Dut 1 	 ' pop stack ' 	' Repeat 
I (id,tpstk) I 	 last comm 	I 
in id table I I N times 	I N times I 
I 	 I 	 I 
I 	 I I 
V V V 
> 1 
T 
1 lookup(id,id.table) ,. 
A 
command = 	N ' command = ' N ' write' 
—> I SELECTN id I —) I SELECTF x I —> I ERROR I 
• is integer & tpstk is vector ' 	' write 
OR. 	I->I  • is field name & tpstk is pntr ERROR 
push tpstk(_X) 
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Figure 8-8: A Browsing Utility 
! import some class definitions 
use class C].ass.Defn( name class-name 
mt version.no  
*name field.names 
*pntr fie Id. types 
) 
use class pntr.cont( pntr pntr.val 
use class int.cont( mt int.val ) 
use class string.cortt( string string.val ) 
use class bool.cont( boo]. bool.va]. ) 
! declare string constants 
let BACKUP = "backup"; let REPEAT = "repeat" 
let NAMEE = "name"; let SELECTN = "selectn" 
let SELECTF = "selectf"; let STOP = "stop" 
I declare global variables 
let stack. inc = 10; let stack. length =st.ack.inc 
let tpstk 	0; let old.tpstk := tpstk 
let continue := true; let repete 	0 
I declare main data structures 
let stack := vector 1 	st.ack.irtc of nil 
let id.table 	table() 
let command := I'll ; let old.commad = 
I utility routines 
let ENCREASE.STACK = proc() 
begin 
stack.length := stack.length + stack. inc 
let v = vector 1 .. stack.length of nil 
for i = 1 to stack. length-stack. inc do 
v(i) := stack(i) 
stack 	v 
end; of INCREASE.STACI( 
let PUSH = proc( pntr p ) 
begin 
tpstk := tpstk + 1 
if tpstk > stack.lertgth do ENCREASE.STACK() 
stack(tpstk) := p 
end; 1 of PUSH 
let POP = proc( mt N 
begin 
if N < 0 then ERROR( "Positive integer expected" ) 
else ( tpstk := tpstk - N 
if tpstk < 1 do tpstk := 1 
) 
end; I o f f)Q 
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let GET.TOP.STK = proc(-> pntr) 
stacic(tpstk) 
let GET.COMMAND = proc() 
command 	read.a.line() 
let GET.WORD = proc( -> string ) 
begin 
I this routine gets the next word from command 
-end;! of GET. WORD 
let NUMBER = proc (string 3 - ) bool) 
begin 
returns true if a is an Integer 
end;! of NUMBER 
let STR.TO.ENT = proc(string s -> int) 
begin 
I converts s to integer 
end;! of STR. TO. INT 
let STR.TO.NANE = proc(string s -> name) 
begin 	 : 
I converts s to a name 
end;! of STR.TO.NAME 
let INSTANCE = proc(pntr p-> bool) 
p is pntr . cont 
let IS.VECTOR = proc(pntr p-> bool) 
begin 
return true if p  Is a vector container 
end;! of IS. VECTOR 
let TPEl = proc(name f; pntr p -> string) 
begin 
if f is a valid field of p then return 
I the type of t as a string else return --
let details = p( class ) 
let vec = details(field.names) 
let i = 1; let u = upb vec 
while i <= u and vec(i) -= f do 
i := i + 1 
if i > u then " 
else details(field.types,i) 
end; ! of TYPE1 
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let PROCESS.CObQAND = proc() 
begin 
let comm = CET.WORD() 
case comm of 
SELECTF: 
{ let f = STR.TO.NA ( GET.WORD() 
let p = GET.TOP.STK() 
case true of 
INSTANCE(p): 
{ let ty = TPEl( f, p(pntr.val) 
if ty = '" then 
ERROR( "Invalid Field Name" ) 
else 
{ let ciname =.STR.TO.AME( tyl-+".cont" 
let f name = STR.TO .NAME( ty4-+".val" ) 
let res := clname() 
if .res = nil then 
( 
! a class named does not exist 
create one 
create class cl.name 
add field if name = p( if ) 
res := clname() 
) 
else 




( if NUMBER(s) then 
( let no = STR.TO .INT( s 
let sT.cont = p( class, class.name 
let sT.val = p( class,fie].d.names,l 
let vec = PC sT.val 
if ].wb vec <= no and 
no <= upb vec then 
{ let T.cont=sT.cont(2nlength(sT.cont)-l) 
let T.val = sT.val(2nlength(sT.val)-l) 
let res :.= T.cont() 
if res = nil then 
( 
I class named T. cont does not exist; 
1 create one 
create class T.cont 
add field T.val = vec( no ) 
res := T.cont() 
) 
else 





ERROR( "Cannot select on primitive object" ) 
I 




{ let s = GET.WORD() 
if NUMBER(s) then 
{ let no = STR.TO .INT(s) 
if no < 0 then 




error( "Expecting integer" ) 
3 
REPEAT: 
{ let s = GET.WORD() 
if NUMBER(s) then 
( let no = STR.TO . EMT( s 
if no > 0 then repete = no 
else ERROR( "Expected +ve integer" ) 
) 
else ERROR( "Expected Integer" ) 
NAMEE: s.enter(CET.WORDQ,id.table,get.tOp.5tk) 
SELECTN: 
( let p = s.lookup( CET.WORDO, id.table 
if p = nil then 
ERROR( "No such entry" ) 
else PUSH( p ) 
I 
STOP: continue : false 
default: ERROR( "Unknown Command" ) 
end; ! of PROCESS. COMMAND 
let DISPLkY.VECTOR = proc( pntr p 
begin 
p is a vector container 
I displays the vector contained in p 
end; !of DISPLAY. VECTOR 
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let DISPLAY. INSTANCE = proc( pntr p ) 
begin 
let info = p( class ) 
write "'nDisplaying INSTANCE of class 
info(class .name) 
write"'n ------------------------------------------
let fn = info( field.names );! a vector of names 
let ft. = info( field.types );! a vector of string 
for i = lwb fn to upb fn do 
begin 
write "'n NAME = ", fn(i), " 'tTYPE  
'tVAWE = 
case ft( i ) of 
"mt." ,"string", 
"real","bool": write PC fn( i ) ) 
default: 
{ let s = ft( i ) 
if s(l I 1) = U*if then 
{ let vec = PC fn(i) 
write "VECTOR: ",lwb vec, " to ",upb vec 
) 
else 
{ let details = p( fn(i),class ) 
write " CLASS = ", details(class.name), 




end; of DISPLAY. INSTANCE 
let DISPLAY = proc( pntr p) 
begin 
if INSTANCE(p) then 
DISPLAY. INSTANCE(p(pntr.val)) 
else if is.vect.or(p) do 
DISPLAY. VECTOR (p) 
end; 1 DISPLAY 
! main program 
PUSH( root ) 
while continue do 
begin 
if tpstk 	old.tpstk do 
{ DISPLAIQ; old.tpstk := tpstk 
if repete 	0 then 
{ command : = old. command 
repete := repete - 1 
I 
else CET.COAND() 
PROCESS . COMMAND ) 
end 
end of main program 




We conclude this chapter by reiterating its -mairt points. These are 
• UAPs are important class programs. in particular, in the 
context of persistent programming they are indispensable. 
• A small set of additional constructs which are a) the insistence 
that the description of every object be uniquely Identifiable, b) 
the treatment of class definitions as data. C) the introduction of 
dynamic names and d) the reserved word class which allows 
program access to meta data) have allowed type secure 
• programming of UAPs. 
• The cost for this is a commitment to run time type checking but 
we will show in chapter 9 how to limit this cost so that it does 
not Imply excessive execution overheads or late detection of all 
errors. For example in the example program just given, most 
of the program does not use dynamic type operations and they 
can be statically type checked as usual. 
• The cost of not providing such facilities is either an opportunity 
cost - since UAPs cannot be written without them. or a 
significant cost in programming difficulty due to having to break 






9. 1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we describe a compiler technology which implements the 
principles of eager program checking a) by performing static evaluation of 
expressions and b) by performing static verification of constraints wherever 
feasible. 
For example. given the program 
let a 	1; let b := 2; let i := a-4- b Li 
assert i>0 	 L2 
+a L3 
I : -20 	 L4 
I :=i+b+readi() 	 L5 
write a,b,i,"'n" 	 L6 
It can easily be'apprectated that the expressions a + b and / + a can be 
evaluated at compile time to yield 3 and 4 respectively and that the 
expression on the right hand side of the assignment symbol at (1-5) canbe 
partially -evaluated to 5 + readlO. Also the write statement can be partially 
evaluated to write 1 2.1. "n" These are all examples of static program 
evaluation. The constraint at (12) is effective from (12) to (1-6) and needs 
to be verified four times in the program (once after the constraint was 
asserted and once for every assignment to i). Three of these constraint 
verifications can be performed statically on the strength of the statically 
computed value of i. This example demonstrates the three principal 
advantages of static program elaboration. These are 
• Static constraint verification minimises the need for runtime 
checks and consequently improves the efficiency of program 
• execution. If (1-3) was wrapped in a loop which is performed 
100 times, then for every execution of the program, we have 
saved 100 runtime checks. 
• Static constraint verification motivates eager error detection, 
thereby making the process of program development more time 
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efficient. A redundant execution of the program above can be 
saved by statically detecting the error (constraint violation) at 
(L4). 
The static evaluation of expressions which precede and enable 
static verification of constraints improves the efficiency of 
program execution (even if no constraints are statically verified) 
because the output from the compiler Is a partially evaluated 
program. 
The amount of constraint verification that can be performed statically 
depends on, and is enhanced by the intelligence of the constraint 
verification system and the volume and precision of Information concerning 
the dynamic properties of program variables that can be statically computed 
(Cousot & Cousot 761. Figure 9-1 Illustrates the hierarchy of levels 
Involved. 
Figure 9-1: Steps in Static Program Elaboration 
Control Flow analysis of programs 
enable 




Static elaboration of expressions 
and the computation of runtime 
properties of program variables. 
enable 
Static validations of constraints 
(or Static Program Checking) 
Data Flow 
Analysis 
The two middle levels in the figure collectively represent data flow 
analysis. The purpose of the data flow analysis is twofold: a) to determine 
as precisely as possible the data flow summary Information (defined latter) 
and b) to use this Information to derive some of the dynamic properties of 
the program. Finally, these dynamic properties (usually of program 
variables) are used by the constraint verification system to facilitate static 
verification of some of the (explicit as well as Implicit) constraints on data 
in the program. 
The structure of this chapter is as follows. 	Section 9.2 formally 
introduces the discipline of control and data flow analysis and surveys some 
of the popular data .flow analysis algorithms. 'Next, in section 9. 3. we 
present an intGrprocedural data flow analysis algorithm suitable for 
computing data flow summary information and modelling the dynamic 
properties of programs written in programming languages that treat 
functions and procedures as first class data objects. Finally, in section 
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9 4 we describe a constraint verification system which uses pre-execution 
data flow analysis to facilitate static verification of constraints wherever 
possible. The functions of the constraint verification system are a) to 
discover at what points in a program, constraint verification is necessary; 
b) to decide which constraints need to be verified at such points; C) to 
attempt to statically verify these constraints using the available information; 
and 4) in the event of an irrconclusive attempt at static verification of a 
constraint, to specify what run time checks should be generated. 
We note that while It is vital that no necessary checks are omitted. the 
algorithms of the constraint verification system need not be perfect in 
planning exactly the minimal set of checks. The computation to determine 
this minimal set may be so complex that it is worth trading some extra run 
time checks to simplify the algorithmsi It is only necessary that the 
algorithms do a reasonably good job In eliminatin§ unnecessary checks on 
typical code. 
Some of the data flow analysis algorithms and static constraint verification 
algorithms presented in this chapter have been implemented in a prototype 
compiler front-end for PS-algol by the author. This prototype 
implementation is briefly described in. chapter 10. 
9.2 Global Data Flow Analysis 
In this section, we identify some of the main uses of data flow analysis 
and briefly survey existing data flow analysis algorithms. 
9.2. 1 Definition and Uses 
Control Flow Analysis: 
Control flow- analysis is the encoding of the structure of the control flow of 
a program in one or more graphs called control flow graphs. A call graph 
(depicting the structure of procedure invocations in a program - I. e. who 
calls who) is an example of a control flow graph. Control flow analysis is 
used primarily to enable data flow analysis of computer programs. 
Data Flow Analysis: 
Data glow analysis is the process of statically determining the dynamic 
properties of variables (and expressions) at various points in a computer 
program. This information is derived by propagating the semantics of 
individual statements through the program in a manner that reflects the 
control structure of the program [Barth 77. Hecht 771. Data flow analysis is 




Uses of Data Flow Information: 
Typical uses of the information gathered by a data flow analysis process 
include: [Hecht 77. Jones & Muchnick 761 
To aid the human user in understanding computer programs: 
The uses. preserves and modifies information collected during data 
flow analysis can be used to automatically document and annotate source 
listings generated by a complier thereby improving the readability and 
reliability of programs (Fosdick & Osterweil 761. In addition, on the 
strength of this information, anomalous conditions In programs such as 
unreachable program parts. unused assignments (a : = 2; a : = 3). uses of 
uninitialised variables etc. can be detected and the programmer warned of 
their presence. (Osterwell & Fosdick 761 describe a system which performs 
these types of services for FORTRAN programs. 
A program development tool: 
If the information collected during data flow analysis is stored in a data 
flow database which can be queried by a programmer or on his behalf, 
then the data flow database can act as a program development tool when 
debugging. modifying, testing or certifying programs. For example. If 
during an interactive debugging session, it was found that the value of a 
variable v is the subsequent cause of a bug. a query to the data flow 
database will reveal all the points In the program where v is updated and 
the investigation of the bug can be concentrated on these selected portions 
of the program. Also. If during program modification, the parameter list of 
a procedure is changed. all the activations of this procedure have to be 
searched for and edited. The data flow database can guide the search 
process. 
Program improvement: 
Data flow analysis information can enable the compiler to embark on 
program improvement techniques with the aim of decreasing the expected 
execution time of programs. Typical program improvement techniques 
include 1) eliminating redundant code. 2) eliminating redundant 
computation (e. g. of common sabexpressions) (Cocke 70. Ullman 
73, Fong 77. Morel & Renvoise 761. 3) perfoming limited static elaboration 
of expressions such as constant propagation fKildail 731. 4) performing 
code motions such as removing invariant computations from loops fKennedy 
721 and 5) optimising register allocation on the basis of live/dead variable 
analysis [Yhap 75]. All these program improvement techniques require 
some form of data flow analysis as a preliminary step. 
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Binding time analysis: 
The binding time of an object is an indication of the latest time during 
program elaboration when the properties or characteristics of that object 
are frozen. For example, a) the syntax of a language is typically frozen at 
-language definition time; b) the value of predefined constants such as 
mexint and minint are frozen at language implementation time; c) in a 
statically typed language (e. g. Pascal). the types of variables and 
expressions and the values of manifest constants are frozen at compile 
time. In general, early binding times improve the possibility for eager 
program checking, eager error detection and generation of efficient code 
but it restricts the programmer's freedom of expression. On the other 
hand, late binding times gives greater flexibility to the programmer but it 
can adversely affect the runtime efficiency of programs. Pre-execution flow 
analysis of programs plays a primary role in the quest for accruing the 
benefits of late binding times without necessarily -incurring the cost of 
inefficient execution of programs. This is done by forcing earlier binding of 
some of the bindings that would otherwise have been made at runtime. 
This is the essence of binding time-analysis. For example [Bauer & Saal 
741 lound that 80% of run time checking performed by a naive APL 
interpreter -is superfluous - I. e. can be performed at compile time. Other 
examples of applications that employ pro-execution binding time analysis 
include three separate works on the replacement: of runtime range checks 
in Pascal by compile time checks (Hanson 77. Suzuki & Ishihata 77. Welsh 
77, Welsh 781 and an -automatic data structure selection algorithm based on 
potential uses of the data as determined by the data flow analysis process 
(Schwartz 75, Low & Rovner 761. The work on eager program elaboration 
described in this chapter also falls in this category of pre-execution binding 
time analysis. 
9.2.2 Summary of Data Flow Analysis Algorithms 
Initially, research into data flow algorithms was devoted to developing 
lntraprocedural -data -flow -analysis algorithms (Allen 71. 'Kennedy 71. Kildall 
73. Hecht & Ullman 75, Rosen 75a. Graham & Wegman 76, Reif 78). This 
class of algorithms were primarily designed to perform data flow analysis on 
programs in the absence of procedure calls. When used against a 
program that contains procedure calls, these algorithms treat procedure 
calls as black boxes which prematurely terminate the propagation of 
information, thereby degrading the quality of the collected information. 
The inadequacies of - these algorithms in the presence of procedure calls 
and the fact that even the simplest programs are usually designed as a 
collection of procedures or modules which call each other led to the 
development of interprocodural data flow analysis algorithms. 
The main algorithms for interprocedural data flow analysis are due to 
Splilman. Allen and Rosen [Spiliman 71, Allen 74. Rosen 75b]. Spillman's 




caused by assigning values to names. servicing interrupts, procedure 
invocations and branching via label variables in PL/1 programs. hence it 
only-computes the modifies summary information. 
AHen's technique. which is the best known, computes more complete 
summary - information (modifies, uses" and preserves summary 
information of procedure activations) but it is only suitable for non-
recursive programs. This is because It assumes that procedures are 
analysed before they are Invoked. 
Rosen's method is the most sophisticated and it delivers high quality data 
flow information but at great expense. In this method. the summary 
information of a procedure P is an equation with unknowns denoting the 
effects of procedure invocations from within P. - The - analysis of a program 
yields a set of simultaneous equations which, when solved, yields summary 
information for all the procedures In the program. The technique used to 
solve the -simultaneous - equations initially assumes maximal information. 
The equations are substituted into each other until the monotonically 
decreasing information stabilises. Consequently. a characteristics of this 
method is that partial solutions are Incorrect, hence the iteration must be 
repeated until -stabilisation is achieved. 
All these data flow analysis algorithms (intra- at-well as interprocedural) 
span a continuum of computational complexity and expected quality of 
collected data flow information. 
9.3 An Expression-Based tnterprocedural Data Flow Analysis Algorithm 
The data flow analysis methods surveyed above were - -not designed to deal 
with programming languages that treat functions as first class objects. In 
this section, we describe a data flow algorithm suitable for languages which 
treat functions and procedures as values which can be assigned to 
variables and components of compound data structures, passed as 
parameters. and returned as values by higher order functions. The 
algorithm Is expression-based because data flow information is computed 
for expressions and propagated outwards toward enclosing expressions in a 
manner that reflects the composition of the expressions. 
9.3. 1 Data Flow Summary Information 
Summary Information of Blocks: 
A sequence of consecutive statements in a program. or a program 
fragment, will be referred to as a block. Let B be a block. The summary 
information of B of interest to us are 
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• MOD (B) - The set of locations that will or may be modified or 
initialised when 8 is executed. 
• USE(8) - The set of variables that will or may be looked up 
when 8 is executed. 
These represent the uses" and'modifies" information of B and they will be 
collectively referred to as the data flow summary Information of B. For 
example. if B is given by 
a := a +. b 
let x : = b + 1 
then. 
IJSE(B) = (a,b} and 
MOD (B) = {a,x). 
When mutable compound data structures such as vectors and instances of 
classes are modified In a block, as in block 81 below 
p( age ) := 88; 	1 p is an Instance of PERSON 
P : = q; 	assume q is an instance of another class 
It may not be sufficient to state that p(age) hasbeen modified In 61 (by 
putting p(age) in MOD(BI) ) because of the possibility of a reassignment of 
p. The compiler could of course introduce fresh constants which are 
guaranteed not to be reassigned, as in 
let xl = p 
xl( age ) := 88 
but this scheme will not always work. For example. If the statements above 
are within a loop then xl will refer to different objects each time around the 
loop. Alternatively, the loop could be unrolled and N different fresh 
constants introduced (one for each cycle of the loop) but loops cannot 
always be statically unrolled. A notation is therefore needed to register the 
fact that a PERSON object has been modified in Bi. The solution adopted 
is to record: 
That p(age) has been modified In MOD(B1). This is done 
notationally by putting p(age) in M00(131). 
That the age field of some PERSON object has been modified 
in 51. This is done notatiorially by putting PERSON<age> in 
MOD(B1). 
If p(age) £ MOD(B1) and p 
€ 
MOD(B1) then we know that p is the object 
modified in B1 and that p(age) is the location modified. If however. p(age) 
C MOD(Bi) and p C MOD(B1). then we use the second information to 
conclude (weakly) that the age field of some PERSON object was modified 
in 61. As we shall see later, this may then require the constraint 
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verification system to check that all PERSON objects that have been 
modified satisfied a class constraint. 
For example, given the block 82 defined below In the context of class 
PERSON with field age. 
p(age) := 88 
p : = q 
let 	:=vector 	:: 10 of 0 
let vv := vector 1 :: 5 of v 
let 	:2 
v(8) := 7 
V (i) 	15 
vv(i,i) 	20 
v := vector 10 :: 20 of -66 
we have that: 
LJSE(132) = (p, age, q, v, vv, i) 
MOD(S) = (p(age), PERSON<age>, Pi 	VV, i, 
v(8), v(i), vv(i,i)) 
Summary Information of Procedure Variables: 
The data flow summary information of procedure variables is used to 
quantify the affects of procedure invocations on data flow. Since 
procedures are first class objects. we -have to take Into account, the fact 
that procedure values are reassignable. Consequently. we define the 
summary Information of a procedure variable. FN, as follows: 
USE(FN) = u USE(B) 
MOD(FN) = u MOD(B 1 ) 
where the B(s are blocks denoting procedure bodies assigned to FN in the 
program. 
9.3.2 Properties of Variables and Expressions 
Let P be a program and v a variable in P and pp a point in P. We are 
interested in the following properties of v at pp: (These properties are also 
applicable to expressions unless stated otherwise.) 
VALUE(v) denotes the value of v at pp. This can be a precise value, an 
approximation or the special value called UNKNOWN. 
TYPE(v) 	denotes the type of VALUE(v) at pp. We shall assume in this 
presentation that the type of an expression is always statically 
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determinable32 . 
CLASS(v) Applicable when TYPE(v) = pntr. It denotes the class of V. If 
known. 
STATIC(v) Applicable only to variables of type name. STATIC(v) = true Itt 
v is a static name. 
PARENT(v) Applicable when TYPE(v) = name and v represents a field name 
or a class name. it denotes the parent class of v, if known. 
LWB(v) 	Applicable when TYPE(v) is a vector type. It denotes the-value 
of the lower bound of v. 
UPB(v) 	Applicable when TYPE(v) Is a vector type. It denotes the value 
of the upper bound of v. 
RANGE(v) This Is used to represent an approximate value for an Integer 
expression. For example (0. maxint). 
CONST(v) Applicable only to variables. CONST(v) = true 1ff v is declared 
as a constant. 
EXTC(FN) Applicable only to procedure variables.: It represents the set of 
constraints whose scope contains the body or bodies of FN. 
In the rest of this section. we present a two phase algorithm for computing 
data flow information. 	 - 
9.3.3 The Algorithm 
The algorithm to be described can be partitioned Into two distinct phases 
namely: 	 - 
• Phase I: Compute the data flow summary-information of blocks 
and prOcedure variables. 
-. Phase II: Compute the dynamic properties of the program. 
This is called environment modelling and it involves, among 
other things. the static evaluation of expr essions wherever 
possible. 
The first phase enables the second because the uses and "modifies' 
information of blocks participating as bodies in loop, conditional and 
.32 This assumption will not hold In the presence of the dynamic type operations of chapter 
8. However, the algorithm to be described can be extended to cope with programs that 
contain expressions whose types cannot be statically determined. See section 10.5 for more 




procedure expressions enable the environment modeller to decide when 
properties of variables are preserved, when they have to be modified and 
how. The two phases require separate passes over the program. Ideally, 
the first phase scans the program text. computes summary information and 
builds a parse tree which will be used for subsequent passes. The 
environment modelling phase can be integrated into the code generation 
phase. 
9.3.4 Phase 1: Compute Data Flow Summary Information 
Given a program P. let 
BLKS(P) be the set of blocks or program units that participate 
as bodies In loop, conditional and procedure expressions of P. 
For example given the program 
while B do S 
if Si then 52 else S3 
then BLI(S(P) = (B, S, Si, S2, S3). 
PROC_VAR(P) be the set of procedure variables in P. 
PROC_SYMB(P) = 
ftl,..,tN->tM] 1 there is A 
FN E PROC VAR(R) 
of type (El,.. 
This is a set of procedure symbols. 
BODY(FN) = 
( B E BLKS(P) I the procedure with body 
- 	 B is assigned to FN in P ) 
for each FN £ PROC_VAR(P). That is. B C BODY(FN) only if 
one or more of the following occur in P 
let FN = proc( ... ); S 
let FN 	proc( ... ); B 





CALL (8) = 
( FN 1, FN is a procedure variable and 
FN is called from B 	 ) 
U 
[Li, . ,tN-)tM] 
someprocedure expression 
(which is not a variable) 
of type (tl,...,tN-)tM) 
is called from within b ) 
for each B 6 BLKS(P). 
CALL (FN) = 
U 	 CALL(B) 
B 6 BODY(FN) 
for each FN 6 PROC_VAR(P). 
CALL((tl... ,tN->tM)) = 
U 	CALL (FN) 
FM € PROC_VAR(P) 
TYPE(FN) = (tl, ... ,tN->tM) 
An algorithm for computing the summary Information of each B In BLKS(P) 
and each FN In PFtOC_VAR(P) Is presented In figure 9-2 and the rest of 
this section is an elaboration of the steps in this algorithm. The program 




Figure 9-2: An Algorithm for ComputlngData Flow Summary trdormatlon 
Step 1: 	Compute initial , estimates of summary information. For each B 
In BLKS(P), compute initial estimates for USE(B) and 
MOD(B). 
Step 2: 	Compute Initial estimates of the call information. For each B in 
BLKS(P). compute initial values for CALL(B). 
Step 3: 	Compute initial estimates of the summary Information for the 
procedure variables in P. 
Step 4: 	Compute the call graph CG(P) of P. 
Step 5: 	Process the call graph. 
Identify the loops in the graph and establish equivalence, 
relationships among procedurevarlables. A loop in the 
graph denotes recursive procedure calls. 	If two 
procedure variables P1 and P2 participate In a loop then 
P1 and P2 belong to the same equivalence class. 
Refine the summary. Information of procedure variables. 
This is done in two steps. Firstly. all procedure variables 
In the same equivalence class are made to share the 
same summary information. : Secondly. summary 
information of procedure variables is pushed around the 
graph in a manner that reflects the calling structure of the 
procedures (i.e. the structure of the call graph). 
Essentially, if P1 calls P2 and they are not in the same 
equivalence class then USE(P1) becomes USE(P1) U 
USE(P2) and MOD(PI) becomes MOD(P1) UMOD(P2). 
Step 6: 	Refine the summary information of basic blocks. 
For each B in BLKS(P) use 
the initial estimates of USE(B) and MOD(B) as computed 
in Step 1. 
the'call' information of B. CALL(B). as computed in Step 
2and 
the refined summary information of procedure variables 
as computed in Step 5B 
to refine the summary Information of B. 
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Figure 9-3: A Program Example 
let a := 1; let b 	2; let c := 3 
let g 	20; let f : 30; let w 	100 
let Fl = proc( -> mt 
{ g := a; f := c; g + f ) <-- BLOCK 81 
let P2 := proc( mt x ); nuliproc 
let P3 	proc( -> mt 
( c 	c + 1; c ) 
let F4 := proc( mt y, z -) int. 
{ y + z + F3() 3 	 -- BLOCK 82 
F3 : proc( -> mt 
F2() 
if a ) 10 then a else F4(1,2) 
) 
P2 	proc( mt 
<-- BLOCK 83 
F3 := proc( -) mt ); w 
F1( F3() ) 
3 
let vec = vector 1 :: 3 of P3 
let P5 = proc( 
C 
b 	b + 1 
write "w = ", vec( 1 ), "'n" 
) 
whilea < wdo 
begin 	 <-- BLOCK 84 
F5Q; F4( b,c ); F5() 
end 
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Step 1: Computing Initial estimates of USE(B) and MOD (B): 
For each B € BLKS(P). initial estimates of USE(B) and MOD(B) can be 
computed as follows: 
USE(B) = (v a variable I v is used in the text of B) 
A = (v I v is a variable declared within B) 
B =(v I v is a variable and 
"V := ..." is in the text of B) 
C = (p(f) 1 p is an expression of type pntr or *T, 
TYPE(f) = mt or name, and 
"p(f) := ..." is in the text of B ) 
D = (CL<f> 1 "p(f) := ..." is in the text of B, 
p is an expression of type pntr, 
f is an expression of type name, and 
CL = PARENT(f) 
MOD (B) =Au Bu Cu D 
Some examples. The Initial summary Information of the BLOCKS 81, B2. 
B3 and B4 of figure 9-3 are given by 
USE MOD 
Bi 	 {a,c,f,g) (f,g) 
B2 (y,z,F3) 1) 
B3 	 {w,F1,F3) {F3) 
B4 {F4,F5) () 
A more involved example was given on page 151. 
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Step 2: Computing CALL(B): 
Start with CALL(B) = 0 
For each procedure variable FN called once or more from 
within B. add FN to CALL(B). 
Since procedures are first class objects in our language, it is 
possible to have a procedure call of the form FN( ... ) where 
FN is not a variable - that is. FN is a general expression of 
procedural type. For each such occurrence within B. If the 
procedural expression FN is of type (ti . t2.....tn-)tm) then 
add the procedure symbol (tl.t2.tn-'tmi to CALL(B). 
Some examples. Using blocks B1. B2. B3 and B4 of figure 9-3 we have 
that: 
CAZL(131) = () 	 CALL(B2) = (F3) 
CALL(133) = (F1,F3) 	CALL(134) = (F4,F5) 
Step 3: Compute Initial estimates for summary Information of procedure 
variables: 
1. For each FN C PROC_VAR(P) do the following: 
Start with USE(FN) : = MOD(FN) : = 0 
For each B in BODY(FN) do: 
USE(FN) : USE(FN) U USE(B) 
MOD(FN) : MOD(FN) tj MOD(B) 
The special procedure symbols (ti.. . . tn->tml also have their own 
summary information which is computed as follows: 
1. For each [ti,... ,tn->tr,E PROC....SYMB(P) do: 
Start with 
USE([tl ... tn->tm]) := MOD([tl.. . tn->tm] : 0. 
For each procedure of type (tl.. . tn->tm) and body B 
which is textually defined in P do: 
Us 
tN->tM]) 	
U tJSE(B); USE([t ttit > 
,tN->tM)) MOD 
( A6b((t1, . . tn-) tmj) u MOB (B). 
Note that it is not enough to compute USE/MOD((tl,... ,tN->tM)) as the 
union of USE/MOD(FN) for all FN of type (ti,... ,tN->tM) since some 
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procedure expressions may not be assigned to procedure variables. 
The initial estimates of the summary Information of the procedure 
variables in the the example program (figure 9-3) are 
USE I 	MOD 
Fl {a,c,f,g) I {f,g) 
P2 (w,P1,F3) I 
P3 {a,c,w,F2,F4) I 	{c) 




[-)int.] (a,c,w,F2,F4) I {c) 
Step 4: Compute the call graph, CG (P) of P: 
The call graph of P Is - a directed graph (N. E) encoding the caHing 
relationship among procedures. 	N Is the set of procedure variables 
(Including the special procedure symbols Etl,... ,tN->tM]) and E Is the set of 
edges. For P1 .P2 E N. (PI. P2) E E implies that P1 calls P2. CG (P) can 
be computed as follows: 
Start with N := (MAIN); E := 0 
For each Fl € N. if Fl calls F2 then 
N :Nu (P2) 
E 	E u ((F1,F2)) 
Repeat 2 until N and E stabilise. 
For example, the call graph of the program in - figure 9-3 is given below in 
set notation as well as pictorially. 
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N = ( Fl, F2, F3, F4, F5, [->int) ) 
E = ( F4F3), (F3,F4), J13,F2 ~ ,  
F2,Fl) (F2,F3), F5,[-int]),
(->intj, F3), (MAN,F5), (MAIN,F2) 
) 
MAIN 
I 	 I 
I I 
V V 
F4 F 5 I 	 I 
A 
V 	 I I 	 I —) 




A 	 I 
V I 
Fl I 	 : 	 [->int) 
Stop 5A: Compute Equivalence classes. 
The purpose here is to establish equivalence classes of procedure 
variables. 
! EQ UI V_C LASSES Is the sot of equivalence classes. 
! Note that it Is a sot of sets of procedure variables. 
let EQIJIV_CLASSES := () 
for each irreducible loop 
((P1,P2),(P2,P3), ... , (Pn,Pl)) in CG(PROG) do 
begin 
let NEW_EQ_CL = (P1, P2, ..., Pn) 
for each X in EQZJIV_CLASSES do 
begin 
if X n NEWLEQ(JIV_CL 	do 
begin 
EQCJZV_CLASSES = EQUIV_CLASSES - (X) 
NEW_EQ_CL = NEW_EQ_CL U X 
end 
end 
EQUIV_CLASSES = EQUIV_CLASSES u (NEW_EQ_CL) 
end 
For example, the two irreducible loops in the call graph on page 160 are 
given by 
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( (F3,F4), (F4,F3) ) and 
{ (P2,F3), (F3,F2) 
After the first pass over the outer for each loop above, we have that 
EQUIV_CLASSES = ( (F3. F4) ). The second pass over the outer loop 
discovers that the two Irreducible loops of the call graph belong to the same 
equivalence class and we get 
EQUIV_CLJASSES = ( (F2, F3, F4) ) 
Step 58: Refine summary information of procedure variables: 
This Is a two step operation. 
For each equivalence class X C EQUIV_CLASSES. the summary 
'information to be shared by all procedures variables in X is 
computed and shared as follows: 
U 
Pi c X 
M= 	U 
P1 £ X 
USE(Pi) = 	U 
MOD(Pi) = M 
USE (P i) 
MOD(Pi) 
y P1 c 
V Pi X 
The operative word here is shared. If Qi and Q2 are In the 
same equivalence class then they share the same summary 
Information. A change to USE(Q1) Is reflected In USE(Q2) 
and vice versa. 
Finally obtain a refinement of the summary information of 
procedure variables by propagating the currently available 
summary information around the graph. 
For each (F.G) in the call graph. if F and G do not belong to 
the same equivalence then do: 
USE(F) = USE(F) u USE(G) 
MOD(F) = MOD(F) U MOD(G) 
This process is bound to terminate since loops within the call 
graph are not processed. 
For example, a first revision of the summary information of procedure 
variables in our examples yields: 
USE(F2) = USE(F3) = USE(F4) = (a,c,w,y,z.,F1,F2,F3) 
MOD(F2) = MOD(F3) = MOD(F4) = (c) 





Fl 	 (a,c,f,g) 
F2 (a,c,f,g.w,y,z,F1,F2,F3,F4) 
P3 	{a,c, f,g.w,y,z,F1,F2,F3 ,F4) 











Step 6: Revise summary information of basic blocks: 
We already have an initial estimate of USE(B) and MOD(B) for each B in 
BLKS(P). In addition we have CALL(B). The following algorithm revises 
the summary information of the basic blocks of P. 
1. For each B E BLKS(P) do: 
USE(S) = USE(B) u ( 	u 	USE(F) ) 
F € CALL(S) 
MOD(S) = MOD(S) u ( 	u 	MOD(F) ) 
F 4E CALL(S) 
Using our example. we have that the revised summary information of block 
B2 is 
USE(22) = {a,c,f,g,w,y, z,F1,F2,F3,F4) 
MOD(132) = (c,F3J 
9.3.5 Phase It: Compute Properties of Variables 
In this phrase, the summary information computed in phase I and the 
semantics of individual statements of the program are used to compute and 
propagate the properties of variables (TYPE. VALUE. etc.) through the 
program in a manner that reflects the control structure of the program. 
The method to be described is similar to that used in [Kildall 731 to perform 
constant propagation during Intraprocedurat data flow analysis. Our method 
however works for interprocedural analysis of languages with first class 
functions. 
The state of a variable (at a point in a program) is a description of the 
statically computed properties of that variable (at that point). We shalt 
represent the state of a variable by the structure 
(x: [TYPE = ??, VALUE = ??, 
where x is the variable and ??s stand for the properties of the various 
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attributes of x. Section 9. 3. 2 lists all the attributes of variables of interest 
to us. 	 - 
The state of a program (at a point within the program) is given by the 
set of states of all the variables of the program that are alive at that point. 
We shall call the state of a program the environment. In particular, given 
that program PROG is a sequence of statements 
PROG m Si; S2; ... Si; ... SN 
we shall use the notations WE and E51 td denote the states of the 
environment of PROG just before and just after SI was analysed. 
Given a straight line code (i.e. no loops, conditionals or procedure 
calls), the only operations that modify the environment are declarations and 
assignment statements. 
Declarations: 
After a declaration of the form 
let x = e 
or 
lot x:=e 
The environment Is augmented with the state of x which is given by 
(x: [TYPE=TYPE(e), CONST=trueffalse, 
VALtJE=VAUJE (e), RANGE = RANGE ( e),... ]) 
The values TYPE(e), VALUE(e), RANGE(e) etc. are obtained after 
statically elaborating the expression e. If the value of any of the attributes 
of x cannot be determined by this elaboration, then the special value 
UNKNOWN is recorded. 
Assignments: 
After an assignment statement of the form 
X := el 
the state of x in the environment is replaced by the new state of x given by 





High level control structures such as loops, conditionals and procedure 




See figure 9-4. First we describe the semantics of these basic control 
structures with respect to environment modelling then and we demonstrate 
how higher level control constructs can be reduced to a combination of 
forks and Joins. 
Figure 9-4: Basic Control Structures 
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I 
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V 	 V 	 'f 
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PORK 	 JOIN 
FORK: 
The fork In figure 9-4 is equivalent to the two separate straight line forms: 
Si; S2 
Si; S3 
consequently. 52E = $3E = E 1 . This means that E51 Is a necessary 
ingredient for computing both E52 and E53 . Hence. if S2 is analysed 
before S3 as in 
if si  then S2  else s 






-In this case, the environments E31 and E$2 must be merged together into 
a coherent state before S3 is processed. The merger is done by the t 
(pronounced meet) operation. So 
63 E= E51 t E 82 
The objective of - the merger is to produce a compromise environment which 
does not contradict neither E 1 nor E 2 . We define the t operation on 
environments in terms of the t operation on states of variables as follows: 
(El t E2)(x) = 
El(x) t E2(x) 
El(x) 
E2(x) 
if x is represented 
in both environments 
if x is represented 
in El only 
if x is represented 
in E2 only 
We will not define the f operation on states of variables formally but we give 
some examples. 
If x is an Integer and VALUE(x) In El is-[a.b] while VALUE(x) 
in E2 is [cd] then VALUE(x) in EtE2 is [min(a,c), mex(b,d)J. 
If p is a pntr and CLASS(p) in El is PERSON and CLASS(p) in 
E2 Is STUDENT then CLASS(p) in E1tE2 Is PERSONISTUDENT. 
Alternatively. CLASS(p) in EItE2 can be recorded less 
precisely as UNKNOWN. 
If ATTR is an attribute of variables (9. g. VALUE) and ATTR(v) 
in El Is xyz (some defined value) and ATTR(v) in E2 is 
UNKNOWN then ATTR(v) in E1E2 Is UNKNOWN 
In what follows, we demonstrate how the environment-modeller processes 
high level control constructs by first reducing them to a combination of 
forks and joins. 
IF Statement: 
The if statement 
if Si then S2 else S3 
is pictorially equivalent to 
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—> S2 — 
I I V 
)IS1I - >o > 
S3 
if 
The algorithm for processing an if statement is as follows 
0) E,is known. Objective is to compute E. 
ff 
 Process Si to get E8 (save it) 
 Process 52 to get E52 (save it) 
 Restore Esl 
 Process S3 to get E (save it) 
 E 	: Es2 t E S3 
CASE Statement: 
A typical case statement has the form: 





which can be reduced to a combination of forks and joins as follows: 
















default —> SDEF -> p > 
case 




0) 	E is known. 
case 
Objective is to compute E case 
let result := EMPTY Environment. 
Process S to get Es 
For i = 1 to N do 
begin 
PROCESS Bi to get E51 and save it 
PROCESS Si to get E 51 
result : result t E 
end RESTORE E of 
Process the default option: 
PROCESS SDEF to get SDEF  
result : result 
E case : result 
WHILE loop: 
The while loop (while B do S) is given pictorially,- by: 
)->IBI->O—)jSJ:- 




The algorithm for processing a while loop (other looping constructs can be 
handled in a similar manner) is given by: 
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0) 
while 
 E is known. 
Objective is to compute Ewh(le. 
ESTIMATE an initial value of E5 
SAVE E5 as OLD—E5 
COMPUTE 8E as Ewhlle t E5 
PROCESS B to get E8 and save it 
Process S to get a newer estimate of E5 
LOOP until E5 stabilises: 
If : E5 - OLD_E5 I > c GO TO 2) 
8) RESTORE E5 : 
Ewhlle : 
It was necessary to compute an initial estimate of E at step (1) above 
because there is no computed value for E. the first time step (3) is 
executed. The following observation is crucial to the computation of an 
initial estimate for E5 : for any value of E3 and for any variable v. E5 (v) 
differs from E(v) only if 
v c MOD(B) U MOD(S). 






jf'v c MOD(B) u MOD(S) 
otherwise 
For example if v is an integer variable, then the weakest possible state for v 
is 
(v: (TYPE=int, VALUE=fMI&!NT, MAXINT]) 
and If v is a pointer variable then the weakest possible state is 
(v: [PPE=pntr, VALtJE=UNKNOWN, CLASS UNKNOWN]) 
The iteration in the algorithm terminates because each iteration either 
improves or does nothing to E. and the ideal E5 can be derived from the 
initial estimate in a finite number of steps. 
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PROCEDURE CALLS: 
A procedure or function call is of the form: 
FN( xl,x2,..,xN 
and can be pictorially reduced to: 
I 	 I 
	
>0 	>IBODY0fFNi- 
I 	 I 	I 
I 0 <  
I 	 I 
I 
I 	> 
I 	 * 
I I 
call FN 
Given that the parameters of the call have been processed prior to the call. 
the algorithm for processing the call statement is given by 
0) E is known. The objective is to compute E 
call 	 call 
ESTIMATE an initial value for E 
BODY 
E 1 - 	E t E500 
Again the estimate for E 0 can be computed from callE  by observing that 
for any variable v. 	 differs from caiiE(v)  only if v is in MOD(FN). 
PROCEDURE DECLARATION: 
Given the statements Si: S2. if S2 is a procedure declaration then the 
algorithm for computing E32 is 
0) E 
Si 
 is known. 
The objective is to compute ESz  given that 
S2 is a procedure declaration. 
I) SAVE E S1 
2) ESTIMATE value for 
PROCESS S2 
E52 
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9.4 Eager Constraint Verification 
Associated with every constraint is its scope of influence (see section 
6.2). The purpose of a constraint verification system is to ensure that a 
constraint is not violated within its scope. We argued in chapter 6 that a 
constraint verification system must guarantee the inviolability of constraints. 
That is. If a programmer can specify a constraint then the verification 
system must undertake to check for the satisfaction of that constraint. Put 
differently, the integrity of data must never be compromised as a result of 
constraint violations which escape detection by the verification system. 
In this section. given a program PROG, we assume that all the necessary 
data flow information of PROG is available and focus on how to use this 
information to perform static verification of constraints that occur in PROG. 
There are three questions which are relevant to constraint verification. 
They are: 
• When to verify. 	That Is, at what points in a program Is 
constraint verification likely to be necessary? The answer to 
this question can be in the form of an enumeration of language 
constructs that may necessitate constraint verification because 
their execution may jeopardize the Integrity of.. data. 
• What to verify. Having decided when constraint verification may 
be in order. we have to decide exactly which constraints need 
to be verified. These will be the constraints whose satisfaction 
is threatened by the instruction (or instructions) just executed. 
• How to verify. How do we verify constraints? 
The rest of this section answers these questions under different 
subsections. 
9.4. 1 When is Constraint Verification Imminent? 
Constraint verification can be costly hence it is essential that it is 
undertaken only when necessary - that is only when the integrity of data is 
in doubt. Constraint verification may be necessary in the following 
circumstances:  
• Ti: After an assert statement. 
A constraint starts to take effect from the point where it is 
asserted. It is therefore necessary to ensure that a constraint 
is valid at the point of its conception. 
• T2: After an assignment statement. 
Since an assignment changes the state of data. it is necessary 
to check that the new state does not violate existing constraints. 
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• T3: After a now instance of a class is created. 
When a new instance of a class is created. it is necessary to 
check that the new Instance does not violate any of the class 
constraints associated with its class definition. 
• 14: On return from a procedure call. 
A procedure activation may temporarily suspend the dynamic 
effectiveness of some constraints because flow of control has 
been diverted to a portion of the program outside Their scope of 
influence. On return from the procedure call. these constraints 
regain their dynamic effectiveness. and they need to be verified 
to ensure that the new state of data (resulting from side effects 
of the procedure call) do not violate any of these constraints. 
On exit from a transaction. 
When a transaction is entered. some or all currently active 
constraints will be suspended and restored on exit from the 
transaction (see section 6.8). It is therefore necessary to 
check for the satisfaction of these restored constraints at the 
point of restora'tion in order to ensure the validity of the 
changes made to the data by the transaction. 
In addition to the list above, vector indexing, such as v(l) and Instance 
dereferencing, such as p(age) may jeopardize some Implicit integrity of 
data if the value of the index or field name Is not valid. Thus we add the 
$ot$owlng to the list: 
Before indexing Into a vector or dereferencing an instance. 
Given the model of constraints described In chapter 6. these are the only 
programming constructs whose execution may jeopardise the integrity of 
data. Constraint verification is therefore imminent at those places in a 
program where these programming constructs occur. 
9.4.2 Which Constraints Should be Checked? 
9.4.2. 1 Notations 
First we introduce some definitions and notations. 
TMS (pp) & CHIC (pp): 
Having established that the integrity of data may be in jeopardy at some 
point pp in a program, the question Is "what is the minimal set of 
constraints that need to be checked in order to restore confidence in the 
integrity of data?". We shall refer to this quantity as TMS(pp) (TMS stands 
for theoretical minimal set.). 
TMS(pp) = ( C a constraint 
C needs to be verified 
at pp in orEr to restore 
confidence in the integrity of data ) 
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TMS(pp) may be --difficult or impossible to compute at compile time 
because of inadequacy or impreciseness of available information. We are 
therefore interested in the quantity CHK(pp) which is the set of constraints 
which the constraint verification system will earmark for verification at pp in 
order to restore confidence In the integrity of data. 
To prove the adequacy of CHK(pp). it suffices to show that 
TMS(pp) c CHK(pp) 
It is however in the interest of efficiency of program elaboration that the 
difference between the two sets Is kept at a minimum. 
CONSTF(Xpp): 
Given a trigger X. the quantity CONSTR(X, pp) denotes the set of 
constraints which are active at pp and which have X as a trigger. See 
chapter 6 for the definition and computation of triggers of a constraint. 
CONSTR(X,pp)= (C a constraint I C is active at pp and 
X is a trigger of C } 
In particular CONSTR(x,pp) denotes the set of constraints active at pp. 
Operator  
Finally, we introduce the boolean valued operator notationally given by to 
be used in the specifications of CHK(pp). 	The semantics of 	is as 
follows: 
x y implies x = y or x may be equal to y 
For example, if el and e2 are two integer expressions with VALUE(el) = 2 
and VALUE(e2) = UNKNOWN then we say that el e2. We note the 
following two uses of eg. 
. If u and v are vector expressions then we say that u v if 
TYPE(u) = TYPE(v) 
LWB(u) M LWB(v) 
UPB(u) 9 UPB(v) 
Two vector indexing expressions. v(I) and u(k), may be aliases 
only if a) v V u and b) I k. 
. If p and q are pntr expressions then we say that p a q if 
1. CLASS(p) w CLASS(q) 
Two instance dereferencing expressions, p(f) and q(g) may be 
aliases only if a) p 	q and b) f 	g. 
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In what follows, we compute CHK(pp) for each of the programming 
constructs that can trigger constraint verification. There are accordingly 
six cases to cover. These are given by the six language constructs listed In 
section 9. 4. 1 as the causes of data integrity insecurity. 
9.4.2.2 CASE Ti: After an assert statement 
After an assert statement of the form 
assert C 
It is necessary and sufficient to verify C. So. CH#((pp) = TMS(pp) = (C). 
9. 4. 2. 3 CASE T2: After an assignment statement 
There are three possibilities: 
T2(a): A program variable has been updated. 
T2(b): A component of a vector has been updated. or 
T2(c): A field of an instance of .a class has been updated. 
SUBCASE T2(&: 
In the first case. the assignment is of the form 
x := E 
where x is a program variable. It is necessary and sufficient to verify those 
constraints which are a) active at pp and b) have x as a trigger. CHK(pp) 
= TMS(pp) = CONSTR(x,pp). For example, given the program fragment 
class PERSON( let sname = "; let age = 0 ) 
let a 	readiQ; let b 	4 
let p := PERSON( "aaa", 19 
assert p( age ) >= 0 	-- Cl 
assert a(b 	 --C2 
let c := 1 
assert a<b*c 	 --C3 
a := readi() 	 <-- p1 
p 	g 	 <-- p2 
we have that a is a trigger of C2 and C3 hence CHK(pl) = (C2,C3) and 
CHK(p2) = (Cl) because p is a trigger of Cl. 
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SUBCASE 12(b): 
In the second case, the assignment statement is of the form 
v( I ) 	E 	 (9.1) 
where v Is an expression of vector type and TYPE(l) = mt. We shall 
assume that neither I nor any of the variables In v Is modified In E. No 
loss of generality is incurred as a result of this assumption: since fresh 
constants can be introduced to replace such variables. For example 
v( k, i ) 	(1 := readi; i 	readiQ; 44) 
becomes 
let kl = k- let ii 	i 
v( ki, ii 	:= (1 := readiQ; I := readiQ; 441 
The theoretical minimal set of constraints that need to be verified after the 
elaboration of (9. 1) Is given by equation (9.2). 
T24S 	= U 	CONSTR(U(k), pp) 	(9.2) 
u(k) is an alias of v(i) 
The reasoning behind this formula Is as follows: 	if u(k) and v(l) are 
aliases, then. they refer to the same location. So if the former is a trigger 
to a constraint Cl say then Cl must be verified after updating the the 
latter. TMS(pp) as defined above, will, in general, not be statically 
computable because It may be statically unresolvable whether v(I) Is an 
alias of some arbitrary u(k). In addition, the 'value of I may not be 
statically available. maldng it Impossible to precisely determine which 
constraints have v(i) as a trigger. We therefore.- - Introduce some potential 
redundancy in the verification process by 'defining CI-IK(pp) as 
A = { C € COHSTR( , pp ) 	some u(k) is a trigger 
of C where u w v 3 
AA : {) 
for each C e A do 
for each u(k) a trigger of C do 
begin 
if v = u and i = k then 
AA 	AA u { C 
else if v = u and i z k then 
AA 	AA U ( i 	k ore].se C 3 
else if v u and i = k then 
AA := AA U { v 	u orelse C 
else if v g u and i v k do 
AA := AA tj { (v=u and i=k) orelse C 3 
end 
CHK(pp) = AA 	 (9.3) 
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Since a u 	that does not satisfy at least one of the properties in the 
conditional statement above cannot be an alias of v(i). we have that 
TMS(pp) E. Cl-1#((pp) which proves the adequacy of CHI((pp) as defined In 
equation (9.3). For example, given the program fragment: 
let I := readiQ; let k 	readi() 
let v 
	vector 1 	10 of 9 
let = vector 1 20 of 10 
assert v(2) > 0 	 -- Cl 
assert W(i) > 0 -- C2 
V 	..;w:... 	 --Li 
k 	1 	 --L2 
v(k) =10 	 <--pp 
we have that 
CHK(pp) = ( ( v=w and i=k) orelse C2 ) 	 (9.4) 
because 
TYPE(w) =TYPE(v). 
w v v. This is because of the assignments to v & w in line 
(Li). 
I 	k. 
Cl le CHK(pp) because it is known that VALUE(k) -= 1 -= 2. If line (Li) is 
removed then CHK(pp) = 0. On the other hand. if line (1-2) is removed 
then 
CFtK(pp) = ( (k=2) orelse Cl, 
(v=w and i=k) ore].se C2 
Note that the amount of. redundant checking is limited to checking for 
aBasing. The actual constraints are checked only when necessary. For 
example in equation (9.4), the constraint C2 is checked only if v(i) and 
w(k) are aliases. 
SUBCASE T2(c): 
Finally, an assignment statement may be of the form 
p(f) := E 
	
(9.5) 
where p is an expression of type pntr. TYPE(f) = name-and none of the 
variables In p(f) is modified in E. We can assume the last point without 
loss of generality — see comments within SUBCASE T2(b). The theoretical 
minimal set of constraints that needs to be verified after elaborating 




A = 	 u 	 CONSTR(g(g), pp) 
q(g) is an alias of p(f) 
CL = CLASS of p 
B = CONSTR(CL<f)>, pp) 
BB = () 
for each C E B do 
begin 
let C be of the form 
for all q In CL: T(q) 
BB := BB U { T(p) ) 
for each 1-expression of the form 
q(x 1 ,x2 ,...,x 1 ,f .... ) in T(q) do 
BB : BB u 
( for all t in CL: 
-= p orelse T(t) ) 
end 
(9.6) 
TMS(pp) = A u BB 	 (9.7) 
The following example explains the logic of the computation in the for 
each loop labelled (9. 6) above Assume p Is an instance of class PERSON 
which is defined as 
class PERSON 
let person.name 
let yob := 1900 
let dad := nil 
let mum : nil 
aa: assert for all q in PERSON 
q(dad) = nil orelse 
q(mum) = nil orelse 
qmum,dad) = nil orelse 
2 g(dad,yob)-q(yob)-q(mum,dad,yob) > 0 
Let T be the predicate in aa. That is 
T(g) = 	q(dad) = nil orelse 
q(mum) = nil orelse 
q(mum,dad) = nil orelse 
Ztg(dad,yob)-g(yob)-q(mum,dad,yob) > 0 
The set B is given by ( aa ). The foHowing table indicates which checks 
are necessary after various modifications. 
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After updating 	 Check 
p(yob) 	 1. T(p) 
2. T(t) for all t It is a PERSON and t(dad) = p 
3. T(t) for all t It is a PERSON and t(mum.dad) = p 
p(dad) 	 1. T(p) 
2. T(t) for all t It is a PERSON and t(mum) = p 
p(mum) 	 1. T(p)". 
p (person. name) 	1. no checks necessary 
Figure 9-5 demonstrate why check # 3 in the first category is necessary. 
Figure 9-5: Verifying class constraints 
V 
1980  
I 	 I 
Idad 	 mum! 
v 	 v 
1 1960  
I 	 I 	 I 
jdad 
V 
11955 1<- P p(yob) changed 
from 1930 to 1955 
Again, for reasons of insufficient information at compile time. TMS(pp) 
as defined by (9. 7) may not be corrputable hence we define CHK(pp) for 
equation (9.5) by equation (9.8) 
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A = ( C € CONSTR( *, pp ) 
some q(g) is a trigger of C ) 
AA = () 
for each C 6 A with trigger g(g) do 
begin 
if p = g and f = g then 
AA 	AA U { C 
else if p = q and f g then 
AA 	AA U { f = g orelse C ) 
else if p v q and f = g then 
AA 	AA u { p -= q orelse C 
else if pg and f g do 
AA := AA u { ( p=q and f=g ) orelse C ) 
end 
BB = if STATIC(f) do 
compute BB as in (9.6) 
else () 
CHK(pp) = if STATIC(f) then AA ii BB 	 (9.8) 
else AA + $$ 
where the symbol $$ stands for the following action: the compiler Inserts a 
call to the system routine 
CHECK. CLASS .CONSTRAINTS .tJPDATE(p, f) 
which will a) compute the set BB as described in (9.6) and b) verity all 
the constraints in GB. Since the routine is Invoked at runtime. the values of 
p and IF will be available and the computation of GB can be precise. 
9. 4. 2. 4 CASE T3: After creating a new instance 




where CL is either a static or dynamic name representing a class. Let us 
represent by t the instance created by expression (9. 9) Since no existing 
object has be@n modified, it is sufficient to check for the satisfaction of the 
t-instantiation of all the class constraints of CL which are active at pp. 
So, the theoretical minimal set. TMS(pp). is given by (9. 10) 
33 See page 79, section 6.3, for the definition of instantiation of class constraints. 
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A = 	 U 	CONSTR(CL(f>,pp) 
AA =() 
for each C € A do 
begin 
let C be of the form 'for all q in CL: T(q)' 
end AA := AA u { T(t) ) 
TMS(pp) = AA 	 (9.10) 
The manner of computing CHK(pp) will depend on whether CL is a static 
or dynamic name. 
CL Is a static name: 
If CL Is a static name then the the set A as defined above Is statically 
available and 
CHK(pp) = TMS(pp) 
	
(9.11) 
For example. in the context of the class definition 
class PERSON 
let age :0 
let dad := nil 
assert for all q in PERSON q(age) ) 0 
assert for all p in PERSON 
q(dad) = nil orelse q(age) <q(dad, age) 
the creation of a PERSON object as in 
let p := PERSON(33, t); I t a PERSON object 
necessitates the verification of the p-instantiation of all the class constraints 
of PERSON. These are given by 
p(age) > 0 
p(dad) = nil orelse p(age) < p(dadage) 
CL is a dynamic name: 
If CL in (9. 9) in a dynamic name then we have two options. One option 
is to proceed as follows. 
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A = ( CL I class constraints 
on CL are active at pp } 
AA 	UI 
for each CL in A do 
begin 
let X 
for each class constraint C of CL do 
begin 
let C be of the form for all q in CL : T(q) 
	
X 	if X = " then "T(t)" 
else X ++ " and T(t)" 
end 
AA := AA u ( t iant CL orelse X ) 
end 
CHK(pp) = AA 
	
(9.12) 
The set 4 is always statically computable. 	It is given by those class 
definitions which are either defined within the text of the program or 
imported into the program by means of the use class command. A typical 
member of AA is 
t. isnt PERSON ore].se ( T (t) and T (t) and 
1 	 2 	• . . and T(t) ) 
where the T,(t)s are the t-instantiations of the class constraints on 
PERSON. 
An alternative method would be for the compiler to insert a call to the 
system routine CHECK. CLASS. CONSTRAINTS. CREATE. 
CHECK. CLASS . CONSTRAINTS . CREATE ( t ) 
will a) identify the class of t (call it CT) and b) proceed to verify the 
f-instantiation of all the class, constraints of class CT which are active at 
pp. This option .is to be preferred because it uses more precise 
Information (run time information) to remove redundant checks that may be 
incurred by (9.12) unless of course the value of the dynamic class name 
can be deduced from the data flow analysis in which case the static 
treatment is applicable. 
9. 4. 2. 5 CASE T4: On return from a procedure call 
The typical procedure invocation is of the form 
FN( x,x, .... x ) 	 (9.13) 
where FN -is a procedure expression and the x 1s are parameters. Since a) 
the side effects of executing FN may change the state of data and b) the 
constraints active at (9. 13) may not be active during the activation -of FN. 
the verification system has to ensure that on return from the procedure 
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call. the new state satisfies the constraints active at (9. 13) (i. e. at pp). 
Consequently TMS(pp) Is defined as follows. 
A = (C C is active at pp and some x c MOD(FN) is 
a trigger or an alias of a trigger of C ) 
TMS(pp) = A - EXTC(FN) 	 (9.14) 
The set subtraction in (9. 14) is explained as follows. If C € A is active 
throughout the activation of FN then the satisfaction of C is preserved by the 
procedure call. The set of constraints external to, but active throughout 
the body of FN is given by EXTC(FN) (see section 9.3.2) hence we 
subtract the set EXTC(FN) from the set A to get TMS(pp). For example, in 
the context of the program fragment 
let a 	9; let b := 88; let c := readi() 
assert a>0 	 --Cl 
assert c>99 --C2 
let f = proc() 
a := readi() 
let g = proc() 
a 	readiQ; b := readi; f() ) 
	
assert b > 10 	 -- C3 
go; 	pp 
A = (Cl, C3). EXTC(f) = (Cl, C2) and TMS(pp) 	A - EXTCU) = (C3). If 
this factorisation process was omitted then two unnecessary runtime checks 
would have been undertaken - one is to check C1 on return from f in g. 
and the other is to check Cl on return from g at pp. Going back to 
equation (9.14). the set EXTC(FN) is always statically computable but the 
set A is not for of two reasons. 
Firstly there is the aliasing problem: given that the compiler knows that a 
location represented by v(i) (or p(f)) is modified by the called procedure. 
it will In general not be able to determine all aliases of v(i) (or pU)) which 
are triggers to constraints which are active at the point of call. All such 
constraints need to be verified. We may of course simply verify all 
constraints active at pp (I. e. A : CONSTR(*,pp)) but this may prove too 
wasteful especially if the called procedure does not modify much data. 
Secondly, the compiler may not be able to keep track of all the locations 
modified by the called procedure. For example if a procedure modifies v(i) 
and then modifies v, it will be incorrect to conclude that that v(i) was 
modified since v(i) no longer references the location that was modified. In 
such cases, it will have to go for a weak statement such as the ith index 
of some vector object of type TYPE(v) was modified by the called 
procedure'. Of course if the procedure also modified i. then a weaker 
statement has to be made: e. g. some component(s) of a vector object 




The lengthy computation below which culminates in (9.16) on page 
184 groups available Information according to its precision and attempts to 
minimise the amount of redundant constraint verification that needs to be 
performed on return from a procedure call. The following notations are 
used 
If e is an expression, then VAR(e) is the set of variables in e. 
For example VAR(a+b+1) = (a. b). 
If p Is an instance of a class, then MODIFY(p.FN) returns true 
if p was created or modified by an invocation of FN. 
I 	the first four equations obtain all possible triggers 
I and group them according to their variety 
W = 	(x € MOD(FN) 	I x is a program variable) 
X = 	{v(i) 	€MOD(FN) v is an expression of vector type, 
i is an expression of type mt ) 
Y = 	{p(f) 	€ MOD(FN) I p is an expression of type pntr, 
f is an expression of type name ) 
Z = 	(CL<f> £ MOD(FN) CL represents a class and 
f is a field name ) 
1 Next we classify the triggers in set X according to their 
I precision - Xl contains the least precise triggers while 
! X4 contains the most precise triggers from set X. 
v and i are modified by FN. 
Xl 	( v(i) £ X I VAR(v) n W s , 
VAR(i) n W * o) 
v is modified by FN but I is not modified by FN. 
X2 = ( v(i) € X I VAR(v) n W 0 0, 
VAR(i) n W = 
no w(j) £ Xl I TYPE(w) = TYPE(v) 
1 v is not modified by FN but i is. 
X3 = C v(i) £ X I VAR(v) n W = 
VAR(i) n W o •, 
no w(j) € Xl 1 TYPE(w) = TYPE(v) ) 
I neither v nor i is modified by FN. 
X4 = ( v(i) € X 1 VAR(v) n W = 
STAR(i) n W = 
no w(j) £ Xl U X2 u X3 I 
TYPE(w) = TYPE(v) 
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! Next we classify the triggers in set Y according to their 
! precision. This exercise is similar to the one above. 
11 = ( p(f) € Y I VAR(p) n W o 
VAR(f) n W t 0 ) 
12 if 11 = {) then 
f 	p(f) € I 	I VAR(p) 	fl W o 
VAR(f) n W = 	} 
else {) 
13 = if 11 = () then 
C 	p(f) € Y I VAR(p) n W = 
VAR(i) n W o 0 	} 
else {) 
14 = if 11= 12 = 13 = () then 
( 	p(f) € Y 	VAR(p) n W = 
VAR(f) n W = 0 
else {) 
I AW represents the set of constraints, active at pp, 	with 
1 	triggers from the set W. 
AW = u CONSTR(v,pp) 
yEW 
-I 	AX! (1=1,2,3,4) is the set of constraints, 	active at pp. 
I 	with triggers from 	the set Xi 	(1=12,3,4). 
AX1 = u u CONSTR(w(j),pp) 
U(i) 	€ Xl 	TYPE(w) = TYPE(u) 
vi 
AX2 = U u CONSTR(w(j),pp) 
u(i) 	€ X2 	TYPE(w) = TYPE(u) 
ji 
AX3 = U u CONSTR(w(j),pp) 
u(i) 	€ X3 	 W E u 
vi 
AX4 = u U CONSTR(w(j),pp) 
u(i) 	E X4 	 w u 
ii 
I AX is the set of constraints, 	active at pp, 	with triggers from X. 




! A)'! Is similar to AXI, and A)' Is similar to AX. 
AY1 = 	u 	 u 	 c0NSTR(q(g),pp) 
P(f) € Yl 	TYPE(q) = pntr 
vg 
CONSTR(q(g) ,pp) AY2= 	U 
p(f) € Y2 
AY3= 	U 
p(f) € Y3 
AY4= 	U 
p(f) € Y4 
U 
TYPE(g) = pntr 
gf 
U 
CLASS(q) a CLASS(p) 
CONSTR(q(g) ,pp) 
U 	 CONSTR(q(g),pp) 
CLASS(q) g CLASS(p) 
gf 
AY = AY1 U Al2 u AY3 u AY4 
I Next we compute AZ which is the set of all class 
I 	constraints active at pp. Then we accumulate into set 88 
1 assertions to check for the satisfaction of the t-instantiations 
of all the constraints in AZ for all those instances that were either 
I created or modified by FN. 
AZ = 	 U U CONSTR(LL<G>,pp) 
CL<F) €Z LL 	CL 
BB= 	() 
for each C € AZ do 	 (9.15) 
begin 
let C be of the form 
for all q in CL: T(q) 
for all t in CL and MODLFY(t,FN) do 
BB := BB u { T(t) 
for each q(x1,x2,...,cif .... ) in T(q) do 
BB := BB u 
{ for all t in CL: 
MODIFY(t(xl,. .,xi),FN) orelse T(t) 
and 
I Finally compute CHI( (pp). This is done by first forming the union 
! of all the sub results above and then eliminating those constraints 
I whose satisfaction were preserved by the call to EN. 
CHK(pp) = (AW u AX u Al u BB) - EXTC(FN) 	(9.16) 
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9.4.2.6 CASE T5: On exit from a transaction 
A transaction is of the form 
tbegiri suspend X 
T 
tend 
where T Is the transaction body and X Is a set of constraints. 	On 
encountering the tbegln, all the constraints mentloned In X are suspended 
and reinstated after tend. On exit from a transaction, it Is therefore 
necessary to check all C € X whose satisfaction may be affected by changes 
made In T. In this respect, the administration of constraints on exit from a 
transaction Is similar to what happens on return from a procedure call 
(except that EXTC(T) = 0) and CHK(pp) is given by 
CHX(pp) = AW U AX u Al u AZ 	 (9.17) 
where AW. AX, AY and AZ are as given in equation (9. 16) with the obvious 
substitution Of T for FN in the preceding formulae. 
9. 4. 2. 7 CASE T6: Before selecting a component of a data structure 
The vector component selection and Instance dereferencing operations 
V(i) 
p( f) 
are performed subject to the satisfaction of the Implicit constraints 
lwb V <= i <= upb v 
p is PARENT(f) 
Traditionally, these constraints are associated with the instruction codes for 
vector indexing and instance dereferencing and are consequently given run 
time interpretation. For example. the instruction code for vector indexing 
may be 
INDEX 	v, I 
and the Implementation of INDEX (typically an assembler or machine 
language subroutine) will obtain the bounds of v and check that i lies 
between these bounds before performing the actual INDEX operation. A 
similar situation holds for instance dereferencing. As a consequence of 
this run time interpretation, there is always a run time check before the 
component of a compound data object is selected. 
Since we have constraint specification at the language level, the compiler 
can inject the necessary implicit constraints at the appropriate places at 
compile time and let the constraints system decide the optimal time for their 






(assert lwb v <= i and i <= upb v; v( i )) 
and 
P( f  ) 
as 
(assert p is PARENT(f); p( f ) ) 
and the Instruction code for vector indexing and Instance dereterencing will 
just perform the simple task of data selection. This decoupling of 
constraint verification and Indexing operation has the obvious advantage that 
those Implicit constraints which can be checked statically need not be 
checked at runtime. 
9.4.3 Algorithm for Eager Constraint Verification 
In this subsection, an algorithm for static verification of constraints Is 
presented. First we explain some notation used in the algorithm, then we 
explain how the algorithm fits into the global picture of constraint 
verification, finally we present the algorithm. 
Notations: 
The algorithm is called VALIDATE and It is presented in a pidgin PS-algol 
notation in figure 9-6. We assume that constraint and'tribool are types and 
that YES. NO and DONT_KNOW are predefined values of type trlbool. 
Algorithm VALIDATE accepts a constraint as input and outputs a data 
structure which is an instance of RESULT. Briefly. VALIDATE(C) returns 
either 
RESULT( YES. NILCONSTRAINT ); in which case static 
validation - of C was conclusive and positive. 
RESULT( NO. NIL_CONSTRAINT ): in which case static 
validation of C Was conclusive and negative, or 
RESULT( DONT_KNOW. S ): in which case static validation of 
C was inconclusive because of insufficient information. Partial 
validation has however taken place and S. a sub constraint of 
C represents that portion of C that could not be statically 
verified. 
As an example of the last case, if we have VALUE(X) = 6 and VALUE(Y) = 
UNKNOWN then VALIDATE( X (= 0 or X = V ) returns RESULT( 
DONT_KNQW. X = V ). Such a - return will trigger the the code generator to 
generate a runtime check for 'assert X = Y'. For example 
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if (X = Y) do abort 
In the algorithm, two boolean functions PRECEDE and DISJOINT are used. 
Given that X = [a. b] and Y = [ C, dl are ranges. these two functions are 
defined as follows: 
PRECEDE( X. Y) = true 1ff b <C 
DISJOINT( X. Y) = PRECEDE( X. Y) or PRECEDE( Y, X) 
Global Picture: 
The following piece of code depicts the driver of the constraint verification 
system and explains how the algorithm VALIDATE is utlilsed. 
structure RESULT( tribool passed, constraint check ) 
for each point pp in PROGRAM do 
if constraint verification is imminent at pp do 
begin 	
35 let X = set of constraints that need to be verified 
for each C in X do 
begin 
let p = VALIDATE( C ). 
if p( passed ) = NO then 
report error 
else if p( passed ) = DONT.....KNOW do 




Figure 9-6 gives the algorithm for eager constraint checking. 
34 Seesection 9.4. 1 for an analysis of when constraint verification is Imminent in a 
program. 
35 Seesection 9.4.2 for how to determine which constraints require verification at a given 
point in a program. 




Figure 9-6: An Algorithm for Static Constraint Verification 
structure RESULT( tribool passed, constraint check ) 
let VALID = RESULT( YES, NIL..CONSTRAINT) 
let NOT-VALID = RESULT( NO, NIL-CONSTRAINT) 
let VALIDATE = proc( constraint C -> RESULT ) 
begin 
case true of 
C is of the form 'Cl or C2 1 : 
begin 
let A = VALIDATE( Cl 
if A = VALID then VALID else 
begin 
let B = VALIDATE( C2 
if B = VALID then VALID else 
if A = B then NOT-VALID else 
if A = NOT-VALID then B else 
if B = NOT-VALID then A else 
RESULT( fONT_KNOW, 
A( check) or B( check ) ) 
end 
end 
C is of the form 'Cl and C2 1 : 
begin 
let A = VALIDATE( Cl ) 
if A = NOT-VALID then NOT-VALID else 
begin 
let B = VALIDATE( C2 
if B = NOT-VALID then NOT-VALID else 
if A = B then VALID else 
if A=  VALID then B else. 
if B = VALID then A also 
RESULT( DONT_KNOW, 
A( check ) and B( check ) ) 
end 
end 
C is of the form 'Cl': 
begin 
let A = VALIDATE( Cl 
if A = VALID then NOT-VALID else 
if A = NOT-VALID then VALID else 
RESULT( fONT_KNOW, A( check ) ) 
end 
C 
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default: 	default for inner case statement. 
{ 
	
I this is an impossible situation 
error( "System Error at VALIDATE" 
NOT—VALID 
) 
default: 	; ! default for outer case statement. 
begin 
I this is an impossible situation 
error( "System Error at VALIDATE" ) 
NOT—VALID 
end 




The purpose of this chapter has been to describe a global strategy for 
program elaboration with particular emphasis on eager program checking. 
This global strategy is depicted In figure 9-1. page 145 andcan be 
summarised as follows. Given a program we perform the following pre-
execution analysis. 
Compute data flow summary Information of the major 
components of the program. 
Statically determine the dynamic properties of the program 
(values of variables and expressions) for every point of the 
program. 
Discover at what points of the program. constraint verification 
is necessary. 
For each such point, discover which constraints need to be 
checked. 
Attempt static verification of those constraints earmarked for 
checking. If such an attempt tails. instruct the code generator 
to interject code to perform the check at run time. 
Generate code. 
This method yields three main advantages: 
As a result of the static elaboration of expressions which take 
place during step 2 above, the generated code is a partially 
elaborated program. hence, efficiency of program execution Is 
enhanced. 
The principle of eager error detection is supported. That is. 
the system strives to keep the interval between error 
commission and detection minimal. This is a good thing 
because it preempts unnecessary executions of erroneous 
programs. 
Also, as a result of eager program checking. we have that 
efficiency of program execution is improved since a) some of 
the checks have been factored out and performed statically 
and b) run time checks can be done in a non redundant 
manner. 
If constraint specification as described in chapter 6 and dynamic data 
typing and hence universal application programs (UAPS) of chapter 8 are 
supported then this sophistication in pre-execution analysis is indispensable 
since without it. the resulting gross inefficiency of program execution and 
the abundance of delayed error detection and reporting will rob these 
concepts of their appeal and usefulness. 
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Finally, we note that as a result of these pro-execution analyses of 
programs, the compilation process has become more complex. This, in 
itself, is not a bad thing as it results in -more efficient compiled code. 
However, we stress that optimality of compilation is not required it is 
Important that the costs attributable to these pre-execution analyses of 
programs (data flow analysis. static elaboration of expressions and static 
verification of constraints) are carefully assessed to ensure that the overall 
cost of pre-execution analysis does not outweigh the gains In program 
execution efficiency. In particular, the compiler must know when to give up 
and resort to run time elaboration (evaluation or verification) even if such 
elaborations are redundant. The only inviolable rules are 1) the 
compilation process must terminate for any program and 2) all violations 






10. 1 Introduction 
We describe the data structures and algorithms used to implement a 
prototype system for constraint specification and incremental constraint 
verification. The prototype is built as a front-end to the PS-algol compiler. 
It accepts as input. PS-algol source programs interspersed with constraints 
and outputs PS-algol programs which can then be processed in the usual 
manner. The constraints in the input program are either statically verified 
or replaced by code which performs the verification at run time. This 
approach (of making the constraint system a preprocessor to the PS-algol 
compiler) permitted rapid prototyping. For the purposes of efficient 
compilation in a production system. It is logically straightforward to 
integrate the constraint system into the PS-algol compiler. All that needs 
to be done is to modify the code generator so that it generates intermediate 
or object code instead of PS-algol source code. In section 10.2 we 
present the architecture of the prototype and in the rest of the chapter we 
describe various components of the system. 
10.2 Architecture of the Prototype 
Figure 10-1 shows the architecture of the prototype system. 	Dotted 
arrows represent flow of information while solid arrows indicate flow of 
control. 
The lexical analyser recognises regular PS-algol tokens plus the new 
tokens used for constraint specification. These are the reserved words 
assert. constraint. In. and the symbols ( and 3. 
Likewise, the syntax analyser is a regular PS-algol syntax analyser which 
is upgraded to accept constraint specifications and abstract constraint 
definitions as valid statements of type void. 
The parse tree generator converts a source program into a parse tree in 





Figure 10-1: Prototype Architecture 
PS-algol Program 
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The data flow component computes the data flow summary information 
USE(B) . MOD (S) for procedure bodies and blocks that participate in 
compound statements. The algorithm used wa presented in figure 
9-2 and described In section 9.3. Nodes in the parse tree that represent 
basic blocks contain pointers to data structures which encode the data flow 
summary information of the blocks. 
The expression elaborator is - Implemented as a procedure which accepts a 
data structure encoding an expression and yields either a fully eleborated 
(literal) value or a partially elaborated expression together with an 
Indication of the actual value of the expression. For example. if a and b 
are Integers and a := 1 and b := 2 then Elaborate( a + b ) yields 3. On 
the other hand. if a : = 1 but all that is known of b is that b > 0 then 
Elaborate( a + b ) would yield 1 + b > 0. Procedure Elaborate is 
recursive, hence Elaborate( a 1- b + c ) Is evaluated recursively as 
Elaborate( Elaborate( a + b ) + c ) 
The constraint verifier performs three tasks: 
It identifies when constraint verification is necessary. 
It identifies which constraints should be verified; and 
It attempts to verity these constraints. 	If the attempt is 
unsuccessful (usually because of insufficient information). It 
generates code which performs the verification at run time. 
Algorithms used to perform these tasks are presented in sections 9. 4. 1. 
9. 4. 2 and 9. 4. 3 respectively. In addition. traditional type checking is 
performed by the constraint verifier. 
Finally, the code generator translates the parse tree into a regular PS-
algol source program. it calls the expression elaborator and the constraint 
verifier to perform static expression elaboration and static constraint 
verification. in a production system. efficiency of program execution can 
be enhanced by replacing the code generator with one that generates 
-intermediate or object code. Basically. the code generator treats a parse 
tree P as a list of nodes (see below) and performs the following 
while P -= nil do 
begin 
generate code for P( hd ) 
end P 
:= P( U. ) 
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10.3 Main Data Structures 
Data structures are needed to represent 
• Lists "of things" 
• Sets of things" 
• call graphs 
• Symbol table entries 
• Parse tree entries 
• abstract constraints 
Usts: 
The structure 
structure cons ( pntr hd, ti ) 
is used to represent list of pntrs. If t is a cons then t(hd) yields the first 
object in the list while t(tl) yields the rest of the list. 
Sets: 
Sets such as MOD(B). USE(B) and CALL(B) are represented by 
structure x.set( intx.count; tpntr x.elems ) 
Let S be an instance of x. set. S(x. elms) is a vector of pointers to objects 
(usually symbol table entries) in the set and S(x. count) gives the next 
available slot in S(x. elms). The procedures 
• New. Set(->pntr) creates and returns an Instance of x. set. 
• Update. Set( pntr S. p ) puts the symbol table entry p into 
S(x. elms) if it is not there already and increments S(x. count) by 
one. 
• Extend. List( pntr S ) extends the list S(x. elms) by a) creating a 
longer vector of pntrs. b) copying the values in S(x. elms) into 
the new vector and C) replacing S(x. elms). This procedure Is 
called by Update. Set. 
• Merge. Sets( pntr Si. S2 ) copies those values in Si which are 





The construction of the call graph of a program and the analysis of the 
camng relationships that exist-among the procedures and functions are two 
of the steps of the algorithm for computing the data flow summary 
information of a program (see section 9.3.4). To facilitate these 
processes, each procedure variable in the symbol table has an instance of 
proc. prop associated with it. 
structure Proc . proo 
( pntr upd.tink, 	! pntr to modifies sot 
use.link, ! pntr to uses set 
call, link, ! pntr to calls set 
equiv.class; ! used when refining mt marker 	! summary iliformation 
I of proc variables 
) 
In addition, the entire program is considered to be a procedure internally 
named MAIN$PROGRAM and the symbol table entry of MAIN$PROGRAM has 
an instance of proc. prop associated with it. 
The call, link fields of these instances of proc. prop define the call graph of 
the program while the use. link and upd. link components contain pointers to 
the data structures encoding the uses and modifies data flow summary 
infOrmation of procedure variables. The last two fields equiv. class and 
marker are used when analysising the call graph prior to refining the data 
flow summary information of procedure variables. See section 9. 3. 4. 
Symbol Table Entry: 
Identifiers that occur in a program are represented in the symbol table by 
the following data structure. 
structure link 
( string name; 	I the identifier mt level; I nesting level 
.pntr type, I type of id 
value, 	I contains value or 
1 approx. value of identifier 
surnm., 	I nil or pntr to proc. prop 
constraints, ! to list of assertions 
! with identifier as trigger 
left, right I to other symbol 
I table entries 
) 
The field named type holds an encoding of the type of the identifier. This 
is used for type checking. The field named value is continually updated to 
reflect the value of the variable as determined by static program evaluation. 
Possible values include 
• A precise value. E. g. an  integer value encoded in an mt. cont 
or a string value encoded in a str. cant. 
/ 
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• An approximate value. E. 9.  an Integer range of values encoded 
in a range. cont. 
• Value Unknown. There is a special data structure representing 
-the fact that the current value of an Identifier Is unknown. 
The field named constraints contains a pointer to a list of constraints that 
have the identifier as a trigger. During code generation phase, when a 
construct of the form 
id 
Is encountered, the symbol table entry of Id (call it p) Is visited and all the 
constraints in the list p(constraints) are verified. 
Parse Tree Node: 
A node In the parse - tree Is represented by the data structure 
structure node 
( string n • name; 	I name of node type 
mt n line; 	 ! line number in source text 
pntr n.summinf o; I to summery info. 
! when appropriate 
tpntr n.paralns 	! vector of parameters 
For example the for statement 	 -. - 
for i=ltoa+bby2doB 
Is represented as 
"for" 	4 	I 	 - 	I 	(node) 
to MOD (B) I 
V 
I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 
I I I I I 
I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 
I I I I I 
V V V V V 
— to to - to 
"1" 	1 I a+b 	2 1 B I I 
(*pfll.) 




0~ " 	1 	4 	 I 	 (node) 







I 	 I 
I I 
V V 
tosymbol 	to symbol 
table entry table entry 
Of a of b 
When the code generator encounters the for node above, the following 
steps are taken: 
The first tour elements of the associated vector are elaborated 
and code for the for statement header is generated. In 
particular. If the symbol table entries of a and b record the 
values of these variables as 10 and.30 respectively, then the 
third element of the vector Me. the expression a + b, also 
displayed above) is elaborated to 40 and the code generated 
for the for statement header would be 
for i=lto4Oby2do 
Every element in MOD(B) is visited (these are symbol table 
entries) and their value fields are set equal to the special 
value of VALUE_UNKNOWN. 
Process the fifth element of the vector (I. e. 8). 
For example, given the program 
let a := 10; let b 	30 
for i = 1 to a+b by 2 do 
{ write a, b 
a := a + b 
) 
Step 1 above results In the code 
for i = 1 to 40 by 2 do 
MOD(B) = (a) hence step 2 results in marking the value field of the symbol 
table entry of a as VALUE_UNKNOWN. 
Step 3 processes the body of the-loop and generates the code 
( write a, 10 
a := a + 10 
I 






Constraint specifications are represented on the parse tree by a node 
For example the specification 
assert C 
is represented as 
"assert" 	1 4 	1 I 	I 	(node) 





I 	 I 	 I 
I I 	(pntr) 
	
I 	 I 
I I 
V V 
to C 	to triggers 
of C 
When this node is encountered by the code generator. the following actions 
are taken 
The constraint is verified. If the verification is inconclusive. 
code is generated to perform the verification at run time. 
The constraint as represented by the data structure labelled as 
to C In the diagram above Is entered Into the assertion stack. 
The symbol table entry of every trigger of the constraint (these 
are given by the second element of the vector) is visited and 
its constraints value Is updated by C. 
The verification In step 1 Is necessary because constraints must be satisfied 
at their point of conception. See section 9.4.1. 
The assertion stack mentioned in step 2 is utilised as follows. When a 
new block is entered. the current assertion stack pointer is noted and new 
assertions are pushed onto the stack as explained. When the block is 
exited, the stack is popped backed to the previous level and each of the 
popped constraints is replaced by the assertion true. The alternative to this 
replacement technique will be to 1) visit all identifiers which are triggers of 
a popped assertion and 2) remove the popped assertion from the list of 






An abstract constraint is represented in the system by the following data 
structure. 
structure abs . constraint 
string c.name; 
pntr method, 
arguments! to list of param objects 
where arguments is given by 
structure par am 
pntr param.type, actual.param 
For example the abstract constraint 
constraint x.less.y [ mt x,y ] 
x<y 
is represented as 
"x.less.y" I 	 (ai,s. constraint) 
I 	 I 
V V 
to node  
	
representing x < y 	 I->i 	Inill [x] 
(references to x & y -  
in this data structure 
refer to the objects on 	 V 




and the body of the constraint N. e. x < y) is represented as 
I 	< 	1 	10 	1 	I 	 1 	(node) 





I 	 I 	 I 
I I I 
I 	 I 
I I 
V V 
to [x] 	to [y] 
above above 
Prior to the verification of a constraint specification which contains an 
invocation of x. less. y e. g. 
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assert x.less.y( a,-b.] 
the format parameters of the abstract constraint (Ex] and [y] in the diagram 
above) are linked to the actual parameters (I. e. the symbol table entries of 







I I  
to symbol table 
entry of a 
A 




I 	I 	I 
I $ I 	I 	[Y] 
to symbol table 
entry of b 
The elaboration of x < y will follow the Indirections and result In the 
elaboration of a < b. 
Resolving Conflict of names; 
Since the code generator of our prototype system generates PS-algol 
source code. conflict in names may arise when verification code is 
automatically interjected. An example explains this. 
let a := read i 0; let b = 1 
assert a>b 
begin 
let a := 4; 1 a redefined 
b : 5 
end 
Without the resolution of the conflict in names, this program fragment will 
be transformed into 
let a := read i 0; let b := 1 
if (a > b) do abort; I run time check 
begin 
let a 	4; 1 a redefined 
b 	5 
if (a ) 5) do abort; I run time check 
end 
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which is clearly a wrong transformation. Note that if the code generator 
generates intermediate or object code rather than PS=aigol source code 
then this particular conflict of names will not arise since the correct stack 
index would have been generated. 
The inner a will have to be consistently renamed to some other name. 
Since each identifier has a symbol table entry which is an instance of class 
link (see page 197). all the compiler has to do is visit the symbol table 
entry of one of the identifiers in conflict (preferable the one in the inner 
block) and change the name field of the entry to some unused name. 
Name conversion tables will have to be kept so that error reporting (at 
compile or run time) can be done with respect to names in the original 
source program. 
10.4 A Worked Example 
This example Is simple and contrived but It serves to Illustrate the main 
points of the prototype system: these are 
. Incremental program checking. 
. Incremental expression elaboration. 
. Eager error detection and reporting. 
First we state the original user program then we give the output from the 
preprocessor. As explained earlier, the output is a PS-algol program in 
which constraints have either been statically verified or replaced by 
automatically generated code for run time checking. The following program 
sums up values taken from user input after normalisation. The variables 
count and sum record -the number of values involved and the total sum of 
the values and the constant factor is the normalisation factor. 
let count 	0; let sum := 0; let factor = 2 
assert count >= 0 	 ;1 ci 
assert sum - >= 0 and sum <= 100 	 ;! C2 
letprocess = proc() 
begin 
while readi() 	-1 do 
begin 
count := count + 1 
end 
sum := sum + readi() div factor 
write count, sum, factor, "'fl' 7 
end 





The constraints on the data are as follows: 
Constancy constraints: 
1. factor Is a constant 
Type constraints: 
count Is an Integer. 
sum is an Integer. 
Assertions: 
Value of count is always greater than -1. 
Value of sum is always greater than -1. 
Value of sum is never greater than 100. 
At the end of the summation, sum >= count. 
The output from the preprocessor is given below. The comment lines are 
added to make the program self explanatory. 
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let count := 0; let sum := 0; let factor = 2 
Cl statically verified at this point 
I C2 statically verified at this point 
letprocess = proc() 
begin 
while readi() 	-1 do 
begin 
count := count + 1 
Cl statically verified at this point 
factor is evaluated to 2 below 
sum := sum + readi() div 2 
1 Attempt to statically verify C2 failed 
I Insert code to perform run time verification 
if (sum >=0 and sum <= 100) do 
write 
" ERROR: Constraint in line 4 failed at line 11", 
"'rtDIJMP: sum = ", sum 
abort 
en 
factor is evaluated to 2 below) 
write count, sum, 2, "'n" 
end 
I C3 statically verified at this point 
rocess() 
Cl and C2 areguaranteed to be satisfied at this 
1 point so no need for them to be re verified 
However C3 needs to be verified. 
I Attempt at static verification 
I tailed hence insert run time check. 
if (sum >= count) do 
{ write ERROR: Constraiint in line 17 failed at line 19", 
"'nDtJMP: sum 	= ", sum, 
"'n 	count = ", count 
abort 
) 
10.5 Evaluation of the Prototype 
The prototype system ..described in this chapter was built primarilly to test 
the utility and prove the feasibility of constraints specification and 
incremental (eager) program elaboration as described in chapters 6 and 
9 respectively. It is therefore not a complete system. In particular, we 
note that the following features are either not implemented or not properly 
Implemented. 
Transactions are not properly implemented and concurrency 
control was not implemented. 
Set constraints (of classes and vectors) as described in 
section 6. 3 are not implemented. 
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The concept of dynamic names as described in section 5. 12 is 
not incorporated. 
In what follows, we hypothesise on the amount of implementation work that 
will be needed to realise these features. 
Transaction and Concurrency: 
Our Implementation of nested transactions is limited to experimenting with 
suspension of constraints. We did not Implement the e11 or nothing 
aspect of transactions. Ideally, an abort statement should abort the 
current transaction and not the program. There is therefore a need to 
remember the changes made to data during a transaction. There are 
basically two ways of implementing this. Either 
make changes to a shadow page which is copied onto the 
actual data when a transaction Is committed or 
make changes to actual data but remember initial state of data 
so that necessary adjustments can be made In the event of 
failure. 
The choice depends on the expected behaviour of programs. The former is 
better suited for environments where transactions are more likely to fail than 
succeed while the latter suits environments where transactions are more 
likely to succeed than fall. 
Even in a single user system. concurrency of access to data can result if 
a) nested transactions are allowed and b) suspension of (top level) 
transactions Is allowed. An Implementation of a concurrency control 
method involves very extensive work and may even necessitate rewriting the 
run time system. Applicable concurrency control methods Include locking 
[Eswaran at al. 76. Gray at al. 75. Gray at al. 761. time stamping 
[Bernstein & Goodman 80] and the optimistic concurrency control (Kung & 
Robinson 811. 
Set Constraints: 
Class constraints, on their own. are not very difficult to implement. Two 
routines are needed. One to transcribe a class definition in a program into 
meta data in a persistent store and the second to be used by the constraint 
verification system to search for specific class constraints - e. g. the 
verification system might use this toot to perform the following request: get 
me all class constraints of class PERSON that have field age as a trigger. 
However, a proper realisation of class constraints requires a) a proper 
implementation of transactions and b) a programming methodology where 
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programs are complied with respect to specific persistent stores 
37 
 so that 
a) class definitions (class constraints Included) can be directly transcribed 
into the persistent store and b) persistent meta data Information can be 
used by the compiler to facilitate eager program checking. See section 
5. 12 for a description of such a programming methodology. Both these 
modifications require a significant amount of work. In fact we would suggest 
that the compiler and run time system be rewritten rather than modified. 
Dynamic Names: 
The concept of dynamic names can be easily Implemented. The simplest 
way will be to implement names as strings. This has the advantage of 
making the conversion of strings to names and vice versa very simple. 
However, the presence of dynamic names makes It possible to write 
expressions whose types are not statically determinable. For example If p 
refers to some instance of a class and the user Is being allowed to input a 
field name of p. we have: 
let a := p( readri() ) 	-- (Li) 
a : "Hi 	++ a 	 -- (L2) 
write a -- (L3) 
The type of p( readn() ) ( and hence the type of a) cannot be known until 
run time when the class of p and the value of a are known. Consequently 
the type correctness of line (1-2) cannot be statically determined, although 
based on the operations on a in line (L2), the compiler can determine that 
type of a is string. This is safe because execution will proceed beyond 
(1-2) only if a. is of type string. In fact the, necessary run time type 
correctness checks can be automatically interjected by the compiler in a 
manner similar to the automatic injection of code for run time constraint 
verification. For example the program above will be transformed Into 
let a :=p( readn() ) ! note 
if ( TYPE(a) = STRING ) do abort 
a 	"Hi ++ a 
write a 
where abort stands for abort program, as opposed to abort current 
37 This , Is In contrast to the current practice of compiling programs in "Isolation" and 
executing them with respect to persistent stores. 
38 The code for this assignment has to be truly polymorphic and consequently some of 
PS-algol's present Implementation techniques would need revision. 
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transaction. We expect-that the overhead associated with this category of 
run time type checking will be minimal because the compiler should be able 
to discover the type of such an identifier after processing a couple of 
operations in which the identifier features, hence the amount of cascaded 
run time type checking should be limited to a few operations. In addition, 
data flow information will need to be used to coordinate the cascading 
process. 
We stress that with this technique. we have not abandoned the ideals of 
strong typing since illegal operations on data are never permitted. For 
example the programming system will never allow a string to be added to an 
integer - if the compiler cannot catch the error (because of insufficiency of 
information at compile time), then the run time system will, and program 
execution will be abandoned. 
39 1. e. 	run time type checking resulting from the presence of expressions whose type 






In this chapter. we review the contributions of this thesis and identify 
some areas of the work that require further research. 
11. 1 Motivation 
The work reported in this thesis was motivated by the recognition of the 
need to: 
. improve how we describe data within programs. 
• develop a programming methodology that is suitable for 
describing, maintaining and using persistent data. 
• remove the traditional distinction between compile time and run 
time and by so doing, transfer, to the programming system. 
the responsibility of when checks are performed and when 
expressions are elaborated. The rationale for this is that if 
maximal Information about program behaviour Is made available 
to the programming system at every stage of program 
elaboration, it is in a better position to decide on optimal times 
for these evaluations. 
11. 2 Summary of Thesis 
The issues that this thesis addresses were spelt out in chapter 1 and 
elaborated upon in chapter 2. Briefly they are: 
• To find a method of data description that encourages precise 
and succinct specification of properties of data. 
In recognition of the need for meta data evolution (especially 
with respect to managing persistent data). to develop 
programming concepts which can be used to specify meta data 




techniques which can be used to accommodate these 
consequential changes in a cost effective manner. 
• In recognition of the need for programs which do not become 
obsolete as a result of changes in the meta data, to develop a 
• programming methodology allowing the construction of programs 
that can use meta data Information to automatically adapt to 
changes in the meta data. This is to be done without 
abandoning the ideals of strong typing. 
• in recognition of the various advantages of eager program 
checking. to develop a compiler technology that performs 
incremental program checking so that checks are performed at 
• the earliest possible time. That is, to find a good engineering 
compromise between static type checking and dynamic type 
checking. 
Since these Issues are basically data description and data manipulation 
Issues In language systems, we devoted two of the early chapters (chapters 
3 and 4) to appraise a variety of data description mechanisms present in a 
cross section of prograrrming languages and database language systems. 
We found that: 
• A majority of programming languages (especially those that 
claim to be strongly typed) use their type system for data 
description. 
• A type system as a data description facility is succinct but not 
precise since 'there are simple and common properties of data 
that cannot be expressed as type specifications. In an attempt 
to make up for this deficiency, programmers often have to 
resort to injecting 'verification code at strategic locations in their 
prOgrams in an attempt to ensure that these programs do not 
violate the integrity of the data -they manipulate. However, 
these programmer planted checks are not explicit since they are 
often realised as part of the algorithm specification 0. e. as 
programmer interjected pieces of code) as opposed to being 
realised as part of the data structure specifications. This 
approach infringes the fluency of program construction, and the 
clarity of written programs. It also incurs some performance 
cost since programmer planted checks are necessarily 
performed at run time. 
• Abstract data types can be used to achieve very high precision 
in data description but this method depends on the programmer 
consistently supplying the required verification code as part of 
the implementation of the operations of the abstract data type. 
A declarative notation would usually be shorter and clearer, and 
avoids the risk of a loophole in the constraints due to the 
programmer failing to insert a check in a particular 
implementation of an abstract.data type. 
• The various forms of constraint specification in database 
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systems (especially relational and functional database systems) 
support a wider range of data description, but we had difficulty 
distinguishing between what is proposed and what is available. 
Furthermore. because of the manner in which most of these 
systems are designed and implemented. constriant verifications 
are always performed at run time - that is, the principle of 
eager program checking is lost. 
• As a consequence of static data typing, generation of 
manipulation of and access to meta data Information are 
exclusive to the compiler. This make it impossible to construct 
programs that operate on arbitrary classes of data without 
breaking the type rules. 
In chapter 6, we developed a constraint specification system which 
meets. to a large extent, our objectives of precision and succinctness. In 
particular, we note that constraints can be used to a) express properties of 
data of varying persistence. b) express properties of data either Individually 
(e. g. x > 0) or as a collection (e. g. all PERSON objects must represent 
persons born in this century). and C) express constraining relationships 
among data objects (e.g. that value of x is always less than the value of y 
or parents must be at least 15 years older than their offspring). 
In the context of persistent programming. the clustering of class 
constraints within class definitions, provides a natural mechanism for 
associating constraints on persistent data with their meta data. 	This 
arrangement results in three benefits. 	Firstly; constraints on persistent 
data are factored out of programs, so, the programmer is saved the tasks 
of identifying and restating relevant constraints in his new programs. 
Secondly. the locailsation of all meta datä.information (constraints 
included) in class definitions which are themselves data objects which can 
be queried and manipulated provides a basis for performing meta data 
evolution as a programming activity. Thirdly, incremental program 
checking can be better coordinated since the compiler can identify and 
attempt to verify those persistent class constraints that need to be verified. 
The declarative nature of constraints specifiable within our system 
translates into the following advantages: 
Fluency of program construction - since programmers can 
specify properties of data as constraints and leave their 
verification to the system. 
Clarity of written programs - since explicit statements of 
properties of data. easily located as constraints are introduced 
by the reserved word assert. aids program comprehension. 
As constraints are statically scoped, their range of influence 
can also be easily determined. 
Efficiency of program elaboration - since pre—execution 
program analysis (e. 9. compilation) can be used to 
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factor out checks In a program as either static checking 
or less' -frequently executed dynamic checks. 
perform eager error detection so that programmers are 
made aware of constraint errors in programs at the 
earliest possible time: 
perform partial evaluation of expressions wherever 
possible thereby reducing the amount of compuatation 
required at run time. 
All these help to speed up the software development process. 
From the point of view of clarity, the presence of aliasable expressions in 
a constraint specification can make it difficult to judge the effects of the 
constraint specifications in a program. This is however not a problem of 
the constraint specification system. It is a manifestation of data sharing that 
results from aliasing. As a consequence of aiiasing. an  update via one 
name may be visible via some other name. We stress that aliasing does , 
not cause problems for verification because the verification system can 
always determine, in the presence of aliasing. when checks are required. 
We demonstrated this fact in the algorithms for constraint verification given 
in chapter 9. It was necessary to decide on the semantics of constraints 
associated with names in the presence of aliasing. The most natural 
semantics enforces the constraints even if the update is performed via an 
alias not mentioned in the constraint. 
We stated -In chapter 6 that the design of a constraint specification system 
involves finding a good engineering compromise between what is desirable 
and what is feasible. The constraint system we developed is not comple 
in the sense that it cannot be used to describe all properties of data 
however, we believe it represents a good engineering compromise between 
what is desirable and what is achievable given the current state of the art of 
machine architecture and language implementation techniques because it 
allows easy expression and enforcement at reasonable cost of simple. 
commonly used constraints on.data. 
In accordance with the well tested tradition of relational and functional 
database languages, which has so far not been assimilated into traditional 
programming methodology, we treat meta data (e. g; class definitions or 
classes) as data and by so doing enable the construction of programs that 
can dynamically generate, manipulate and query meta data information. 
The simple concept of names are values which we introduced in section 
5. 12-played a significant role in this respect. We found that this approach 
results in three benefits. 
40 Exceptto cause unnecessary checks to be made in some circumstances. 
41 	Impossible to achieve completeness in this sense. 
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Firstly, applications programs can generate new classes, at run time. on 
behalf of the end-user. This is typically done by using -information supplied 
through' user input. In the more traditional statically typed languages (e. g. 
Pascal). the compiler- enjoys a monopoly of class generation, hence the 
programmer must anticipate all the classes required by the would be users 
of his program and declare them within the text of.his program for use by 
the compiler. Normally, for general purpose programs. this forces upon 
the design an extra level of interpretation and mapping with attendant 
programming and execution costs. These can be avoided if classes are 
dynamically introduced. 
Secondly, evolution of meta data can be a programming activity. Chapter 
7 explored this issue and presented some feasible programming notations 
which can be used to specify changes to the meta data. Such changes. 
e. g. the name. type and initial value of a new field to be added to a class. 
can be obtained from user input. That is the end-user can control the 
evolution of the meta data. This can be likened to the end-user of a 
relational database package adding a new column to a relation - he is 
changing the meta data and he does not require the services of a database 
administrator. 
Thirdly. the fact that programs can dynamically query the meta data make 
it possible to write programs that can automatically adapt to changes in the 
meta data in a type safe manner. In the context of persistent 
programming, this is an indispensible programming methodology a) 
because it saves on the repeated cost of updating programs to reflect 
changes in the meta data and b) because it allows the construction of 
general propose utilities (such as persistent programming support tools) 
that can be ported across persistent stores without modification. The 
browser program described in chapter 8 is an example of such a utility , . 
With respect to meta data evolution, we argued against immediate 
accommodation of class evolutions, presented a technique of lazy evolution 
where by instance evolutions are performed only when necessary and 
showed how this technique may significantly reduce the overhead which is 
necessarily associated with the accommodation of class evolutions. 
Finally, in recognition of the intolerable program execution inefficiencies 
that -will arise if too many checks are performed at run time, we 
developed and implemented a-prototype compiler technology that seeks to 
perform program checking in an 'incremental and non-redundant fashion 
(see chapter 9). The objective was to remove the traditional distinction 
between compile time and run time with respect to program elaboration and 
to allow the programming system to utilise information concerning program 
behaviour and data values as it becomes available to decide when the 
optimal time for constraint verification and expression evaluation should be. 
To assist the compiler in this task. programs are first subjected to data flow 
analysis so that maximal information regarding the expected run time 
behaviour of the program can be statically determined. In this regard, we 
found it necessary to develop a data flow algorithm because those found in 
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the literature are not suitable for programming languages that treat 
functions and procedures as first class objects. The feasibility and utility of 
these ideas were tested out in a prototype system which is described in 
chapter 10. 
11.3 Further Research Directions 
This research raises many questions requiring further research 42 . 
11. 3. 1 Exception Handling 
In chapter 6. we assumed that constraint violations will result in the 
abortion of program execution. This will, in general, not be acceptable. 
There is therefore a need to develop an exception handling mechanism that 
is suitable for constraint violations. One possibility, which was mentioned 
in that chapter is that if a programming language already possesses an 
exception handling mechanism, than this mechanism may be used to 
handle constraint violations. It Is not clear that this is appropriate. For 
example. in Ada, when an exception is raised, control is transferred to the 
caller environment after some clean up operations have been performed. 
Since the clean up operations are user defined, there Is no guarantee that 
all the data that may have been corrupted as a result of the violation will 
now be in a valid state. A more appropriate solution would be to design an 
exception handling mechanism which a) gives the programmer/user a 
chance to rectify the violation and b) if the rectification is not possible (for 
whatever reason), to abort the current transaction (not the current 
procedure as Ada does). This way, the all or nothing behaviour of 
transactions will ensure the integrity of data is maintained after constraint 
violations. 
Still on exception handling and constraint violations. Borgida in [Borgida 
841 argues the case for accepting Invalid states of data as valid in certain 
exceptional situations. See section 6. 9. This theory contradicts our dogma 
of constraints are inviolable but it seems desirable for exceptional 
situations and needs further examination. In particular how does the 
system differentiate between truly execptional situations and fraud? 
11. 3.2 Evaluation and Implementation of Meta Data Evolution 
The concept of lazy evolution was central to the feasibility of the meta data 
evolution constructs introduced in chapter 7 because it allows normal 
processing and instance evolution to proceed in parallel. An efficient 
42 This section also serves as a critisism of the work reported in this thesis. 
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realisation of this technique will require the development of algorithms and 
data structures that minimise and localise the associated overhead. 
An evaluation of the appropriateness of the programming notations for 
class evolution needs to be done. This evaluation may well result in a 
redesign of the notations. For example. It may be more appropriate to treat 
classes as first class objects 0. 9. as values of type class) and realise 
class evolutions as operations on this type. For example, to add a new 
field to a class PERSON, we create a new class (NEW. PERSON) and 
instruct the programming system to evolve instances of PERSON to become 
instances of NEW. PERSON. We observe, however, that class evolutions 
that invoke the principle of property inheritance (e.g. change name of 
field) do not favour this method. The search for a suitable notation for 
meta data evolution requires further examination. 
11. 3. 3 Bulk Operations on Glasses 
A class represents all Its Instances and it therefore provides a suitable 
handle for expressing bulk operations on a family of related data. For 
example, we could Identify a class definition with a relation header and the 
instances of a class with the tuples of the relation and define the relational 
operations of join, select and project on classes so that if A and B are 
classes. A join B will 1) create a new class which contains the fields of A 
and B and 2) populate this new class with instances formed by crossing the 
instances of A against the Instances of B in the relational fashion. Since 
lots of computation may be involved, we expect that some form of lazy 
evaluation will be used. 
Alternatively, we could identify classes and field of classes with entity 
types and functions over entity types of the functional data model and 
program bulk operations by the for each clause common to all functional 
data models (Shipman 81. Kul -karni 831. For example to print the name and 
grade of each STUDENT we write 
for each p in STUDENT do 
IT write "'n", NAME(p), 	 , GRADE(p) 
These alternative methods for data manipulation can coexist in a 
programming environment so that the user can chose which data 
manipulation language (DML) to use to write a program on the basis of his 
proficiency and the ability of the OML to express the problem in a succinct 
and natural manner. A proper engineering of this coexistence involve a 
search for optimal implementation level data structures to support all the 
languages (Hepp 831. 
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11. 3.4 Data Typos as Values 
It Is now generally accepted that the elevation of data types to values 
Improves the orthogonality of language design and enhances the power of a 
programming language. As an example of the latter. polymorphism can be 
more easily realised In a programming language that treats data types as 
values. 
Our treatment of classes as data objects which can be dynamically 
created. accessed. queried and manipulated represents a move In this 
general direction of "data types as data values. However we note that an 
Isolated treatment of classes as values runs contrary to the principles of 
data type completeness, and observe that - languages such as Russell 
[Boehm at al. 80. Demers & Donahue 801. Poly (Harland 841 and Pebble 
[Burstali & Lampson 841 treat data types as values consistently. 
With respect to program execution efficiency, the amount of run time type 
checking that will result when types are treated as values can be 
significantly reduced by adopting the implementation techniques of 
incremental program elaboration similar to that described in chapter 9. 
11. 3. 5 Concurrency Issues 
It the programming environment is a multi-process system either because 
a) it is multi-user. b) it allows background jobs. or C) it allows nestable 
and suspendable transactions, then the possibility for concurrent access to 
a piece of data exists and a concurrency control method is required to 
regulate access to data. The suitability of locking algorithms [Eswaran et 
al. 76. Gray at al. 751 (using databases. classes. tables. nodes of the 
b-tree used to implement tables etc. as locking granules) and those of 
non-locking agorIthms (e. g. time stamping [Bernstein & Goodman 801 and 
optimistic methods (Kung & Robinson 81]) need to be examined and 
evaluated in the context of the known and expected behaviour of persistent 
data. 
11.3.6 Interactive Persistent Programming Environment and Persistent 
Programming Support Tools 
The original aim of this research was to develop an interactive persistent 
programming environment complete with a suite of persistent programming 
support tools for PS-algol using PS-algol as the - implementation language. 
This turned out to be too ambitious because PS-algol as it is currently 
implemented cannot support data with longer term persistence and cannot 
be used to program programming support tools such as browsers. class 
editors and persistent data garbage collectors in a type safe manner. In 
the light of these difficulties. the purpose of the research shifted to an 




programming languages and a demonstration of incremental program 
elaboration as a feasible technique to overcome excessive run time cost of 
constraint verification that plague traditional database systems. 
The development of an Interactive persistent programming environment 
and the Identification and Implementation of appropriate persistent 
progtammtng support tools are still worth while projects and it is our belief 
that the contributions of this thesis should make these goals more feasible. 
This research illustrates again that notations can be developed, and 
supported by implementations that are not infeasible, to widen the activities 
directly supported by programming languages and hence to Improve 
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